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INTRODUCTION.

The ensuing monograph was originally projected as a report on the collection of
cephalopod mollusks taken by the United States Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross
during her Hawaiian cruise of 1902. It was found, however, that the pages required
to be only slightly amplified to become practically a monographic survey of the entire
Hawaiian region, and this has accordingly been done. Wherever possible a full descrip
tion is given from Hawaiian material of each species under consideration. This is
succeeded. by a brief discussion of the further range of the species, tables of dimensions,
a short critical comparison with other nearly allied forms, and such other items as
seemed relevant. In some cases, especially where a species has been known to the
writer only through the descriptions of other authors, it has been thought well to reprint
the diagnosis of the original author in full. The work was commenced at Stanford
University in the autumn of 1908, and, with the exception of the season of 1909-10,

was prosecuted more or less continuously in the zoological laboratories there from that
time to November, 1912• a

SOURCES OF MATERIAL.

The great bulk of the material upon which this report is based is the property of
the United States Bureau of Fisheries and was obtained during the explorations of the
United States Fisheries steamer Albatross on her extensive investigation in 1902 of
the waters adjacent to the Hawaiian Islands, which constitute, zoologically speaking,
what is known as the Hawaiian region. The principal part of the specimens have been
tumed over to the United States National Museum, but a set of the duplicates is
deposited in the Stanford University collections.

I have further had for study the small series of shore forms already in the collections
of Stanford University, most of them obtained by Dr. O. P. Jenkins during his visit to
the islands in 1889, or by Dr. D. S. Jordan and Dr. B. W. Evermann in 1901. These

"As on a former occasion. 1 must express my gratitude to Dr. Walter KenriclcFisher,of Stanford University. for the kindly
interest with which he has constantly followed the progress of this work in his laboratory. It is of interest to note, also. that Dr.
Fisher was a member of the Albtrlross staff during the Hawaiian explorations, and the occasional color and habit notes which
appear in his handwriting on the labels of some of the specimens are of more than ordinary interest. especially when we consider
how few data of the sort are available for even the commoner species of this group of animals.

'to Dr. Harold Heath I am once more under obligation for the opportunity to work up an important collection originally
placed in his own hands for study. It is also due to him that the series ofdrawings prepared by Mr. R. L. Hudson came int? my
hands at the same time with the specimens, so that the major portion of them could be utilized in the present report. Other IIIus
trationsin these pages are the work ofl!iss Lora Woodhead. Mr. Henry Varnum Poor.udMr. JohnHoward Paine. all of Stanford
University.
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collections include one species (Onychoteuthis banksii) which was not taken by the
Albatross.

In addition to the above there have constantly been available the collections of
cephalopods made by the Albatross during the Alaska salmon investigations of 1903
and the dredgings off the California coast in 1904, together with the considerable series
of west American and Japanese specimens owned by Stanford University. Although
all of these have already been made the subject of reports (Berry I912a, 1912b), their
value for comparative study in the present consideration has been inestimable.

The type specimens of new species together with certain others have already been
assigned catalogue numbers by the authorities of the National Museum, and such numbers
are carefully cited in the proper paragraphs of the following pages. In referring to the
Stanford University material, I have for the sake of brevity adopted the University
initials-e-L. S. J. U.-immediately succeeded by a catalogue number which has reference
to the invertebrate series in the University collections.

As will be seen, the material thus utilized lacks only Polypus hawaiiensis, Sym
plectoteuthis oualaniensis, and the clearly erroneous Loligo gahi and Polypus fontanianus,
to embrace all the species known or reported from the islands, the great bulk of the records
being nevertheless entirely new. The total number of specimens which I have personally
examined is 210. These are distributed among 24 genera and include somewhat more
than 29 species, only 4 of which have been previously recorded from the region. Some
15 of these species it has been found advisable to describe as new, and it is quite probable
that several of the 10 or more forms represented by specimens too immature or too poorly
preserved for accurate determination belong to species not yet described.

The Albatross collection has already formed the basis of two brief preliminary
papers (Berry 1909, 1913), in which the majority ofthe new species were tersely described
and in the first of which a provisional check list of all the species was also given.

HISTORICAL SURVEY.

With the exception of the two papers which have been just referred to as preliminary
to the present report, no work specially devoted to Hawaiian Cephalopoda has ever been
published. Even the scattered references contained in volumes of wider scope are not
numerous and only to be found by dint of the most exhaustive searching. Despite
its brevity, therefore, the following cursory survey of the literature is thought to be
practically complete. .

I have been unable to determine to what author belongs the honor of first bringing
a Hawaiian member of our group to the public notice, since Gould in America and
Souleyet in France both published in the same year. The latter author, reporting in
1852 on the mollusks taken during the voyage of the Bonite, describes only a single species
from the islands, the Octopus hawaiiensis, a form which would naturally be expected
to be abundant, but which has not been recognized with any certainty since.

In the magnificent memoir by Gould (1852) on the Mollusca of the Wilkes exploring
expedition, two Hawaiian species are described for the first time, both of them common
littoral forms, namely, Octopus ornatus Gould, and Sepioteuthis arctipinnis Gould.
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In 1879 Tryon published a monograph of the Cephalopoda as the first volume of his
Manual of Conchology. In 'addition to the three species just noted, two other forms
are accredited to our region, namely, Loligo gahi d'Orbigny and Polypus jontanianus
d'Orbigny. Both of these, however, are characteristic South American types and the
Hawaiian record in each case seems almost certainly to be an error.

The Challenger steamed through the very heart of the region and made a brief call
at Honolulu, yet took but a single species of cephalopod. This was a common reef
Polypus, three specimens of which reached England and were there described by Hoyle
(1885) as Octopus marmoratus.

In 1899 Schauinsland reported the occurrence of the following species in the neigh
borhood of Laysan Island, his identifications being based on determinations by Dr. G.
Pfeffer: a

Octopus sp. Ommastrephes oualaniensis.
Onychoteuthis Banksii. Ommastrephes Sloanei.

In 1909 the present writer published preliminary diagnoses of seven supposedly new
forms from the Hawaiian Islands, and as an appendix to the same paper added a simple
check list of all the species known to occur in the region (Berry, 190 9, p. 418). In this
list some 22 species are named and II other forms are recorded without precise deter
mination. This list, which follows herewith, should now be regarded as entirely sup
planted by the present paper:

Cirroteuthis (?) sp, Semirossia (?) sp.
Argonauta bottgeri. Stoloteuthis iris n. sp.
Argonauta (argo?). Sepioteuthis arctipinnis.
Tremoctopus (near quoyanus), Ommastrephes sagittata near sloanei.
Alloposus mollis. Ommastrephid (young).
Bolitsena sp. Onychoteuthis banski.
Polypus hawaiiensis. Symplectoteuthis oualaniensis.
Polypus hoylei n. sp. Teleoteuthis appellofi,
Polypus omatus. Abialia astrosticta n. sp.
Polypus marmoratus. Abralia sp.
Polypus a. Abraliopsis sp.
Polypus {J. Pterygioteuthis giardi.
Polypus r- Tracheloteuthis riisei.
Scseurgus sp. Chiroteuthis famelica n. sp.
Stephanoteuthis hawaiiensis n, gen. and Cranchia (Liocranchia) globula n. sp.

sp. Cranchiid sp.
Euprymna morsei. Helicocranchia fished n. sp.

Three years later Naef (1912, p. 247) proposed the new genus Iridoteuthis, basing it
upon the Hawaiian Stoloteuthis iris Berry as its type and single known representative.

"Although fragmentary. Schaulnsland's notes are of considerable interest. and in view of their inaccessibility to most
students It may be worth while to repeat them here.

(P. 'S)" ••• nicht scltcn hat man das Gluck. hier auch einen der abenteuerllchen Tintenfische (Octopus) zu erbeuten,
and zwar bisweilen In solcher Grosse. dass man sich vor seinen Saugarmen und scharfen Kiefern zu hUten hat."

(P. 9') "Neben den hllufig bei Laysan sich findenden Ocloj>us-Arten kommen dort an Cepilolopoden (det, Pfeffer) noeh vor:
Om...GS/rephes OU<Jlan;ens;s Less, und Om.... Sloanei Gray. sowle Onschoteuth!» Banks;; Ftr. Die drelletzten Arten bilden uber
wiegend die Nahrung der Albatrosse, wenigstens In der Zeit. in welcher sie Ihre Jungen fiittem. Die Exkremente derselben be
standen fast ausschliesslich aus C.phalopoden-Kiefern. Au.h die Sma-Arten fUtternanfangs Ihren Nachwuchsmitverdauten
Cephalopoden. spllter allerdings mit Fischen"~
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The same year a brief note was published by the writer (Berry, 1912b, p. 434) in
which the Hawaiian Ommastrephes was awarded separate recognition as O. hawaiiensis
n. sp. and a very brief definition given.

At about the same time (Berry, 1912C, p. 645) the identity of Stephanoteuthis with
Heteroteuthis Gray 1849 having been recognized, the subsequent name was abandoned
as a synonym (for this also see Naef, 1912, p. 246).

In 1913 the writer described the following new forms from the present material:

Lretmoteuthis lugubris n. gen. and sp. Teleoteuthis compacta n, sp.
Screurgus patagiatus n. sp. Abralia trigonura n, sp,
Euprymna scolopes n, sp. Pterygioteuthis microlampas n. sp.

In the present monograph all the species diagnosed in 1909 and 1913 are redescribed
in better detail and figured throughout. Identifications corrected from the list of 1909,
together with the few changes in nomenclature which have been found necessary since
that time, will be made readily apparent by a glance at the following synopsis of the
fauna. No additional new species are here described..

SYNOPSIS OF HAWAIIAN CEPHALOPODS.a

ORDER DIBRANCHIATA OWEN.
SUBORDER OcTOPODA LEACH.

Family Cirroteuthidre Keferstein.
Genus Laetmoteuthis Berry.

Laetmoteuthis lugubris Berry (2).
Family Argonautidre (Cantraine).

Genus Argonauta Linne.
Argonauta bdttgeri Maltzan (1+).
Argonautasp. (I).

Genus Tremoctopus delle Chiaje.
Tremoctopus violaceus delle Chiaje <.31).

Family Alloposidre Verrill.
Genus Alloposus Verrill.

Alloposus mollis Verrill (1).
Family Bolitrenidre Chun,

Genus Eledonella Verrill.
Eledonella sp. (I)

Family Polypodidre Hoyle.
Genus Polypus Schneider.

Polypus hawaiiensis (Souleyet) (0).
Polypus marmoratus (Hoyle) (13)'
Polypus ornatus (Gould) (3).
Polypus hoylei Berry (4).
Polypus a: (4).
Polypus P(IS)'
Polypus r (4).
Polypus b (1).
Polypus 1£ (2).

Genus Screurgus Troschel,
Screurgus patagiatus Berry (7).

a The number of specimens of each species examined is given in parenthesis after the specific name.
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ORDER DIBRANCHIATA OWEN-Continued.
SUBORDER DECAPODA LUACH.

Division Myopsida d'Orbigny.
Family Sepiolidre Keferstein.

Genus Euprymna Steenstrup.
Euprymna scolopes Berry (64).

Genus Stoloteuthis Verrill.
Stoloteuthis iris Berry (r).

Genus Heteroteuthis Gray.
Heteroteuthis hawaiiensis (Berry) (4).

Family Loliginidee (d'Orbigny).
Genus Sepioteuthis de Blainville.

Sepioteuthis arctipinnis Gould (4).
Division <Egopsida d 'Orbigny.

Family Onychoteuthidre Gray.
Genus Onychoteuthis Lichtenstein.

Onychoteuthis banksii (Leach) (r),
Genus Teleoteuthis Verrill.

Teleoteuthis compacta Berry (r).
Family Enoploteuthidre Pfeffer.

Genus Abralia Gray.
Abralia astrosticta Berry (r).
Abralia trigonura Berry (r),

Genus Abraliopsis Joubin.
Abraliopsis sp. (r),

Genus Pterygioteuthis Fischer.
Pterygioteuthis microlampas Berry (2).

Family Histioteuthidre Verrill.
Histioteuthid, young (3).

Family Brachioteuthidre Pfeffer.
Genus Brachioteuthis Verrill.

Brachioteuthis disci (Steenstrup) (8).
Family Ommastrephidre Gill.

Genus Ommastrephes d'Orbigny.
Ommastrephes hawaiiensis Berry (7)·

Genus Symplectoteuthis Pfeffer.
Symplectoteuthis oualaniensis (Lesson) (0).

Genus Rhyncoteuthion Pfeffer.
Rhyncoteuthion a (II).
Rhyncoteuthion p(I).

Family Chiroteuthidre Gray.
Genus Mastigoteuthis Verrill.

Mastigoteuthis (?) famelica Berry (r),
Family Cranchiidre (Prosch).

Genus Liocranchia Pfeffer.
Liocranchia globulus Berry (3).

Genus Megalocranchia Pfeffer.
Megalocranchia fisheri (Berry) (I).

Genus Helicocranchia Massy.
Helicocranchia sp. (r),
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CHARACTER AND RELATIONSHIPS OF THE HAWAIIAN FAUNA.

From the foregoing it will be seen that so far as is known the Hawaiian fauna includes
about 25 named species of cephalopods, together with half as many more uncertain forms,
some of which are doubtless worthy of recognition but which are only familiar to us by
specimens either too young or too poorly preserved for a positive determination of the
species. The total number of genera represented is 24, or about two-thirds as great as
the total number of species. This is due to the fact that the genus Polypus with 9 forms
listed (at least 5 of them doubtful), Argonauta with 2 species, and Abralia with 2 species,
are the only genera which appear more than once in the list. (Owing to various facts
which are to be summarized on another page, Rhyncoteuthionshould obviously be excluded
from the present discussion.) The apportionment of the fauna among higher groups
is conveniently shown in the following table:

TABLE 1.

Divisions.

Octopoda.. .. ..
),{yopsida........ .. ..
Oegopsida. .. ..

Total.... .. .. .

Number of Named Unnamed
genera rep- species. or doubt-

resented. lui species.

7 9 7
4 4 0

%3 II 5

24 24 12

One very striking feature which is brought out with particular emphasis in such a
table is the surprising weakness of the myopsid element in the fauna. Of the four myop
sid genera, one is Sepioteuthis, the remaining three are Sepiolid«, and even of each of
these but a single species has come to hand. a The total absence of any representatives
whatsoever of the great genera Loligo and Sepia in any of the collections was entirely
unexpected. Of course Hawaiian species of one or both of these groups not improbably
may yet come to light, but in any case I feel that the series of specimens collected by the
Albatross is so representative that we may assert with confidence that neither genus
attains any very great development in these waters, or even the prominence which we
might reasonably expect when we consider what a dominant element they compose
in the fauna of the Malaysian Archipelago as well as of Japan. Loligo especially is so
abundant a genus and so cosmopolitan that it would be hazardous with our present
knowledge to deny its occurrence anywhere. In the case of Sepia, however; it should
be remembered that with the exception of a solitary and iII-authenticated record from
the West Indies, not a single species is known from the waters adjacent to the American
Continent nor indeed from the entire Western Hemisphere. The group being mainly a
littoral one, we thus have a priori grounds for suggesting that wide oceanic areas may in
some way form a special barrier to its dispersion. If this be true we should perhaps
expect other littoral forms, such as the Polypi, to be distributed in accordance with the
same principle; but this, as we shall see later, does not appear to be the case. An explana
tion of this anomaly may be found in the hypothesis that the dissemination of these
other forms took place at a more ancient period. That the rise and dissemination of

o Itshould be remembered, however, that to one 01these species, Eup,ymlla scolopes, belongs the distinction of being by far the
most abundant Hawaiian cephalopod. Nearly one-third of the total number of specimens examined are referable here.
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the Sepiidce actually is of comparatively recent occurrence receives distinct support
from the circumstance that the dominion occupied by them is almost perfectly con
tinuous and very symmetrically populated, with an extraordinarily rich development
of species in the Indo-Malayan and Japanese regions, the apparent center of dispersion.

TABLn n.-DISTRIBUTION of HAWAIIAN CEPHALOPODS.

Hawaiian species.
Bathy
metric
range.

Further distri
bution.

Bathy
metric
range.

Nearest ana
logue. Distribution.

Bathy
metric
range.

Apparent degree
of relationship.

(1)

(1)

Fairly close.

Very close.

Fairly close.

Fairly close.

Close.

Close.

Close.

0-1

94-388 Not very close.

Shore.

Shore.

SS'-12S0 Close.

Fathoms.

1200-2200

Red Sea.. .. Close,

Bay of Bengal..; 188-3'0 Close.

Mauritius; South
Paelfic.

New England...

Mascarene Is.
land; west
coast Middle
America.

:M:orocco; Indian
Ocean; west
coastofmiddle
America.

(1)

(~)

Alloposus paelf- Japan. . . . . . . . . .. Close.
leus.

(1)

Abralia steln
dachneri.

Abralia anda
manica.

Abraliopslshoylei

Fathoms.

{

ArgOnau ta argo. Mediterran e a n Surface.
to Japan.

. . . . . . . . .. Argonauta pacil- Southern Cali· Surface.
lea. 'ornia to Gala-

pagos Islands.
Surface.. , .

(1)

(1)

Eastern Mid
Pacific; Indo
Malayan; Ja
pan; Mediter·
ranean.

North Atlantic ..

Mauritius; Phil- Surface.
ipplnes; Aus-
tralia.

Red Sea to Japan .
.and New Zea-
land.

Cosmopolitan. .. Surface. .. .

...........................................................................

Shore.

Shore. Ceylon, Rotuma, Shore. Polypus bimacu- Southern Cali·
Amboina. latus, fornia to Pan

ama.
Shore. . Polypus macro- Mediterranean;

pus. Indian Ocean;
Japan.

~g::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·S;;;,;ui-g;.;;~ci~~ ·M.;ditc;,;;,;,~:: ::::::::::
rus,

0-'38 Euprymna ste-
uodactvla,

'4'-'S3 Stoloteuthis leu-
coptera]

38S-733 .••.......•.•........•.•••.. Heterot.;uthis Mediterranean.. SOO-7OO
dispar.

Shore. Sepioteuthis les-
soniana.

3 '4-33S Pterygioteuthls
giardi.

Surface.

306-308

Surface.

Surface.

Tremoctopus viola
ceus,

Fathoms.
I,retmoteuthis lu- 'S8-.84

gubris.
Argonauta bbttgeri , Surface.

Alloposus mollis ....

Polypus hawaiien
sis.

Polypus marmora
tus,

Polypus ornatus ....

Argonauta sp. . . .... Surface.

Pterygloteuthis
mlcrolampas.

Polypus hoylei , ....
Screurgus patagia-

tus.
Euprymna scolopes.

Stoloteuthis iris •....

Heteroteuthis ha-
waiiensis.

Sepioteuthis areti
pinnis.

On ychoteu this
banksll.

Teleoteuthis com-
pacta.

Abralia astrostlcta ..

Abralia trigonura .

Abrallopsls sp .

Bay of Bengal .. 922 Fairly close (1).

Atlantic; In d o· Surface. Close.
Malayan.

Cape of Good .......... Close.
Hope.

Ireland ......... 3S0 Fairly close.

Chlroteuthis pel
lueldal

Liocranchia rein
hardtii.

Megalocranchia
maxima.

Helicocranchia
pfeffer!.

Megalo c ran chi a
fisheri,

Helicocranchia sp ...

Brachloteuthls rlisei Surface. Nearly cosmo- Surface. .. ..
politan.

220-3 12 Ommastrephes Japan Fairly close.
paclficus.

. Red Sea to Ja- .
pan; Australia;
Cocos Is.

Mastigoteuthis (1) 38S-733
famelica.

I,iocranchla globulus Surface.

Ommastrephes ha
waiiensis,

Symplectoteu t his
oualaniensis.
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This brings us to a consideration of the relationships of the Hawaiian cephalopod
fauna with that of other regions and an inquiry. as to which of the great Pacific areas
can be brought most closely into correlation with it. In Table II (p. 263) I have
endeavored to present in compact form Q summary of the more essential data to
which we must look for an answer to the question. Although admittedly our knowledge
is still little more than fragmentary, certain facts seem to be brought out with sufficient
prominence to demand consideration. Of the 24 named species listed in the first column,
it will be seen that 16, or about two-thirds and including all but one of the shore species,
are unknown from any other region. Two others may be eliminated from the discus
sion as being practically cosmopolitan. Another (Symplectoteuthis oualaniensis) occurs
very generally throughout the Indian and Pacific Oceans. Of the remainder four are
inhabitants also of the Indo-Malayan region. One species is shared with the north
Atlantic, but this one (Alloposus mollis) appears to be of oceanic habit, so that a wide
distribution is in a way to be anticipated.

It is evident therefore that we must turn to the species which are peculiarly Hawaiian
in order to gain any proper idea of the true elements which enter into the composition
of the fauna. In one of the succeeding columns of the table I have accordingly listed
the species which appear to be most closely allied to these, and in yet another column
the regions where such analogues are known to occur. The parallel with the Indo
Malayan fauna here appears very striking and again, as in the latter region, a very respect
able assemblage of species possesses decided Mediterranean affinities. Indeed one genus,
Saeurqu«, is now known for the first time outside the bounds of the Mediterranean, and,
although the species from the two sources appear to be separately nameable, they are
nevertheless surprisingly close. H eteroteuthis hawaiiensis is another species which finds
its nearest ally no nearer than the Mediterranean and here again the relationship is close.
The widespread stock of Polypus macropus, which ranges in great abundance from the
Mediterranean through the Red Sea, around southern Asia to the Malaysian Archipelago,
and even to Japan, with practically no change in any of its characters throughout this
entire area, also manages to reach the Hawaiian Islands, for it seems obvious that P.
ornatus, though very distinct in itself, must have had its primary origin as an isolated
outpost of this group. Of distinctly Indo-Malayan affinities, but not Mediterranean, are
Euprymna scolopes, Polypus marmoratus, Abralia astrosticta (apparently near to A. stein
dachneri of the Red Sea), and perhaps Mastigoteuthis(?) famelica. Polypus marmoratus
appears to be allied to the common P. bimaculatus of southern and Lower California,
but aside from this somewhat anomalous example the fauna has little in common with
that of western America. a

With theJapanesefauna likewise, outsideof the invading Indo-Malayanelement shared
by both, the Hawaiian cephalopods exhibit no particular relationship. Ommasirephes
hawaiiensis is doubtless to be regarded as an offshoot of the same stock which gave

.. so little is at present known regarding the teuthology of the south Pacific that the Australian region has not here been con
sidered as separate from the Indo-Malayan, although the reported presence of Dosidicus gigas in those waters would tend to show
• certain relationship with the South American fauna.
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origin to O. Pacificus (and sloanii ?), and Sepioteuthis arctipinnis is similar or identical with
S. lessoniana, but without exception all the species most truly characteristic of the one
area are conspicuous only by their absence in the other. We are able to correlate at least
a portion of the Japanese fauna with that of western North America much more suc
cessfully.

In summing up, then, it may be said that, although the ensemble of Hawaiian cepha
lopods shows many features peculiar to itself, it appears reasonable to regard it as an
offshoot, now largely isolated, of-the great Indo-Malayan fauna, and therefore impossi
ble of any definite or satisfactory correlation with that of other regions of the north
Pacific. That this statement is in substantial accord with the conclusions reached by
students of other groups of animals is readily seen by a glance at almost any of the
monographs dealing particularly with the fauna of the archipelago.

Nutting (Bulletin U. S. Fish Commission, vol. xxiii, for 1903, p. 934, 1906) in
discussing the hydroids says that they" have unmistakable relationship with the Aus
tralian region, " although (p. 935) "as would be expected from the isolated position of the
Hawaiian Islands, the preponderance of peculiar species is very exceptionally large."

Miss Rathbun reaches similar conclusions from a study of the decapod crustaceans.
She says that" the Hawaiian fauna is almost entirely Indo-Pacific, the islands forming
the northeastern, as the Indian Ocean is the southwestern, limit for the majority of the
species" (1. cit., p. 830, 1905). She finds but few species peculiar to the islands, however.

Fisher (1. cit., p. 999, 1906) finds the distribution of the starfishes indicative of
entirely similar phenomena. He writes that "we are at once struck by the fact that the
Hawaiian fauna bears more resemblance to that of the distant Indian region than it
does to the fauna of America, notwithstanding that all the ocean currents which pass
the Hawaiian Islands are coming from America and not from the west. "

In the case of the shore fishes Jordan and Evermann (t. cit., p. 32, 1905) have found
the fauna to be "frankly and entirely tropical, all the species belonging to genera char
acteristic of the tropical Pacific," but most of the species 'themselves seem to be peculiar
to the islands. -

The conclusions of Gilbert (t, cit., p. 578, 1905), after his critical examination of
the deep-sea fishes collected by the Albatross, are especially full of interest: "An analysis
of the list of species recorded in the present paper shows conclusively that the bathybial
fishes of Hawaii, like those of its reefs and shores, have been derived as a whole from the
west and south, and not from the east or north. In its entire facies, the fauna is strik
ingly unlike that of the Pacific coast of Mexico and Central America, and resembles
strongly the assemblage of forms discovered by the Albatross and the Challenger off the
coasts of Japan and the East Indies. Some of its members find their nearest known
affines in the Bay of Bengal."

On the other hand, Mayer (t, cit., p. II33, 1906) in his report on the Medusee writes
that" it appears the majority of the Hawaiian forms are of wide distribution," a con
clusion entirely harmonious with what we know regarding such cephalopods as are of
similar habit. .
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BATHYMETRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

The data accompanying the lists of specimens taken by the Albatross as given in this
paper are partial extracts from the records of the voyage as given in the Report of the
United States Fish Commission for 1902 (p. 397-432, Washington, 1903). For mort'
full and detailed stational observations reference may be had to the original paper.

It is worthy of note that no truly abyssal forms were captured unless we so consider
the two specimens of Latmoteuthis, the mangled condition of which may perhaps be
partly due to their having gotten considerably" out of their depth" when taken, as well
as to rocks in the dredge. A glance at the table of stations given in the appendix of this
report shows that the greatest depths from which any specimens of cephalopods were
obtained were those sounded at stations 3989 (385-733 fathoms, Heteroieuthis hawaiiensis,
Teleoteuthis compacta, Mastigoteuthis(?) tamelica), 4039 (670-697 fathoms, Eledonella sp.),
and 4110 (449-460 fathoms, Polypus hoyle'L). In no other instances was a member of
the class obtained at a greater depth than 400 fathoms, and even in the cases above cited
it seems by no means improbable that some of the actively nectonic species may have
become ensnared in the dredge during its transit to the surface. Altogether it must be
admitted that even the archibenthal regions have been scarcely drawn upon, and it is
only concerning the reef and pelagic fauna that we can presume even a fair degree of
knowledge. The two latter habitats have each their characteristic group of species,
although certain of the smaller free-swimming forms are not uncommon in the reef pools,
and both attain the richness customary in tropical regions. As is well known in the case
of the fishes and other groups, many of the reef species are truly regal in their brilliantly
variegated coloring and other ornamentation. Polypus entirely fulfills expectations
in being the group most conspicuous on the reefs both in species and in number of indi
viduals, but Euprymna and Sepioteuibis are also to be captured there. In the plankton
we find the usual run of more delicate, less actively swimming forms-Argonauta,
Tremoctopus, Tracheloteuthis, larvalommastrephids, histioteuthids, and octopods ofvarious
species and genera, Liocromcbia, and the omnipresent Euprymna-nearly all warm-water
species of wide dispersion.

As is shown in the table following, five species; mainly of very active habit, are
found between the surface and the roo-fathom mark, the richest and by far the most
varied fauna of all occurring in the deeper water down to a depth of 400 fathoms. The
most remarkable bathymetric range exhibited by any single species is that of Euprymna
scolopes, which, though very abundant at or near the surface, is frequently met with in
all depths down to 130 or 140 fathoms and therefore appears in no less than four columns
of the table. Polypus hoylei is recorded from 257 to 460 fathoms.
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TABLE lII.-BATHYMETRIC DISTRIBU'tION OF HAWAIIAN CEPHALOPODS.

Shore. Surface. ISurface to 100 fathoms. 100 to 500 fathoms. Over 500 fathoms.

OCl'OPODA. OCTOPODA. OC'I'OPODA. OCToPODA. OCToPODA.

Polypus hawaiiensis. Argonauta bBttgeri. Polypus e, Laetmoteuthis Iugubris. Eledone11a sp,
Polypus marmoratus, Tremoctopus violaceus, Alloposus mollis,
Polypus ornatus. Polypus e, Polypus hoylei.
Polvpus r, Polypusp. Polypus e,
Polypbusa. PolYPUST. Seseurgus patagiatus

DI\CAPODA. DI\CAPODA. DIlCAPODA. DI\CAPODA. DI\CAPODA

Sepioteuthis a r c t i , Euprvmna scolopes, Euprymna scolopes Euprvmna scolopes. Heteroteuthis hawaii.
pinnis, Onvchoteuthis banksii, Onycboteuthis banksii. Stoloteuthls iris. ensis (/)

Euprymna scolopes, Abraliopsis (young). Ommastrephes hawaii- Heteroteuthishawaiien, Teleoteuthis compac-
Histioteuthid (young). ensis, sis. ta(?)
Brachioteuthis disci. Symplectoteuthisouala- Teleoteuthis compacta. Mastirr:teuthIS(?)fame-
Rhyncoteuthion a. nlensis, Abralia astrosticta, Ilea ?)
Rhyncoteuthion p. Abralia trigonura.
Liocranchia globulus. Pterygioteuthis micro-

Iampas,
Ommastrephes hawaii.

ensis.
Mastigoteuthis (?) fame-

lica.
lIfegalocranchia fisheri,
Helicocranchia sp.

COMPARATIVE ABUNDANCE.

The comparative abundance of the different species in the collection is readily
appreciated by a glance at the figures appended to the synopsis on page 260. It is remark
able that out of a total of 210 specimens examined, 64, or nearly one-third, are Euprymna
scolopes. Of the remainder, 3I, or nearly one-sixth of the total, are Tremoctopus uiolaceus:
IS are the immature Polypus designated as 13; 13 are Polypus marmoraius; eleven are the
larval ommastrephids known as Rhyncoteuthion; 8 are Brachioteuthis riisei, while SC<2Uf
gus patagiatus and Ommasteephes hawaiiensis are represented by 7 specimens each.

The most notable catch of cephalopods made by the Albatross in any single haul
was in the surface nets at station 3926, between Oahu and Laysan Islands, where
I I specimens representing I species each of no less than 5 genera were obtained.

LOCAL DISTRIBUTION.

Regarding the distribution and relative frequency of the littoral and shallow
water species among the respective islands of the archipelago, little or nothing can be said
at the present time. As would be expected, most of the collecting has been done on
Oahu in the neighborhood of Honolulu; a few specimens have occasionally come to hand
from Maui, but almost nothing from the other islands. The remote islands of the
Midway Group ought to prove particularly interesting in this respect, since their oceanic
extent is large and we are completely ignorant concerning the cephalopods of their
littoral fauna.
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CLASSIFlCATION AND NOMENCLATURE.

In conformity with my "Review of the Cephalopods of Western North America"
(Berry, 1912a) I have followed the general lines of cephalopod classification laid down
in the various works of Hoyle, with certain modifications adapted from Pfeffer's "Synop
sis" (1900) and the masterly monograph of the Valdivia CEgopsida by Chun (1910).
The present material has afforded few bizarre forms and, although highly important
from a distributional and local standpoint, accomplishes very little toward the elucida
tion of the wider evolutionary problems. Of decided importance, however, is the
discovery of an otherwise typical member of the family Cirroteuthida, which is remarkable
not only for being the second species in the entire group known to possess an odontophore,
but also for its apparently total lack of the alternating rows of cirri along the arms,
hitherto thought to be a characteristic as invariable as it is puzzling. The occurrence
of a Pacific Scceurgus and a new sepiolid having affinity with the Atlantic Stoloteuthis
leucoptera is also noteworthy. The presence in the collection of a large series of young
ommastrephids comprising at least two Rhyncoteuthion-like forms specifically distinct
from one another indicates that the occurrence of the curious Rhyncoteuthion stage is
an exceedingly widespread ontogenetic character in this family and one by no means
confined to the typical genus.

The primary division of the Dibranchiata of Owen into the Octopoda (devilfishes)
and Decapoda (squids"), as proposed by Leach in 1817, is here adhered to, although
the latter term is very confusing in view of the prior use of the name for a well-known
group of Crustacea (Decapoda I...atreille 1806). In many respects the restoration of
Blainville's Octocera and Decacera would be much more satisfactory, an excuse for
discarding the complementary term Octopoda being possibly available because of the
existence of Octopodia Schneider 1784, which was proposed as a general term for the
entire class over a decade before Cuvier called them Cephalopoda.

I have found myself quite unable to accept the various major divisions into which
some authors have grouped the Octopoda, but on the other hand I have been unable to
formulate any more natural arrangement of my own which could be utilized in their
stead. In regard to the Decapoda, however, the anciently recognized bifurcation into
Myopsid and (Egopsid forms seems very convenient and on the whole a natural separa
tion. Chun's further division of the latter group into CEgopsida libera and CEgopsida
consuta appears to me cumbersome and but little superior to the nearly or quite synony
mous Teuthidea and Taonidea of Verrill. For the purposes of the present paper it is
not, however, necessary to adopt either system.

In the arrangement of the families themselves scarcely any two authors are in
entire agreement, so that the sequence herein followed can be regarded as in no way
more than provisional.

A word should be said in regard to the sort of morphological characters chiefly
depended upon by the author in distinguishing species; that is, beyond such conspicuous
differences in bodily structure and general form as obviously require no explanation

a In the Hawaiian Islands the tenn .. squid" is colloquially employed to include nearly all cephalopods, especially the edible
forms such as PolYPus, even though the usage is not scientific nor accurate n~lish.
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or apology even to the layman. This is particularly needful concerning the Octopoda,
as in this group it is often very difficult to lay down on paper a hard and fast line respect
ing a given character which will invariably serve to separate a species from some other
perhaps very closely allied. Here, in the absence of direct comparison between speci
mens, a sort of average of the entire physiognomy is largely depended upon, taking into
consideration the relative length of the arms, the shape and extent of the umbrella,
the presence or absence of ornamental processes of various sorts upon the integument,
and the more evident conditions of preservation, which frequently affect the features
already stated to a degree which can scarcely be too strongly emphasized. When the
specimens are males, however, the structure of the hectocotylized arm is variously
modified, usually constant in its peculiarities, and hence a criterion of the highest import
ance; perhaps no other single feature so well maintains its value in preserved material.
I am also inclined to treat with respect any decided peculiarities of color, particularly
when the various pigments appear to be disposed after the manner of a definite pattern.
Frequently the so-called "funnel organ" exhibits tangible modifications in shape, though
whether these latter are more valuable than confusing as a key to interrelationship is not
yet apparent.

Among the Decapoda some of the above-mentjoned features. are of very minor
specific significance. Here I have frequently given considerable weight to relatively
minute differences in the form and arrangement of the suckers (or hooks) on the sessile
arms and more particularly, on the terminal clubs of the tentacles, as these characters,
even though small, are definitely to be apprehended and usually little affected by the
action of the preserving medium. Nevertheless, there is certainly need for a greater
quantity of comparative data showing the range of variation in these organs and until
this is available there is constant danger that too much emphasis has been placed upon
their details. Among the luminous forms, particularly the CEgopsida, the arrangement
and structure of the photogenic organs is nearly always subject to important modification,
both specific and generic or even of higher significance. The funnel organ appears to
be of less practical systematic value in the Decapoda than in the Octopoda, for although
it undergoes considerable modification among different genera (particularly the various
Cranchiidee), the differences between those of closely allied species are apt to be too
slight to be appreciable.

On account of their easy preservation as "hard parts," the gladius and radula have
occupied a dominant position in the schemes of classification of many of the older authors
as well as a few of the more recent ones, but the undesirable mutilation of the specimen
entailed by their examination,coupled with the writer's belief that their relative import
ance has been greatly overrated, has in the present work prevented their receiving the
attention to which they are perhaps more justly entitled. Other" hard parts" which
are ofttimes very useful to observe are the horny rings which arm the apertures of the
suckers, in most if not all Decapoda and which often show interesting modifications,
chiefly depending upon the varying degrees of smoothness or denticulation of their outer
margins.

60289°-Bull. 32-14--18
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Wherever a specimen appeared to possess definable characters of its own, however
minute, the present writer has ranked himself frankly with the "splitters," especially
in cases where the nearest known ally of such a form has been described from a far dis
tant region. This procedure has not been resorted to from any desire to describe "new
species," but because of a conviction that wherever a given animal from a definite
locality can be referred to a previously named species only with considerable doubt,
the exigencies of systematic zoology are much better to be subserved by the provisional
use of a separate name. To many a student of geographical distribution the possible
evil of one more synonym does not seem nearly so repugnant as the improper listing
of a species, through imperfect or incorrect knowledge of its totality of characters, from
a region where it does not (often even remotely) belong.

In matters of taxonomy the writer has unreservedly sought strict literal obedience
to the published rules of the International Commission for Zoological Nomenclature.
Thanks to the careful work of previous authors, notably Hoyle, this procedure has not
resulted in the demolition of very many teuthologic landmarks. It is possible that
additional changes ought in some instances to be made, but wherever any given case did
not clearly appear to be governed by some definite rule in the code, the current prevail
ing usage was adhered to.

It might be well to call attention to the fact that in the verbal orientation of speci
mens for purposes of description, the terms anterior and posterior, dorsal and ventral
have been used in their usual physiological sense (i. e., with relation to the normal activi
ties of the adult animal) rather than in their strict morphological (and embryological)
significance, which latter would necessarily result in a more complete reformation of
the current anatomical nomenclature than could well be attempted at the present time.
It must be admitted, however, that to the student of molluscan comparative anatomy
recourse to a system of topographic names based on the latter system would have much
to commend it.

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE.

In the Hawaiian Islands, as in most other maritime countries, the common littoral
cephalopods form a very important source of food. Both Polypus (particularly P.
marmoratus and ornatus, to judge from the market specimens before me) and Sepioteuthis
are frequently offered for sale in the Honolulu markets. The Hawaiian word denoting
the Polypus, and perhaps other forms as well, is "hee." Cobb (1905, pp. 734,736,740)
gives the following interesting account of some of the various modes of procedure resorted
to by the natives for their capture:

Spears are frequently used in fishing for the hee (octopus), principally by women. This animal
generally makes its home in small circular holes in the rocks on the reefs. When the fisherwoman finds
a hole that she thinks is occupied she runs the spear into it gently. Should a hee be there it comes out
to see what is the matter, the spear is run through it, and it is brought to the surface. The woman usually
carries a smaller spear also, and with this she pricks or hits the animal in the head until it is stunned or
killed, otherwise it might twine around her arms or legs and cause serious difficulty.

* * * * * * *
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In fishing for hee· (octopus) the native dives to the bottom, and, with a stick, pokes around in the
small holes in which the animal lives. When he touches one it seizes the stick and allows him to draw
it out of the hole. On reaching the surface the native seizes his captive with his hands and bites into
its head, thus killing it.

* * "* * * * *
The native is a great lover of the hee and has a number of methods of capturing it, one of the most

interesting of which is with the cowrie shell. One or more cowrie shells of the Mauritiana or Tiger
varieties are attached to a string. When only one is used, an oblong pebble about the size of the shell is
tied to the face of it, a hole is pierced in one end of the back of the shell, a line is passed through, and
after being fastened here, allowed to hang a few inches below the shell, to which a hook, whose point
stands almost perpendicular to the shaft or shank, is attached. Only shells with small red spots breaking
through a reddish-brown ground have an attraction for the hee, and it will not rise to any other kind.
Shells which have suitable spots but unsuitable background are given the desired hue by steaming them
over a fire of sugar-cane husks.

On arriving at the fishing ground the fisherman in pursuit of hee either chews up and spits upon
the water a mouthful of candlcnut meat, to render the surface glassy and clear, or he uses the water
glass, which is described below. He drops the shell into the water, and by means of the line swings it
back and forth over a place likely to be occupied by a hee, The greedy animal perceives the shell,
shoots out an arm, and seizes it. If the bait is attractive, after a few moments' hesitation another arm
is placed around it, and then another, until at last the animal withdraws itself entirely from its hole and
hugs the shell closely to its body, oblivious of everything else. The fisherman then draws it rapidly up
through the water, and when it raises its head at the surface, pulls it over against the edge of the canoe
and delivers a blow between the eyes with a club which is generally fatal. Owing to the hee 's quickness
with its eight tentacles or arms, the fisherman has to be very rapid in his movements, as the animal would
be no mean antagonist should it have an opportunity to seize him with its arms. The natives say that
a number of persons have lost their lives in struggles with the octopus. This method of fishing is called
by the natives "Lawaia hee me ke leho " (squid catching with cowrie).

Nearly all squids and a good many octopods possess a further economic value in
that they comprise one of the chief articles of diet for such birds as the albatross and
shearwater, as well as for many of the more important food fishes.

KEY TO THE CEPHALOPODA KNOWN TO INHABIT THE HAWAllAN ISLANDS
AND ADJACENT WATERS.

1. Arms normally eight in number, tentacles being absent; suckers sessile, without a horny ring
(OcrOPODA).

r , A pair of lateral oar-shaped fins present; suckers in a single row. (Family Cirroteuthidse.)
2. Radula present; suckers not flanked by paired cirri. Laitmoteuthis lugubris, p. 275.

Xl. No fins.
3. Hectocotylized arm of male involving the entire third arm of one side, developed in a special

ized sac, and separable at maturity; animals pelagic. (Family Argonautidre.)
4. Dorsal arms of female with terminal winglike expansions modified for the secretion of

an external "shell;" left third arm of male hectocotylized; no aquiferous pores
present on head. (Genus Argonauta.)

5. Shell relatively small, compactly coiled, without auricular expansions at sides.
Argonauta bottgeri, p. 277.

51. Shell large, more or less auriculate at the sides Argonauta sp., p. 280.
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I'. Eyes with a perforated lid (division CEgopsida).
5. Part of the suckers with their chitinous rings transformed to hooks.

6. Sessile arms with true suckers only; one or more rows of hooks on tentacle club.
7. Adult moderately large; two rows of hooks on the tentacle club.

Onychoieuthis banksii, p. 322.
7'. Adult small; hooks and suckers of tentacle club in four rows.

Teleoteuihis compacta, p. 324.
6'. Sessile arms with part of the suckers modified into hooks. (Family Enoploteuthidre.)

8. All suckers of sessile arms modified into hooks except at the extremity; hooks also
present on tentacle club; ventral surface of mantle ornamented with numerous
photogenic organs.

9. Buccal membrane pale in color; tips of ventral arms normal.
10. Photophores of mantle distinctly of two types and showing a definite bilateral

arrangement; fins comparatively small Abralia astrosticta, p. 326.

4". Dorsal arms of female connected by a broad velum, but without terminal expansions; no
external shell; right third arm of male hectocotylized; aquiferous pores present on head.

Tremoctopus violaceus, p, 281.

3'. No aquiferous pores; no external shell; dorsal arms normal.
6. Body soft and gelatmous; suckers in two rows; hectocotylus of male involving entire

right third arm, which is presumably separable Alloposus mollis, p. 287.
6'. Body soft; suckers in a single row; hectocotylized arm not separable (family Bali-

tCEnidCE) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ..Eledonella sp., p. 289'
6". Body comparatively firm; suckers in two rows; hectocotylus of male confined to tip

of one third arm, to which it forms a spoon-shaped extremity. (Family Polypodidre.)
7. Hectocotylus affecting third arm of right side. (Genus Polypus).

8. A conspicuous pigmented oculation obliquely in front of each eye; hectocotylus
minute Polypus marmoratus, p. 291,

8'. No definite ocular markings in front of the eyes.
g. Adult brightly colored, the pigment conspicuously arranged in longitudinal

bands or series of spots; arms very long and attenuate ...Polypus ornatus, p. 294.
g'. No definitely arranged color pattern.

10. Body smooth, without cirri; second arm pair longest; color dark.
Polypus hawaiiensis, p. 290.

10'. Body finely papillose, rather soft, with blunt cirri over the eyes; mantle
opening small; color uniformly pale Polypus hoylei, p. 296•

. 7'. Hectocotylus affecting third arm ofleft side; body bounded by a conspicuous periph-
eralfold Sceurou« patagiatus, p. 305.

II. Arms normally 10 in number, one pair being greatly modified to form the "tentacles"; suckers
distinctly pedunculate, their apertures usually bounded by a chitinous ring (DncAPoDA).

I. Eyes covered by a continuous membrane (division Myopsida).
2. Adult small; body short, rounded posteriorly, with round or ovate lateral fins; gladius much

reduced or wanting. (Family Sepiolidse.)
3. Dorsal margin of mantle fused with head in nuchal region.

4. Fins of moderate size; suckers in four rows on the arms and 16 or more on the tentacle
club; left dorsal arm hectocotylized Euprymna scolopes, p. 312.

4'. Fins very broad and longer than the mantle; suckers on the arms in two rows; a conspicuous
shield-shaped patch on the ventral surface of the mantle Stoloteuihis iris, p. 316.

3'. Dorsal margin of mantle free; funnel covered by a conspicuous forward prolongation of the
mantle " Heieroteuthis hawaiiensis, p. 319.

2'. Adult relatively large; body elongate, pointed posteriorly; fins marginal, extending the entire
length of the mantle; glad ius well developed, its texture horny throughout.

Sepioteuthis arctipinnis, p. 308.
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10'. "'Photophores not conspicuously differentiated into two main types; their
bilateral arrangement obscure; fins half-as long as the mantle.

Abralia trigonura, p. 329.
p'. Buccal membrane dark reddish or violet in color; ventral arms with a series of

three conspicuous heavily pigmented beadlike organs at their tips.
Abraliopsis sp., p. 331.

8'. Tentacle club with suckers only, but few hooks on sessile arms; numerous photo
genic organs on the eyeball and within the pallial cavity, but none on the outer
aspect of the mantle Pteryqioteuthis microlampas, p. 332.

S'. None of the suckers with their chitinous rings transformed to hooks.
r r, Mantle free all round anteriorly (not true of SymPlectoteuthis, as see below).

12. Numerous photogenic organs on the body. head, and arms. (Family
Histioteuthidre), p. 335.

12'. Photogenic organs few in number or absent.
13. Funnel articulating with the mantle by a .L-shaped groove. (Family

Ommastrephidre.)
14. Sucker bearing portion of tentacles greater than half the total length ;

fixing apparatus poorly developed. Ommastrephes iunaaiiensis, P'338.
14'. Sucker bearing portion of tentacles less than half the total length.

IS. Mantle fused with the funnel on at least one side; fixing apparatus
a distinct carpal group of pads and suckers.

Symplectoteuthis oualaniensis, p. 341.
IS'. Animal small; clubs of tentacles fused to form an X-shaped or

proboscis-likeorgan If Rhyncoteuthion", p. 341 •

13'. Funnel articulating with the mantle by a simple pit or groove.
16. Mantle delicate, membranous, transparent; fins sagittate;

pelagic Brcu:hioteuthis riisei, p. 336.
16'. Mantle fleshy, produced to a delicate point posteriorly; fins

lanceolate, over half as long as the mantle; ventral arms much
the longest. Mastigoteuthis (?)fameUca, p. 344.

I I'. Mantle fused with the funnel on either side and with the head in the nuchal
region; mantle ample, thin. transparent; viscera confined to a very
small proportion of the pallial cavity. (Family Cranchiidre).

17. Mantle ornamented with several series of cartilaginous tuber
cles; mantle greatly inflated . .Liocranchia qlobulu«, P.346.

17'. Mantle smooth; only moderately inflated.
18. Eyes enormous, rounded, sessile .Meqalocranchiafisheri, p. 348.
18'. Eyes much smaller, oval, upon short stalks.

Helicocranchia sp., p. 350.

No'nl.-Excent in the ease of one or two well·known and widely distributed species, it has been my endeavor in the follow
ing pages to make the list of references preceding the description of each species as'Uearly complete as possible, and it is hoped
that the occasional parenthesized comments regarding the nature of particular citations will prevent the confusion which might
otherwise accrue through the promiscuous CIltaloguingof trivial and important references in the same tables. An attempt bas
been made to economize the time of the reader by printing all citations of special present importance in bolder type than the
remainder.

Phylum MOLLUSCA.

Class CEPHALOPODA Cuvier 1798.

Octopodia Schneider 1784, p. 108.
Cephalopoda Cuvier 1798 (fide Gray).
Cephalopodia Rafinesque I8IS, p. 139 <fide Binney and Tryon, p. 14).
Cephalophora de Blainville 1825, p. 364.
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Order DIBRANCHIATA Owen 1836.a •

Antepedia Rafinesque I8IS, p. 139 (fide Binney and Tryon, p. 14).
Cryptodibranchiata de Blainville 1824, p. 172 (fide Verrill).
Acetabuliferes d'Orbigny I83S, p. I.

Dibranchiata Owen 1836, p. 127.
Acetabulifera d'Orbigny I84S, p. IS7.
Antepedia Gray 1849, p. 2.
Dibranchia Pelseneer 1906, p. 336.

Arms eight or (inclusive of the tentacles when present) ten in number; furnished with longitudinal
rows of acetabular or suckers along their inner surfaces. Funnel a closed tube. Normally but a single
pair each of ctenidia and renal organs present. Visceral mass naked; shell much reduced and embedded
in the tissues of the mantle, frequently absent. Eyes highly developed and with closed cavities; a
crystalline lens present. Characteristic and intricately constructed dermal pigment cells called" chro
matophores" are developed in the integument.

This order includes all living cephalopods except Nautilus.

Suborder OCTOPODA Leach 1817.

Octo-pia+ Argonautea Rafinesque I8IS, p. 139 (fide Binney and Tryon, p. 14).
Octopoda Leach 1817, fide Gray.
Octocera de Blainville 1824 (fide Verrill); 1825, p. 36S.
Octopoda d'Orbigny I84S, p. 163.
Octopia Gray 1849, p. 2, 3.
Octopoda Verrill 1881, p. 360.

Arms normally always eight in number and similar (with the exception of the hectocotylized arm
in the male); tentacles absent. Suckers sessile, usually with thickened bases; their apertures not
equipped with horny or chitinous rings. Body usually short; always rounded posteriorly; finless, or
rarely with one or two pairs of weak oar-shaped lateral fins. Head and mantle broadly continuous in
the nuchal region. Ccelom greatly reduced. No gladius. Wherever hectocotylization occurs it is one
arm of the third pair which is affected. With the exception of the recently described Melanoteuthis
Joubin 1912, specialized photogenic organs are unknown in the entire suborder.

Family CIRROTEUTHIIDJE Keferstein 1866 em.

Pterotl Reinhardt and Prosch ,847. p. 38.

CirrhoteuthidlB Kefcrstein 1866, p. 1447.
Cirrhoteuthides Verrill ,88" p, 382.

Cirroteuthidce Hoyle 1904. p. 3.

Adult animals commonly of large size. Body equipped with one or sometimes two pairs of lateral
oar-shaped fins. A well-developed internal skeleton, comprising a broad saddle-shaped or horseshoe
shaped dorsal cartilage and a few lesser elements. Suckers in a single row which usually alternate with
two flanking rows of paired cirri. Radula usually absent.

Genus LJETMOTEUTIDS Berry 1913.

Laetmoteuthis Berry 19'3, p. 563.

Adult of large size. Body rounded, with a small, weakly supported, transversely elongate fin
attached to either side of the mantle. Arms moderately long; connected for the greater part of their
length by an ample umbrella; intermediate web lacking. Suckers large, little elevated, in a single
slightly zigzag row; paired cirri absent, or at best greatly reduced (possibly confined to the tips of the
arms). Radula neither wanting nor reduced, but generously developed and with seven rows of teeth.

a Date often given as ,832, but the paper upon which snch quotation is based is unknown to me.
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F lO. 1.-La;l1,w/euthis luqllbris. intraumbrcl1ar aspect of type, cons iderably
restored [, 111. X %. D rown b y R . L . H udson.

Type.- La!tmoteuthis luqubris Berry 1913, a species of the H awaii an I slands.
Th e genus is closely allied to both Cirroteuthis and Stauroteuthis, but differs in the absence of paired

cirri and the presence of an odontophore.

Lretmoteuthis lugubris Berry 1913. (PI. XLIX, fig. 1,2.)

Cirroteuthis (1) sp , Berry J909. p. 4J8 (mere record ).
1.<Btttlcteu tllis luqtdJris Berry J9J3. p . 563.

Body large, rounded posteriorly. Lateral fins situa ted weIl back on the mantle. but small,
transversely elongate, their greatest di mension (width) about twice as great as th eir length (fig. 2).
Funnel thin wal led, very large and
broad; interior amp le . Eyes prob
abl y large.

Arms long, appearing merely as
thickenings or soft folds in the
broad and ample u mbreIla an d with
out any intermediate web connecting
them thereto . Umbrella longest be
t ween the ventral arms , but every
where extensive though very thin.
Suckers large, flattened , distant; in
a single series, though frequently
somewh at zigzag; sligh tly, but not
muc h, firmer in t exture than the
arms or umbrell a; round-tubercular
in shape ; the apertures contracted,
their margins crenulate . Paired cirri
indist inguishable.

Mandibles large, compressed ;
but, with the exception of the sharp
powerful beaks, thin and compara
tively fragile; color black, horny at
margin. (PI. XLIX, fig. I , 2. )

A very large and perfectly de
ve loped radula presen t ; of the seven
rows of teeth the tricuspid medians
are considerably the largest .

Surface color a liv id dark brown
ish slate, w ith a somewh at bluish
cast over the inner surface of th e
u mbrella in preserved specimens.
The label accompanying the type contains a note to tile effect that the color of th e specimen when
captured was chocolate brown. Chromatophores small, numerous, an d heavily distributed over the
ent ire surfa ce.

MIMsURIlMnNTS OF L ;n'tMOTlW n IlS LUGUBRIS .

:!lIeasu re- Number Measure- Number
ment, of suckers. m eut , ofsuckers.

,. - --
r

Lcn gth of- 'm"'... Length of- "un.
R igh t dor sal nrm . . . . . ... .. . .... .. . . . 43° + 18+ Left ventra l ar m . . . . . . . . ..... . ... . . . . u o+ 5+
Left dorsal ar m .... ... .... .. .... . . .. . 400+ 16+ Umbrella betw een dor sal arms.. .. . . . 300 ...... ....
Ri ght second anu . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . 60+ 8+ 'Umbrella between ventral arms . . . . . . rOO ....... ...
Left second arm ............ . .. ..... . 43°+ 18+ F unnel .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. 72 ..........
Ri ght third arm . .. .. .. . .... .. . .. . . . . 350 + ' 3+ D iamete r of one of lar gest suckers. . . .•. . . 9 ..........
Left th ird arm .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. . .. 2 10 + 10+ Length of extracted radul a... . . . .. . .. ... . .. ..........
Right ventral arm .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . 330+ '9+ W idth of toothed portion of radula . . ..... 8 ..........



FIG. • .-14tmoleuthir luqubrir, dorsal as
pect of left fin of type [arr], natural size.
Drawn by R. L. Hudson.
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Type.-Catalogue No. 214385, United States National Museum. [So S. B. No. 2II.]
Type locality.-Albatross station 3904, surface, off Mokapu Islet, north coast of Molokai, Hawaiian

Islands; one fragmentary specimen, April 30, 1902.
Distribution.-Vicinity of Molokai, Hawaiian Islands (A lbatross).
Specimens examined.-In addition to the type but one other even more fragmentary specimen has

been seen. This was taken in the Pailolo Channel near Molokai, from a depth of 258 to 284 fathoms,
Albatross station 3898 [So S. B. No. 212].

Remarks.-Both the specimens mentioned are in extremely fragmentary and indeed partially
decomposed condition. In the larger example, which has been chosen for the type, only the mouth
parts, fortunately together with a large part of the umbrella and the inclosed portions of the arms, remain
in a recognizable state. The tips of the arms are missing, and the viscera as well as the eyes have been
entirely tom from the body. What remains of the head and mantle is tangled and lacerated beyond
repair. The lateral fins still adhere and are fortunately more or less intact. The funnel is present,

but there is no trace of the funnel organ. Large fragments of the
internal cartilages remain but defy any accurate description at
my hands.

The smaller specimen is even more mutilated, so that here
only the buccal mass and those portions of the umbrella and arms
which immediately adjoin it are left to us.

Even from these wrecks, however, enough has been made out
to render it evident that a species is represented which, though
closely allied to Cirroteuthis and Stauroteuthis, differs very mark
edly in the apparently total absence of cirri on any of the arms as
well as the presence of an odontophore, a structure reported to
exist in no species of the two genera named except the recently
described C. macrope Berry from the coastof California. Perhaps,
indeed, it is not impossible that the latter species is congeneric.

In addition to the supposed absence of cirri, this species is
distinguishable from Cirroteuthis magna Hoyle, C. umbellata

Fischer, C. megaptera Verrill, C. mulleri Eschricht, and Stauroteuthis meangensis Hoyle, by the rela
tively smaller and differently shaped fins, which are obovate and in outline more nearly like those of
C. pacifica Hoyle. From the last species, however, the present form differs in the larger, much less
numerous suckers,a lack of cirri, and less prominent differentiation of the arms from the web. It
differs, moreover, from C. magna, C. mulleri, and S. syriensis Verrill in the lack of an "intermediate
web" joining the arms to the umbrella. Correlation of the Albatross specimens with the descriptions
of C. caudani Joubin, C. plena Verrill, C. macrope Berry, C. grimaldii Joubin, or S. hippocrepium Hoyle
is equally out of the question. The tendency to a zigzag displacement exhibited by many of the suckers
might be regarded as a characteristic feature, were it not for the possibility that it is due to distortion.
All the basal suckers are relatively very distant from one another, the space between those of the same
row being about 2S millimeters, but they gradually become more closely ranked distally.

Of course the possibility must not be overlooked that the apparent absence of cirri may be due
to their restriction to the extremities of the arms as above suggested, but to the unfortunate state of
preservation of the material. However, the -appearance of the specimens in question is such that I
have felt obliged to regard the possibility as a remote one, so that the erection of a new group seems
expedient.

It is extremely unfortunate that the condition of both specimens is so unsatisfactory, but they
belong to a family of abyssal octopods of such elusive habit and tender structure that almost all the
described species have been founded upon similar fragmentary material. We have a really complete
knowledge of scarcely any of these forms, and it may be that the number of nominal species will have

" An appearance which perhaps may be partially due to the IOS9 of the distal portions of the anns, as in quite a numher of
forms the basal suckers are Iess crowded than their successors.
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to suffer a certain reduction when better methods, better appliances, and more extensive researches
have further enriched our museums, but for the present there seems no way of dealing with them
except to carefully describe each apparently divergent specimen as it comes in.

The dimensions attained by L. lugubris should often be considerable, as when living the larger of
the specimens in hand must have had a total arm spread of over 80 centimeters.

Although neither of the Hawaiian specimens was actually obtained from an abyssal depth, there is
every reason to believe that such was in reality their place of origin.

Family ARGONAUTIDJE (Cantraine 1840) Gray 1847.

A rgonautia'es Cantraine 1840, P. '0.
Philonexidee d'Orbigny 1845,p. '99.
O",thoina Gray 1847.p, '04.
O",thoidte (Argonautidre?) Gray 1849. p. 3••8. + Philonexida Gray. op. cit .• p. 3, '9·
Argonautidm H. and A. Adams 1853.vol. I. p. '3.
Arg<mautidte (pars) Naef 19lOb. p, 197, 198.

Octopods of small to moderate size and pelagic habit. Body rounded or slightly elongate; without
fins. Sexes conspicuously dimorphic. Males much smaller than the females; hectocotylization affect
ing one of the ventra-lateral arms, which, having its origin in a specialized sac, becomes developed into
a highly modified and detachable copulatory organ. which persists separately for a certain length of
time in the mantle cavity of the female. Suckers in two rows on all the arms.

Subfamily ARGONAUTINlE s. s,

"third right arm of male hectocotylized: outer aspect of hectocotylus smooth. Dorsal arms of
female furnished witlr.broadly expanded glandular membranes at their extremities, which serve to
secrete and hold in embrace a delicate involute calcareous shell, which latter functions as an ovarium
as well as a partial retreat for the animal itself. Articulation between mantle and funnel cartilaginous.
Funnel organ comprising a A-shaped dorsal cushion and a pair of ventra-lateral pads,

Genus ARGONAUTA Linn6 1758.

Argonauta Linne 1758.p. 708.
Nautilus Schneider 1784. p. 100 (not of Linne '758).
Ocythoe Leach ,817. p. '95 (not of Rafinesque 1814)·
Hectocotylus (pars) Cuvier 18'9, p. 147.
Todarus Rafinesque '840, p. 64 (fide Binney and Tryon. p, 94)'
Arqonauta d'Orbigny x845, p. :ZIO.

For the characters of this genus see above under the subfamily, of which this is the only known
group. Here are included the familiar argonauts or "paper nautili .'1 At least two species are inhabi
tants of the Hawaiian region.

Type.-Argonauta Argo Linne 1758 (the species first mentioned). a characteristic Mediterranean
type.

Argonauta bllttgeri Maltzan 1881. (PI. XLVIII, fig. s·)

Arg<maula BIlUgeri Maltzan 1881. p, 163. pI. 9. fig. 7·
Arg<maula bllitgeri Smith 1887, p. 409. pI. 17, fig. 1-6.
Argonauta BlJttgeri Hidalgo '905. p. 9 (fide Hoyle 1909).
A rq<mautabauoer!Dall 1908, p •••6, "9.
Argonauta blJttge,; Berry 1909.p. 418 (locality record only).

Animal small, pelagic. Male (with the exception noted below) unknown. Body of female smooth,
elongate, in general cylindrical, twice as long as broad; posterior part of body with a sharp upward
torsion, at least in animals preserved in situ within the shell; rounded below, elevated and bluntly
pointed posteriorly, widest in front, much elevated just back of the nuchal region. Mantle margin thin.;
pallial opening very wide, reaching well above the eyes on either side.
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Ftc. 3.-Argonaula hoI/get;, lateral view of female [I65J. X ~.

Drawn by R. L. Hudson. The drawing does not show the
characteristic flexures of the body.

Head small and very indistinctly delimited because so deeply embraced in the mantle. Eyes
large, spherical, protruding, a distinct constriction separating them from the head at the base. Fun
nel of robust proportions, but thin-walled and extremely long, reaching nearly midway of the ventral

arms; broad at the base, but thence rapidly ta
pering to the simple circular aperture at the
apex. Funnel organ prominent, of a whitish
color; it comprises a large A-shaped cushion on
the dorsal wall a little anterior of the middle,
and a somewhat shorter and narrower elongate
ovate organ on either side of the ventral wall
just below it (fig. 5). Locking apparatus well
developed; just behind and a little below the
eye, the basal margin of the funnel on either side
is furnished with a small cartilaginous pit-like
depression, which articulates with a posteriorly
directed, roughly hook-like nodule on the inner
surface of the mantle; just outside this nodule
and passing below it parallel to the mantle mar
gin, a shallow, though distinct, groove coincides
with a similar sulcus on the outer surface of the
mantle, so that the constriction thus formed
renders very prominent the thickened band of
transverse muscle bordering the mantle opening.

Armsof moderate length, perhaps half again
as long as body, sharply separated from body
at base by a deep sulcus; order of length I, 2, 3,
4; dorsal arms somewhat the thickest and strong
est as well as the longest, their distal portions
furnished with the usual conspicuous wing-like
expansions of the marginal membrane, much
wrinkled and contracted in preserved speci-

mens so that its exact outline is very difficult of
determination; remaining arms broad at the base, but
rapidly tapering to an attenuate extremity. Urn
brellarudimentary, comprising only a short fold inter
webbing all the arms for a distance of about three
millimeters from their base. Suckers very large,
much elevated, 40 to 50 or more in number on each
arm (on the dorsal arms over 50 suckers in each row, FIG. 4.-Argonauta bsuoeri, lateral view of shell of female
on thesecond and third arms about 30 in each row, and [,651. X 2. Drawn by R. LHudson.
on the ventral arms about 18 to 20 in each row); com-
pactlyand very regularly ranked in two alternating rows, which on the second arm (and to a very slight
degree on the others as well) becomeultra-marginal and very widelyseparated distally (pt. XLVIII,fig. 5);
cups flattened and discoid; both rows persistent to the tips of all the arms, though vastly reduced on the
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FIG. 5.-Aruonauta bottuer;, out
line drawing of funnel laid
open medioventmlly to show
the funnel organ [1651, X a.

hee+. __

modified extremities of the dorsal pair, on which latter only the basal 15 to 16 are at all well developed.
The funnel is connected to the head dorso-laterally by a pair of delicate bridle-like connective mem
branes, which are continuous with a delicate keel running along the lower aspect of each ventral arm;
otherwise the arms are rounded and devoid of keels or swimming membranes. Dorsa-laterally the
integument of the head is connected with the dorsal arms by a delicate
vertical membrane bridging the sulcus which otherwise separates the arms
and head, and two similar but smaller membranes bridge the constriction
between the anterior boundary of the eyeball and the lateral arms.

Shell small for the genus, coiled very compactly in an even plane,
laterally compressed; the sides ornamented with some 30 or more conspicu
ous ridges radiating from the shallow depression which is the outward
mark of the shell axis; periphery flattened, each angle decorated with a
row of bluntly squared tubercles, 17 to IS of which can be made out on
each side; margin of aperture simple, without any trace of lateral expan
sions or "auricles;" surface finely and quite evenly granulose, the granules
most numerous on either side of the shell near the axis and visible without
the aid of a lens (fig. 4).

General surface color of animal in alcohol everywhere a pale brown
ish buff, dotted more or less impartially with numerous fairly large bluish black chromatophores,

which are nowhere crowded save on the outer aspect of the dorsal
arms and in less degree the dorsal integument of the eyeball.
Beak coal black.

As no male animal of this species has come to hand the above
description applies only to the female. However, the mantle of
the specimen before me was carefully laid open along the medio
ventral line; lying within the cavity, its thickened basal portion
lodged snugly just above the left gill between the latter organ
and the viscera, was found the detached heetocotylus of a male.
This condition is well shown in the accompanying sketch, which
indicates the position of the structures in question in situ (text
fig. 6); see also the more detailed representation of the hecto
cotylus in figure 7. The organ comprises a thickened basal por
tion curved in the shape of a horseshoe about 6 mm, in length by
a little more than 4 in breadth, with the inner or sucker bear
ing aspect outermost; widest between the middle and the base,
tapering slightly to a rounded point posteriorly, and more gradu

FIG. 6.-Argonauta bottgcri [,651, ventml
aspect 01 iemale, with mantle laid par- ally to the acute distal extremity which terminates in a very long
Hally open to show the detached hecto- and slender thread-like process, lying in a loose coil; the basal
cotylus of the male In situ withIn the portion broadly flattened on its inner surface, the margin of the
pallial chamber, X ~: br., gill; hect., hee- latter armed with a closely placed row of minute much elevated
tocotvlus of male; I. app., locking carti- h b
lages of left side; mb.• thickened band suckers, about 22 on eac order, which are connected by a deli-
01 museulartissueborcleringmantlemar- cate hyaline membrane; the outer aspect (i. e., inner curve of
gin; oV., gonad; sept., median septum 01 the horseshoe) is keeled and bears a conspicuous marginal mem
pallial chamber. brane, which even continues along the terminal thread, though

there becoming extremely thin and delicate. The diameter of the basal portion is 2 mm.; the length
of the flagellum about 13 mm.

The shell of this specimen was partly full of eggs and young embryos connected into a loose mass
by fine filaments and representing various early stages of development. The total number is several
hundred at least, the largest scarcely a millimeter in length.
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MJ>ASURJ>MJ>NTS OF ARGONAUTA B6nG!tRI.

mm.
Totallength (to tip of second arms) - . . . .. . . . .. .. 59
End of body to base of dorsal arms. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 23

End of body to ventral margin of mantle ..... _. . . . . . . . . .. 2I

Width of body near middle.. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . 10
Width of mantle anteriorly. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. 13

Width across eyes. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . 13

Length of- .
Right dorsal arm to expanded portion (inside meas-

urement). '" . . .. IS

Left dorsal arm to expanded portion (inside meas-
urement). . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 17

Length of- mm.
Right second arm (inside measurement) . • . . . . . . . . . . 36
Left second arm (inside measurement) " 3S
Right third arm (inside measurement).. .8
Left third arm (inside measurement). .. . ......•.... 31

Right ventral arm (inside measurement). . . . . . . . . . . • 15+
Left ventral arm (inside measurement) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••
Funnel. 15

Diameter of largest suckers .
Diameterofshel1 31

Type.-?
Type locality.-Unknown.
Distribution.-Mauritius (Smith); Chagos Islands (Smith); Mas

bate, Philippines (Smith, Hidalgo); China Sea (Smith); Australia
(Smith); Hawaiian Islands (Albatross).

Specimens examined.-A single adult female containing a hecto
cotylus and numerous embryos was taken by the Albatross in the
surface net at station 3927, latitude, 21031/ N., longitude, 161055' W.,
between Honolulu and Laysan Island. The specimen constitutes
catalogue No. 214377 United States National Museum [So S. B. 165].

Remarks.-Argonauta bOttgeri is not only one of the smallest
species of the genus, but one of the most delicately beautiful as well.
Its discovery in Hawaiian waters extends its known distribution many
thousand miles to the northeast, and. further enables me to publish
the first detailed description of the animal. When compared with the
Mediterranean A. argo (see Jatta 1896, p. 191, pI. 8, fig. 3, pI. 18, fig.
15-29), which is the only other form of which I have Seen a complete
account, important differences are found to be numerous. Most
obvious are perhaps the following: In A. argo the ventral arms are
longest, the third pair shortest; the body is shorter and more inflated;
also the suckers are larger and more crowded, and the eyes are larger.
Details in the shape and proportions of the funnel organ (narrower in

FIG. 7.-Al'gonauta. bottDui, hectoco-
tvlus of male [165), X 8. A. argo), hectocotylus (also narrower in A. argo), and other structures

are also noteworthy. The shell of the present species seems unique
in its small size, compact coil, and the circumstance that the auricular expansion at the sides of the
aperture, so frequently developed in other species of the genus, are here notable only for their entire
absence.

With the exception of the detached hectocotylus as above described, the male of this species was
not encountered by the Albatross, so unfortunately is still unknown.

Argonauta species.
Argonaut<> (argo Lintueus ?) Berry 1909. p. 418 (locality record only)..

From a depth of 127-128 fathoms in the Pailolo Channel, Albatross station 3857, were obtained a
few badly shattered fragments of a shell which is clearly not referable to A. botiqeri [So S. B. 216J. The
nearly complete columella shows the shell to have been auriculate in form, which would indicate that
the species represented is probably of the group of A. argoand possibly close to A. pacificaDall, The
surface of the fragments shows a fine, almost obsolete granulation.
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Subfamily TREMOCTOPODINlE.

Philonexida: H. and A. Adams I8s8, vol. r, p. ar,
Tremoctopida. Tryon I879, p. "30.
Tremoctopodidee 1'. Fischer I88•• p. 334.
Tremoctopodince Berry I9I.b, P. 386.
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Adult small. Third left arm of the male hectocotylized; its outer surface ornamented with fringe
like papillre. Dorsal arms of female connected at base by a broad veliform membrane, which extends
along their margins, leaving only the very attenuate and frequently decollated extremities free. Re
maining arms webbed only at the base, their suckers larger and better developed than those of the dorsal
pair. No calcareous egg case or shell, Two large aquiferous pores on the dorsal aspect of the head and
a smaller one at either side ventrally just in front of the funnel. Mantle articulating with the funnel
by membranous folds; no definite locking cartilages. Funnel organ poorly developed and represented
only by a series of longitudinal lamellte.

Genus TREMOCTOPUS Delle Chiaje 1829.

T'remoctoincs Delle Chiaie I8'9, T. 70. 7I (fide Wiilker).
Octopus (Phi/one"is) d'Orbigny I83S, p. "4.
Philonexis d'Orbigny I84S, p. '00.
Tremoctopu« N aeI I9I.b, p. I99.

Since only the single genus of the group is known, its characters are entirely those of the subfamily.
Type.-Tremoctopus uiolaceus Delle Chiaje 1829 (monotypic), a species originally described from

the Mediterranean.

Tremoctopus violaceus Delle Chiaje 1829. (PI. XUX, fig. 3, 4·)

? TremocloPUs1Jiolaceus Delle Chlajc 1829, T. 70, 7I (fide Wiilker).
OclopusvracilisSouleyet In Eydoux and Souleyet I8S2, p. I3, pl. I, figs. 8-g.
? Oelopus dub ius Souleyet in Eydoux: and Souleyet I8S" p. "S, pl. I, figs. Io-I4·
? T'remoctopus dubius Tryon I879, p. I3I, pI. 43, fig. Bo, 8I (after Soulevet),
Tremoctopus gracilis Tryon I879, p. I3I, pl. 43, fig. 8.,83 (after Soulevet),
Tremoctopws quo;yanus Hoyle "904' p. 12, fig. A.
'Tremoctoinss sn. (near quoyanus d 'Orbigny) Berry 1909, p, 418 (locality record only).

Animal small, pelagic. The sexes are so conspicuously dimorphic that a separate description is
necessary.

Female: Mantle short; width about equal to length; pouch-shaped, widest anteriorly, and either
simpl.y rounded behind or rapidly narrowing to a rounded point; a sharp median longitudinal groove
on the ventral surface indicates the position of the median septum of the mantle cavity. Mantle opening
very wide and full, extending to a point just above the center of the eye on either side, but well behind
it; mantle of scanty extent below, so that its margin barely meets the posterior edge of the funnel.

Head large, flattened; extremely short and broad, the large prominent rounded eyes rendering it
usually wider than the body. Eyes not at all pedunculated. Entire surface covered by a loose
smooth delicate skin or cuticle of hyaline consistency and unpigmented, which is perforated by four
small oval openings-the so-called aquiferous pores-a pair on the dorsal aspect being situated one at
the base of each dorsal arm just a little outside the axis of the latter, and another pair about half as large
situated one at the base of each ventral arm at either side of the tip of the funnel. Funnel large,
compressed, very broad at the base, its outline almost that of an equilateral triangle; only the narrow
apex free. Funnel organ composed of a number of longitudinal lame1lre or folds, terminated near the
apex by a small acutely pointed valve-like flap. (PI. XLIX, fig. 4,) The base of the funnel just over
the retractor muscles articulates with pocket-like grooves on the inner surface of the mantle by means
of a thickened and recu.rved fold of the posterior margin.

Arms (pl, XI,IX, fig. 3) slender, graceful; decidedly unequal, order of Iength 1,2,4,3; dorsal arms
decidedly longestand when perfect terminating distally in a very long delicate thread-like process; second
arm pair a little shorter than the first, notably stouter, wider and less attenuate; third arms decidedly
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the shortest, usually a very little longer than the mantle in adult specimens and about a third as long a,
the dorsal pair; all the arms smooth externally, without keels or carinations. Umbrella thin, delicates
hyaline; but little developed between the ventral arms, between these and the third pair, and between
the latter and the second pair; very extensive between the four dorsal arms, where it attains its maxi
mum, connecting the first and second arm on each side for nearly half their length, but somewhat more
deeply cleft between the dorsal arms; continuous along the dorsal margin of the second pair as a delicate
web constantly narrowing distad, but along both borders of the dorsal arms it maintains itself as a promi-

}/IG. 8.-TremocloPurliiolaceus, ventral view of large
female ["1), hom station 3930, X.. Drawn by
R. L. Hudson.

FIG. 9.-Tremoclopus violaceus,dorsal view of speci
men ["I), shown in figure 8, X.. Drawn by R. L.
Hudson.

nent veliform web, ofttimes even broader than the arms themselves, only the filiform extremities of the
arms remaining free. In most adult specimens these tips and even the more distal portions of the
webbed regions are abruptly decollated.

Suckers small, regularly alternating in two very widely spaced rows, save the basal three which are
in a single row and notably larger than any of the remainder except those on the ventral arms which are
greatly elevated, cylindrical in shape, much fewer in n.umber, and the rows less widely interspaced.
Except at the base the suckers of the four dorsal arms are numerous, much reduced in size, little elevated,
and with very small openings; they soon become entirely rudimentary and suddenly crowded laterally



FiG. lo.-TremoctoPus violaceus, laleralview of adult male. frdD1
station 4086.with nearly ripe hectocotylus [0251. X 4. Drawn by
R. L. Hudson.
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into practically a single row on the distal portion of the dorsal arms, contemporaneous with the general
atrophy of the arm itself. The suckers of these arms are ultramarginal except as just noted, and the
rows very widely spaced; the suckers of the third arms are somewhat intermediate between this con
dition and that which prevails on the ventral pair.

Male: Body much smaller, perhaps half as large as that of the female, but quite as variable in shape
(figure 10 shows the extreme of rotundity). Arms relatively shorter and more delicate than in the
female; the four dorsal arms much less highly
specialized, their tips normal, and the very
delicate webbing not so well developed. Right

i ventro-lateral arm hectocotylized, the. modifica
tion affecting the entire arm, which attains its
development in a specialized sac occupying the
region which would ordinarily be the base of the
arm between the base of the funnel and the eye.
(Cf. the account given by Steenstrup, 1857, p.
103-105.) It is visible through the thin overly
ing integument even in very young specimens
as a whitish vermiform body compactly coi1ed
upon itself in such a fashion as to occupy as
little space as possible. This arm undergoes a
much more rapid growth than the rest of the
animal, so that in males measuring about 3 em.
in length (station 4010) the sac is already vigor
ously crowding the eye and funnel and the ani
mal has consequently a somewhat lopsided ap
pearance; at this stage also the sac has begun to
bulge forth by the side of the mouth as a large
rounded tumor-like protuberance. In the large
mature male from station 4086, the arm had
apparently just broken from its sac, but still re
mained attached by its basal end at the time of
capture. At this stage the hectocotylized arm is a
highly complex structure as long or longer than
the animal itself. It differs very markedly from
the hectocotylus of Argonauta and may be
briefly described as follows:

Much :flattened; widest about a third of the
way above the constricted and bluntly pointed
base. Inner surface bearing about 46 pairs of
closely placed suckers ranked in two rather
widely interspaced marginal rows; outer surface
ornamented with a conspicuous double fringe
of long acutely conical papillse, which extend
laterally just above the suckers along the proxi
mal two-thirds of the arm; when the distal
third of the arm is reached, the papillre suddenly cease, the outer surface becoming much flattened,
naked, and perfectly smooth. Between the rows of papillre the skin is minutely ridged and tuber
cled; near the base an irregular series of small rounded tubercles along the median line gives way
on the smooth part to a very fine longitudinal costation; on either side a flanking series of low rounded
transverse ridges persists along the entire papillate portion of the arm. The apparent differentiation
of the arm into regions extends even to the suckers, the 27 pairs arming the papillate portion of the arm
being very different from the remainder. Here the suckers are crowded, thickened, massive, elevated,
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with swollen bases; at first small, they reach their maximum at about the twelfth to fourteenth pairs,
whence they again suffer a gradual diminution in size. The apertures of the first I7 pairs are slitlike
and so laterally compressed that the openings are scarcely evident; the next IO pairs smaller and with
more open apertures, the aperture of the twenty-seventh where the papilla: cease being wide open. The
following I9 pairs are very differently modified: at this point the interspace between the rows widens,
the suckers becoming ultramarginal and facing much more laterally; they are smaller, lower, regularly
and gradually diminish in size, and have wide, simple, outwardly flaring apertures. The tip of the
arm is occupied by a small bulbous expansion devoid of any armature save a slender pointed filiform
process extending distally from its pointed tip. Just proximal to the bulb and about three pairs of
suckers from the end, the inner surface of the arm gives rise at its middle to a very long delicate colorless
thread, which is so coiled upon itself that it can not be entirely straightened out without danger of
breaking. This thread appears to be incased in a tenuous hyaline skin, is thickest beyond the coiled
portion, and thence tapers to an attenuate and pointed extremity (fig. IO).

Several of the females were examined to ascertain the possible presence of a free hectocotylus within
the mantle cavity, but without success.

The dimensions of the hectocotylus above described are as follows:
mnz·.

Total length, exclusive of thread " '" '" 44
Length of papillated portion " " " '" 28
Length of terminal bulb and process. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Length of thread " ; ' 15+
Maximum diameter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Young: The series at hand is replete with immature specimens comprising all the later stages of
development, the smallest having a mantle length of about 6 mm. Great variation is evident, especially
in the shape and general proportions of the arms and body, but all maintain with great constancy the
arm formula I, 2,4,3, The third arms in the smallest specimen (station 3799) are so little developed
as to be hardly distinguishable. All the arms are relatively much shorter than in the adult, the suckers
fewer and larger in comparison, the umbrella very rudimentary and about equally developed all round,
and the eyes rendered more conspicuous through their dark coloration. A slightly later stage (station
3878) shows the arms to have grown rapidly and to be already longer than the body. In males of this
size the hectocotylized arm is already well advanced, but in the female the extraordinary develop
ment of the umbrella and attenuation of the dorsal arms does not become apparent until the animal
has attained a much larger size.

Colorof specimens preserved in alcohol everywhere a very pale brownish buff, the eyes with a silvery
metallic sheen beneath the integument. Chromatophores fairly numerous, especially just above and
behind the eyes, but usually more or less indistinct except in the younger specimens where they are
fewer in number and much more conspicuous.· A single row of three to five large rectangular chromate
phores commences along the base of each dorsal arm, but is soon superseded by a double series of much
smaller roundish ones. There is also a pair of rather large chromatophores placed transversely between
the eyes, a pair of similar but more widely separated ones behind them, and a single small one near the
center of the group. Young specimens show in addition a single line of small dark chromatophores
bordering the ventral mantle margin, and sometimes an aggregation of similar chromatophores forms
a conspicuous spot on each side of the body just behind the eyes (e. g., the individuals from station
3799, where both males and females appear almost different enough in this and other particulars to
constitute a different species; the single individual from station 3929 is the only other specimen seen
which shares the foregoing peculiarity).

Type locality.-Of violaceus, the Bay of Naples, Italy; of gracilis, long. I06° W., lat. 80 N., Pacific
Ocean (fide Tryon).

Distribution.-or uiolaceus, Mediterranean (Delle Chiaje, latta, etc.); middle Atlantic; Japan
(Wii.lker). Of gracilis, eastern mid-Pacific (Souleyet); neighborhood of the Hawaiian and Midway
Islands (Albatross), eastern tropical Pacific (Hoyle, as quoyanus); between Papua and Japan (Hoyle);
near Mauritius (Souleyet, as dubius).
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MUASURUMnNTS OF TRnMOCTOPUS VIOLACI'lUS.

Number in author's register ......... .21 021 ..8 "'9 ~I8 218 "'7 "3 025 .18 "4 "'7 u8- ------ ----------------
Station where taken ................. 3930 3930 3878 39·6 3878 3878 3799 4°10 4086 3878 40 II 3799 3878

------------------------
',' ',' ',' ',' ',' ',' ',' <1 <1 <1 <1 e <1

--------------------------
'rotallen~••...•••......••...............

m.... m"'. m"'. m.... m.... m"'. m"'. m"'. m".. m.... m"'. m"'. "'....
647- 51+ 48 44+ 33 30 6 30 '4+ '5 ar 'S x4

Length 0 mantle (dorsal) ................. 16 13 10 10 9 8 3 10 8 7'5 6 6 4·5
Width of mantle.......................... IS II 10 10 9 7 3 7 10 7 6'5 7 4·5
Width of neck ............................. 13 10 8 8 8 6 ...... 7 8 5 ...... ....;;. 4
Width of head............................. 'S' 5 IO II II 10 8 "5 8 9 7'5 7 4·5
Length offunne1........................... 7 7 5 4·5 3 ...... 4 5 3'5 ...... • •Length of right dorsal arm................. 40+ 37+ 34 .8+ •• 18 "5 18 10+ 16 14 9 9
Length ofleft dorsal ann.................. 40+ '7+ 31 31+ •• .0 '·5 10+ x6 ...... 9 9
I,ength of right second arm••.............. 33+ 37 .8 '7 .0 16 1·5 x6 14 IO 8 6,5
LenI:th of leftsecond arm.................. 45 34+ 17+ ...... .0 18 1·5 ...... 14+ 14 ...... 8 6·5
Length of rillht third arm.................. '0 IS II II 10 7 ...... 4' ...... ...... ...... ......
I,ength ofleft third arm................... '0 IS II ...... 10 ...... ...... 8 7 4-5 4 3 1·5
I,enllth of right ventral arm••••............ 3' '5 16 19 14 x. I ...... X4 9 6 • 3·5
Length of left ventral arm................. 3' '5 16 ...... 14 ...... x IO 9 6 • 3·5
Length of umbrella between dorsal arms••. 14 13 9 9 7 3 ...... 6 6 3'5 4·5 • ·5
Length of umbrella between ventral arms. 3 3 • • X I ...... x 3 I X ...... ......
Length of umbrella between dorsal and

second arms ............................. •• 17 II II 9 4 . ..... 6 5 3· 5 4 ...... ......

Materialexamined.-The 31 specimens examined axe of various ages but almost equally males and
females: .

No. Albatross Author's
specl- Locality. Depth. station Sex. register
mens. No. No.

-------
4 Lat. N. '9' ••', long. W. X39' 31', between Erben Bank and Kaiwi Channel, .. Surface.••. 3799 I<!3§ U7
5 Off Molokinl Islet, Kahoolawe................................................ ••• do ....... 3878 1d'3 u8
3 Lat. N. 21° X3', long. W. X58°43', between Honolulu and LaysanIsland...... .•• do ...... 39.6 'i' U9
I Lat. N. '3' 19', long. W. 166' 54', between Honolulu and Laysan Island .•.... ... do....... 39'9 e 1.0
3 Lat. N. '5' 07', long. W. X70' 50', between Honolulu and Laysan Island ...... ..• do....... 3930 1<!'',' .21

• Lat. N. '5' '7', long. W. 171' 08', between Honolulu and Laysan Island ...... ... do....... 3931 e n'
4 Between Kaual and Oahu.................................................... ... do ....... 4°10 3<!1~ 023
7 .....do ...................................................................... •.. do....... 4011 3d'4 "4
• Off Puniawa Point, Maui. ...... '" ....................................... : ... ... do ....... 4086 e "'$

Remarks.-Owing to the great confusion which prevails in the various published accounts of the
species of this genus, the identification of even so excellent a series of specimens as the present is not an
easy task and the final conclusion attained is not altogether satisfying. It must be admitted that the
temptation is very great to unite practically all the alleged species of Tremoctopus under the oldest
name of which we chance to have knowledge as applied to a member of this group-the Tremoctapus
violaceus Delle Chiaje 1829. This is in effect what has been done by Jatta a (1896, p. 204) and more

.. Jatta includes all the following in the synonymy of T. »iolac......:
Octop... 'Veli!er Femssae X830.
PhilonexisQuoyan... d'Orbigny x835.
Philonexis atlanticusd"Orbigny 1835.
Philonexis microstomusd'Orbigny 1835.
Philonexis hyalinu. d'Orbigny 1835.
OctoPus (Philonexis) brevijJes d'Orbigny ISa5.
Octopusse...iPalmatusOwen x836.
Octopus'Velatus Rani x837.
OctopusKoUikeriVb-any 1847.

602890-neu.32-14---19
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recently by Naef (1912b, p. 199). Wiilker has likewise reported under the same name a species of the
genus from Japan (1910, p. 5). Not having any material from other regions available for comparison,
I have felt constrained to follow the precedent thus made for me, especially since I have not been able
to seize upon any characters of sufficient definiteness to separate the Pacific species from the Atlantic.
Nevertheless it should be remembered that our knowledge of the group is still woefully incomplete,
and a careful account is needed of all the diverse stages which specimens from the various regions pass
through during their life history, before absolute confidence can be felt in such wholesale relegation to
the synonymy.

Should it eventually appear that there are more species of Tremoctopus than recent writers are
inclined to admit, I have no doubt whatever that the Hawaiian specimens are identical with the form
described by Souleyet as Octopus gracilis. Tryon (1879, p. 131) gives the following brief paraphrase of
his very inadequate description: "Body rounded, smooth; head small; eyes large, prominent; arms
graceful, the upper very long, lower short, connected by a web. Phosphorescent and with metallic
reflections when living. Length 24 mm. OJ

Certainly these few lines contain little which can serve either to prove or to disprove the identity
of Souleyet's specimen with those obtained by the Albatross, but upon turning to the figure we
find a representation which accords very well with Hawaiian specimens of the same size, and as both
are from the same general oceanic region and the habit of the animals is admittedly.pelagic, we find at
once a strong a priori reason for uniting them. From the present specimens the figure of O. gracilis
differs most strikingly in its more inflated body (a character of trifling importance) and somewhat wider
web between the ventral arms. The eyes are also represented as being semipedunculate, but I suspect
that this appearance may be due to the loss of the delicate integument which usually envelops the head.
The proportions of the arms are, however, much the same, and it is further noteworthy that a specimen
presumably of this species taken by the Challenger in the western Pacific differs in no described char
acterfrom the Albatross specimens (Hoyle 1886, p. 71).

With the same form I would be also disposed to unite the Octopus dubius , also pi Souleyet,
especially since the most immature of the specimens before me is almost a counterpart of his figure
and is of similar dimensions (6 mm.),

The two female specimens dredged by the A lbaiross in the tropical Pacific, which Hoyle (1904, p. 12)
referred with some doubt to T. quoyanus, likewise agree perfectly in all the characters stated, have the
same curious arrangement of the chromatophores, and are surely conspecific. The single poorly pre
served individual taken by the Challenger in the south Pacific (Hoyle 1886, p. 70) also is probably
identical, so that on the whole it can be affirmed with certainty that few Hawaiian cephalopods exhibit
a wider distribution.

The species is one of the most beautiful and graceful of all cephalopods.

Family ALLOPOSID£ Verrill 1881.
AlloposidlBVerrill 188t. p. 365.
Arg<mautid", (pars) Nael '9lOb. p. '97. 198.

Sexes dimorphic, the female larger than the male and often attaining considerable dimensions.
Body soft anA. gelatinous; aquiferous pores lacking. Arms united throughout the greater portion of
their length by an extensive umbrella; suckers in 1-2 rows. Hectocotylization affects the whole of
the right third arm, which has its origin in a specialized sac in front of the eye, and when mature is most
probably caducous.

Genus ALLOPOSUS Verrill 1880.

Halip/mm Steenstrup 1859. p. 183 (nomen nudum.fid. Hoyle).
Alloposus Verrin 1880, p, 393.
Alloposus Verrill 1881, p. 365.
Alloposus Hoyle 1886. p, ".
AUoposus Naef 19Ub, p. 198.

This being the only known genus, its characters are entirely those of the family.
Type.-AlkJposus mollis Verrill 1880 (monotypic), originally described from off the New England

coast.
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Alloposus mollis Verrill 1880.

? Haliphron atlanticus Steenstrup 1859. p. 183 (fide Hoyle).
Alloposus mollis Verrl1l 1880, p, 394.
Alloposus mollis Verrill 1881, p, 366, 4'0, 434. pl. 50, 51. figs. 3-4.

Alloposusnwllis Hoyle 1886, p, 7. 7',
Allobosus mollis Joubin 1895, p, 4, 13, 55, pl. 5. fig. I. 3. 10. r r, pl. 6•

. Alloposws' nwllisJoubln 1900, p. r r, 30. 1>7. pl. 5. fig. 14, 15; pl. r r, fig. I.

AIIoPoS1tsnwllis Berry 1909. p, 418 (locality record only).

Body large, soft, smooth, semigelatinous in consistency; in shape ovoid. widest in front. narrower
and rounded posteriorly.

Head short and very broad; when contracted the lids of the large prominent eyes appear to have
distinct openings. Mantle opening very wide and full, extending in two broad pouchlike curves
from the median point of union with the ventral commissure to a point just past the eye on either side.
Media-ventral septum or commissure well developed, extending nearly to the anterior margin of the
mantle, and thence reaching its dorsal attachment through a sinus in the posterior margin of the
funnel. Funnel enormous and almost entirely exposed; its apex reaching slightly past the eyes;
fused with the ventral integument of the head for almost its entire length. F1;U1nel organ extremely
anterior in position and very large, comprising a broad W-shaped pad of a conspicuous brown ochre
color; posterior lobes rounded; anterior lobes acute and almost meeting in the median line below
(fig. 12).

Arms moderate, decreasing in length and degree of attenuation from the dorsal to the ventral pair
(in the present specimen their extremities are badly mutilated); connected at the base by a broad
membranous umbrella, the latter attaining its greatest extent between the arms of the dorsal pair which
it interwebs for much the greater portion of their length. Suckers large, elevated, deep, their rims of
somewhat more massive consistency than the other tissues of the animal; they are in two rows, or rather
in a single more or less zigzag row which most conspicuously approaches the two-rowed condition after
reaching the margin of the umbrella (at about the thirteenth sucker on the dorsal arms).

The entire integument is of a somewhat stringy semigelatinous consistency. It does not preserve
well and is badly tom away from the right side of the present specimen.

Color of specimen preserved in formalin and alcohol a muddy buff. numerous brownish chromato
phores are distributed over the dorsal surface and to a considerably less extent below.

MEASUREMENTS OF ALLOPOSUS MOLLIS.

mm. Length of- mill.
Total length 147+ :Lelt second ann ;......... 7'+
'ripof body to base ofumbrella between dorsal arms.. es Right third arm. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. es
Lengthofbody 50 Leftthirdarm : 51+

Widthofbody. 46 Right ventral arm.................................. 60+
Widthactosseyes sr Leftventralarm 59+
Length 01- Umbrella between dorsal anns. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54

Right dorsal arm................................... 8.+ Umbrella between ventral arms............ 44
Left dorsal arm ~........... 60+ Funnel....... . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 38

Right second arm................................... 90 Diameter of one of largest suckers. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. 4

Type.-In the United States National Museum. A cotype (from Fish Hawk station 893) is in the
Yale University Museum.

Type locality.-Fish Hawk station 880, 252 fathoms, off Newport, Rhode Island, September 13,
1880, three specimens.

Distribution.-0ff Newport, Rhode Island (Verrill), off Chesapeake Bay (VerriIl); north Atlantic
(Hoyle, Joubin); off Marthas Vineyard, Massachusetts (Verrill); off Delaware Bay (Verrill); off the
Azores (Joubin).

Pailolo Channel, Hawaiian Islands (Albatross).
Verrill gives the bathymetric range of the species as 236 to 1,346fathoms. Fragments of this species

have been obtained from a depth of 1,735 fathoms and likewise from the surface.
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FlO. u.-Allopo...s mallis [2091. out
line drawing of funnel1aid open
medioventrally to expose funnel
organ, natural size.

Material exami1U!d.-One immature female was taken by the A lbaiross in 286 to 290 fathoms, station
4095, northeast approach to Pailolo Channel [So S. B. 209]. It is catalogue No. 214378 of the United
States National Museum.

Remarks.-This interesting species has been described in such excellent detail by Verrill, Joubin,
and other writers, that' I have endeavored in the above paragraphs to give merely an account of the

more salient characters of the species as they appear in the specimen
at hand, and to add an account of the funnel organ which has
hitherto remained undescribed. The latter is chiefly interesting for
its relatively anterior position and great size, for in general outline
it does not specially differ from the usual W-shaped type of organ
prevalent in most octopod genera.

As this species has not hitherto been reported from the Pacific,
there would seem to be strong reasons for doubting its identity with
the Atlantic A. mo llis, if on no other than geographical grounds, yet I
have been unable to find any characters which could be used in
separately defining it. Perhaps this
is due to the obvious immaturity of
the present specimen, for an indi
vidual observed by Verrill (1881,

p. 420) was nearly 79 em, in length
and weighed over 20 pounds, while
a single dorsal arm recorded by
Joubin (1900, p. 32) is 161 em. long.

An allied form - A . pacificus
Ijima (see Ijima and Ikeda. 1902,
P- 87, footnote)-has been described
from the Sagami Sea, Japan. The
chief character advanced by the
.author to separate this form from A.
mollis is simply that the suckers
II are arranged in a single row for
the greater part of the arm length,
being biserially arranged only in the
free tip." That, unless supported by other structural differences,
this feature is of no very weighty importance is readily seen upon
examination of the present specimen, for whereas one author might
describe the arrangement of the acetabula as unmistakably in two
rows, another might as positively assert them to be uniserial. The
truth is that, as Hoyle has shown in the case of Polypus (1886, p. 76;

Fro. n.-AlloPo...s mollis, ventral view 19°4, p. 18-19). all the suckers are morphologically to be regarded
01small female, from the PailoloChan· as ranked in a single row, the component members of which have
nel 1>091, X%. Drawn by R. 1,. Hud· undergone a greater or less lateral displacement to each side in
son. alternation, the resulting biserial appearance being purely sec-

ondary. In this respect Alloposus occupies an intermediate position and hence the claims of
A. fJacificus to recognition as a good species can not yet be taken as established, even though
in the absence of a complete description of the Japanese form it would be premature to unite the
two dogmatically.
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Family BOLIT;ENID£ Chun 1911.

Bolito;",i<i4J Chun 19U, p••0.

Body semigelatinous. Third arms much the longest and largest; suckers on all the arms in a single
row. Right third arm hectocotylized, the chief modification consisting in the enlargement of a part
or even all of the suckers. Olfactory organ papilliform.

Genus ELEDONELLA Verrill 1884.
Eledonella Verrill 1884, p, 144.
El.don.lla Chun 19U, p- 16.

Body gelatinous, weakly pigmented, semitransparent. Hectocotylization affecting only the distal
suckers of the arm.

Type.-Eledonella pygmaea Verrill 1884 (monotypic), a species of the New England region.

Eledonella species (young).

Bolitomaspecies Berry 1909, p, 4,8 (locality record only).

Mantle saccular, much wrinkled, longer than broad. Arms short, incompletely webbed; the 4 to 6
large suckers arranged in a single series. Funnel small, little projecting. Head small. The single
specimen obtained is too young for safe determination. It is badly contracted and chiefly characterized
by its large eyes, wide mantle opening extending well past the eyes, and short arms, the third and
fourth pairs being the longest. The specimen was at first referred to Bolitena, but is more probably an
Eledonella.

m....
Total length " IS
Length of mantle (dorsal) , , , 10

From Albatross station 4°39, 670 to 697 fathoms, off Kawaihae Light, Hawaii [So S. B. 210J.

Family POLYPODID£ Hoyle 1904.

Ocfo/>idm (pars) d'Orbigny 1838, p. 3: 1845, p, '64.
Ocfo/>odidm H. and A. Adams 1853, vol. " p, 18.
Polypodidm Hoyle 19040 p, 14·

Poly/>oditim Naef 191Ob, p, 191.

Animals of small to gigantic size. Body short, thick, and usually firm and muscnlar. Sexes
nearly similar. Ventral mantle connection consisting of a pair o( shallow folds on the hinder margin
of the funnel, with shallow grooves to correspond on the inner surface of the mantle. No aquiferous
pores. Arms with one or two rows of suckers and a more or less well-developed basal web. Hectocotylus
confined to the extreme tip of either the right or left third arm; a narrow groove or fold in the edge of
the marginal membrane terminates in a roughly spoon-shaped copulatory organ at the extremity.

Genus POLYPUS Schneider 1784.

Polypus Schneider "84. p. 116.
Octopus Lamarck 1199, p, ,8 (fide Hoyle).
Octopusd'Orbigny, in d'Orbigny and F~russac1838, p, I,.
Octopus Hoyle 1886, p, 14.
PolYpus Hoyle 19o1, p, 1-5.

Body short, thick, rounded posteriorly; surface smooth to warty, usually with one or mare tuber
cular cirri over either eye. Arms and umbrella very variable; suckers in two alternating rows, Which
are perhaps better to be regarded as a single extremely zigzag row. Third right arm hectocotylized.

Type.-Sepia octopodia Linne 1758, a European species perhaps identical with P. 'Vulgaris (Lamarck
1799). Schneider designates no type and does not even name a species, but the inference seems clear
that the Sepiaoctopodia of Linne is the form which he had in mind, especially since at that time this
was the only species of the group which had been characterized by a binomial name. Hoyle, however,
arrives at the conclusion that Octopus 'Vulgaris Lamarck 1799 is available as the generic type.
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Polypus hawaiiensis (Souleyet 1852).

OctoPUshawiiensis Souleyet in Eydoux and Souleyet 1852, p, 9. pI. I. fig. 1-5.

Octopus H awaiiensis Tryon 1879.p. t rS, pl. 34. figs. 44. 45 (after Sonleyet).
Octopus hawaiensis Hoyle 1886.p, 9. 220 (merely listed).
Polypus hawaijensis Berry 1909.p. 418 (merely listed).

The original description of this species by Souleyet is verbatim as follows:«
"Octopus, corporerotundato, levi; capita magno; brachiiscrassis, basi palmatis.
"Corps petit, globuleux, lisse dans toute son etendree, I 'ouverture anterieure du sac ne comprenant

pas tout afait Ia moitie de la circonference; I 'entonnoir assez long et grele.
"THe volumineuse, aussi large que le corps.
"Bras tres-forts, proportionellement au volume du corps, et legerement palmer a leur base; ceux

des premiere, troisieme et quatrierne paires (1), presque egaux en longueur (quatre fois la longueur du
sac); ceux de la deuxieme paire, d'nne longueur un plus grande; les ventouses atternes peu elevees et
tres-rapprochees,

"Ce poulpe offere partout une teinte d 'un gris bleuatre, tres-finement pointillee de noir, ce qui fait
paraitre sa couleur noiratre; cette couleur est moins foncee en dessous du sac et surtout a la partie
inferieure de la tete,

"Tl provient de Hawaii, l 'une des Iles Sandwich; il ne parait pas tres-commun das cette localite,
car nous n 'en avons rapporte qu'un seul individu.

Dimensions.
Centimetres.

"Longueur totale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13
du sac......................................................... 2

de Ia tete. " , ',' .
des bras (Ire, 3e, et 4e paires).............. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 8
des bras (ae paire)......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10

"Les characteres qui nous ont pam distinguer surtout cette espece sont: la petitesse, et Ia forme
arrondie du sac, Ie volume et la longueur mediocre des bras, enfin I'absence de rugosites et d 'eminences
sur Ia peau qui est partout parfaitement Iisse, Les especes dont elle se rapproche Ie plus sont: Ie poulpe
tehuelche (0. tehue1chus), de M. d'Orbigny, et le poulpe breuitentacule (0. brevitentaculatus), de M. de
Blainvi11e; mais elle differe de la premiere de ces especes par la grosseur et la brievete des bras, et de
la seconde, par la palmature moins considerable de ces appendices et par leur proportion que est tout
a fait differente,"

Type locality.-Island of Hawaii (Souleyet).
Distribution.-The species has not been again recorded since its discovery.
Remarks.-I am unable to refer any of the numerous specimens of Polypus in either the Alba

tross or Stanford collections to this species. Its special characters seem to be the smooth globose body,
without cirri or other tubercles, large head, short umbrella, and short robust arms, the second pair of
the latter being longest, the others equal. Of the described Hawaiian species, P. ornatus and P.
hoylei are certainly SUfficiently distinct, as is also P. marmoratus if the description by Souleyet is to be
relied upon. The view that the last-named species may really be identical with P. hauaiiensis has
been suggested by Ortmann (1891, p. 672), and the fact that in the very large series of the genus before
me there are no specimens whatever which approximate to the combination of characters alleged to be
diagnostic may indicate that an error has somewhere crept in. On the other hand, Tryon regarded P.
hawaiiensis as very close to or identical with the Octopus punctatus Gabb of California, but I think the
resemblance is entirely imaginary.

.. As the original volume has only once been accessible to me. I must here mention my obligation to Dr. E. J. Nolan, of che
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, for sending me the COpyof the above description which is here transcribed.



FIG. r3.-PolyPus marmoT/I
ius (r751. outline drawing
of funne11aid open medio
ventrally to expose thefun
nel organ. natural size.
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Polypus marmoratus (Hoyle 188S).a (PI. XI.v; pI. Xl,VIII, fig. 6.)
ocJojJus marmtrrat'Us Hoyle 1885, p, 227.
Octopus marmoratus Hoyle 18850.. p. 10a,
Octopus marmoratus Hoyle 1886, p. 8. 85. 220. pl. 6.
Octopus marmoratus Brock 1887. p, 610, 6n.
Octopus marmoratus Ortmann 189r. p. 67r.
Octopus marmoratu« Joubin ? 1894. p, 35 (fide WUlker).
Polypus marmoratus Hoyle 1905, p. 978.
Polypus marmoratus Berry 1909, p- 4r8 (locality record only).
Polypus marmoratus Wlilker 19r3. p. 457.

Body of moderate size, rounded pyriform in shape. broadest toward the posterior; not flattened.
but with a distinct median longitudinal depression or sulcus on the ventral surface. Integument as a
rule quite smooth, but apt to be much wrinkled above, and with a few large, low, longitudinally elon
gate tubercles on the dorsal surface; notably more conspicuous than the remainder are one of these
tubercles at the base of each dorsal arm, one in advance of the center of the head, and a diamond-shaped
quadrilateral of four on the dorsum, besides several lateral onesv, A series
of smaller ridges tends to extend distally from the large tubercles at the base
of the dorsal arms out upon the arms, and all show adistinctIy bilateral arrange
ment. In addition to the ridges there is a large conspicuous bluntly conical
tubercle just above and behind the center of each eye opening, supplemented
by a smaller, more elongated excrescence just in front of the eye, and one other
placed diagonally behind. This ornamentation appears to be a reasonably
constant feature, atleastin the materialexamined. The mantle opening is not
especially wide, extending rather less than halfway from the funnel to the eye.

Head rather small, narrow, rounded, separated from the body by an often
slight constriction. Eyes prominent. Funnel small, conical, reaching little
more than a third of the distance to the umbrella margin. The funnel
organ is well developed and comprises a broad bilobate W-shaped pad on the
inner wall of the funnel cavity a little forward of the center. (Fig. 13.)

a The principal portion of the description of this species given by Hoyle in the Challenuer Report (r886, p, 85) is as folloWS:
"Habitat.-On the Reefs. Honolulu. Sandwich Islands. Three specimens. one 0'. two 'i' .
••Sandwich Islands (Copenhagen Museum).
"The Body is round, not depressed, and a little longer than wide. 'l'he mantle-openinv extends somewhat less than halfway

round the body. terminating nearer to the siphon than to the eye, and considerably behind the latter. The siphon is small and
acutely conical, and extends about one-third the distance to the umbrella-margin.

"Th. Head is n..rrow, and the eyes are prominent, where they have not suffered from compression.
" The A rms are subequal, eight times as long as the body; they are very long and slender, the last character being more

marked in the females than in the male; they taper more rapidly at first than near the extremities. which are much attenuated.
The umbrella is very wide, especially in thc male, where it extends almost one-third up the arms; in the females its extent is
only one-sixth. The suckers are rather large, and closely set; in the male a few suckers opposite the umbrella-margin areslightly.
but not markedly. larger than the others. The extremity ofthe hectocotylized arm is small, and has abont 10 small transverse
ridges.

"The Surface appears to have been smooth. except for a few short ridges placed longitudinally on the back and sides; but
the skin is shriveled by the action of the spirit, so that it is difficult to be certain. A c-onical cirrus is situated above and slightly
behind each eye; but in some cases this has been destroyed•

.. The Colour is a stone-gray. with dark pigment disposed in veins like those ofmarble on the dorsalsurfaec of the body, head,
and umbrella; the male is much darker. so that the marbling is almost concealed. Traces 01 an oval spot are seen in front of
and below the eye on both sides of one female specimen and on one side of the other; but this spot Is concealed by the dark colour
ing in the male even if it exist.

* * * * * * *
"This species presents in some respects a resemblance to Ociopul bimaculatus, Verrill, namely, in the general form and pro-

portions, in the enlargement of one or more suckers on the lateral arms, and in the small size of the hectocotylus of the male.
as also in the presence of the dark spot on either side in front of the eye. Each, too, has a supra-ocular cirrus, but the con
spicuously warted upper surface of Verrill's form and the equally marked smoothness of the Challenuer specimens, as well as
the seemingly constant difference of coloration necessitate their separation,

* • * * * * *
"It approaches Octopus hawaiensis E. and S., in general form, but differs in the presence of cirri over the eyes."
b These structures may very likely represent the" few short ridges placed longitudinally on the back and sides" which are

mentioned by Hoyle,
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Arms stout and muscular, apt to be heavily recurved and coiled in alcoholic specimens; at first
rapidly tapering, but attenuate at the extremities; length moderate, perhaps three to four times that
of the body; on the average probably subequal, but variable, in the adult the ventral pair usually a
little the longest. Umbrella only moderately developed in the specimens seen; about equal all round,
and continued as a prominent contractile web along the outer margins of all the arms. Suckers large,
rather flattened, and closely set except along the distal portions of the arms, where the two rows become
relatively much more widely separated, a character not shown by the figure in the Challenger report;
first four suckers at the base in a single row. In the male from two to four suckers opposite the umbrella
margin on each arm undergo a slight enlargement.

The third right arm in the male is not very much shorter than its mate and the hectocotylized
portion is very small. The calamus is poorly developed and does not show the usual papilliform struc
ture; ligula extremely small, its inner surface excavated and provided with about 10 easily obscured
transverse ridges. (PI. XLVIII, fig. 6.)

Color of preserved specimens everywhere a dull drab or stone gray, lighter below and on the inner
surface of the umbrella and arms; dorsally the surface is so heavily clouded with a dark slate as to be
almost unicolored, but in the lighter areas and when the folds of the skin are stretched apart the dark
pigment is seen to be disposed in narrow anastomosing veins which are here and there very conspic
uous.a A series of confluent blotches of similar tint extends along the flattened sides of the arms just
outside the suckers and in rough alternation with the latter. In well-preserved material there is a
large roundish oculation a little way in front of and below the eye on either side; the very dark center
is surrounded by a broad ring of lighter tint which is not always easy to make out; the entire spot is often
somewhat obscured owing to the heavy pigmentation generally, but as it is conspicuously present in
at least one of the male specimens examined, it is clearly not to be looked upon as a sexual character.
The color in life is not known.

Beak and radula not examined.

MnASURltMltNTS OF POLYPUS MARMORATUS.

Number in author's register................................... , ............. 174 175 183 183 183 183 185

-
Sex......................................................................... 0- e 0- g g g [uv,

-. ------------
mm. 1n11l-. tn1U. tn1n. mm. mm. ".m.

Total length•..................................................................... ? a27I 59 68 6. 59 45Tip of body to dorsal base of umbrella ............................................ 95 S6 17 .0 16 16 13Width of body.................................................................... 61 38 n 14 13 12 10
Length of body ................................................................... 12 IS 12 II ......Width of neck .................................................................... 38 .6 8 10 9 8 7Widthacrosseyes................................................................. 41 29 II 10 II 10 IIMouth to tip of right dorsal arm.................................................. ? aI82 37 4' 41 40 ••Mouth to tip oflelt dorsal arm.................................................... 0310 0185 '4+ 40 41 40 21
Mouth to tip of right second arm .•................................................ a340 aI88 40+ 43 46 43 '7Mouth to tip of left second arm................................................... 0335 0190 38 48 45 43 29
Mouth to tip of~tthird arm....................... " .......................... Q280 aI65 '4 ...... 44 43 31
Mouth to tip of I t third arm..................................................... a'95 0195 4' 47 46 4' 3'Mouth to tip of right ventral arm ................................................. 0345 (1210 37 35 43 40 '9

~:htcl~~c~t~T~:'~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: G34° G:lIS 39 41 45 4° 30
4 I· 5 ...... ...... ...... ......

Length of umbrella between dorsal arms .......................................... ...... -5 6+ 13 II 10 4
Length of umbrella between ventral arms ......................................... ...... '5 8 8 7 10 4Length offunne1.................................................................. 40 '0 5 6 5 5 4·5

a Largely estimated. but figures given for what they may be worth.
mnJ.

Total diameter of ocular spot, right side (S. S. B. 175) 1:1

Total diameter of ocular spot, left side (S. S. B. 175) " II

Diameter of dark center of spot, right side (S. S. B. 175). . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

a From tWs feature arises the significance of the name marmoratu«,
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Type.-In the British Museum (Natural History).
Type locality.-"On the Reefs, Honolulu, Sandwich Islands;" three specimens (Challenger

expedition).
Distribution.-Honolulu Reef, Oahu (Challenger, Albatross, etc.); Hilo, Hawaii (Stanford Univer

sity collections); Rotuma (Hoyle); Rimatara (WUlker); Buka, Solomon Islands (Wiilker); Stewart
Islands (Wii.lker); Amboina (Joubln); Ceylon (Ortmann).

Material examined.-The following 13 specimens have been examined, the majority of them being
rather immature: .

-
No. of

Author'ssped- Locality. Collector. Sex. Where~eposited.
mens. register.

-
I Honolulu, Oahu................... Market................ 0' ....... Stanford Univ. Coli., Cat . •089 •••••• 174
I Honolulu, Oahu................... Jordan and Evermann <1 ....... Stanford Univ. ColI.. Cat .•088•••... 175
6 Honolulu Reef, Oahu ......•...••• Albatross.............. .,? 4Juv. ..................................... 185
4 Honolulu Reef. Oahu.•..•....•••. Albatross.............. 10'3'?.. .Sticl~~d·iici~: c~iI:: Ct;i: ;~~'..:::: I8s
I Henshaw's Road. Hilo, Hawaii•••. ........................ Juv..... 181

Although P. marmoraius appears to be a well marked, even if in no wayan extraordinary species,
it nevertheless exhibits a considerable measure of variability. The four young individuals from Hono
Iulu Reef (S. S. B. 183), which I have assumed to be referable here, indicate this to a remarkable
degree, and it may be possible that they are incorrectly determined; they possess a wide flattened
head, pale coloration, no ocular markings, and the skin varies from a nearly smooth state to one where
the scattered papillre are erect and bristling. The numerous small chromatophores render the surface
finely punctate, and a single slightly zigzag row of somewhat larger chromatophores extends along the
outer surface of each arm. The male in this lot is readily distinguishable by its small but well
developed hectocotylus, and by the rather conspicuous enlargement suffered by the seventh and eighth
suckers on each of the lateral arms. The remaining suckers are rather small, a little elevated, and
equidistant as in the females. The measurements are surprisingly constant, as shown in the above
table.

Hoyle compares this species with the Californian P. bimaculatus (Verrill) and apparently with
justice, although he is undoubtedly correct in regarding the two as distinct. Specimens of the two
species placed together have an entirely different aspect and are not likely to be confounded. The
divergent pigmentation alone is entirely sufficient for the ready separation of most specimens, and so
far as my very limited experience shows the elongate cirri of many P. marmoratus do not appear on the
Californian form, although the symmetrical arrangement of the tubercles is much the same.

Ortmann (1891, p. 672) has suggested that Hoyle's species may after all be identical with O. hawaii
ensis Souleyet, in which case the latter name has many years priority and would of course take pre
cedence, but for the present the matter must go over unsettled.

One of the Challenger specimens, which is the largest example of the species so far recorded, has
a total length of 630 mm. The species is apparently an abundant littoral form occurring in large num
bers on the reefs, and is one of the most important of the species uscd as food. As the most common
of the PolYPi it is likely to be met with in almost any general collection from the region. It is readily
distinguishable from the species which usually accompany it by its somber coloration, ridgelike cirri,
moderate arms, small hectocotylus, and wide funnel organ, as well as the presence of the three cirri
Over the eyes and the oculations at the base of the third arms. Being a solid and muscular species,
the tissues, particularly of the arms, are apt to undergo a powerful contraction when preserved in
alcohol.
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Polypus omatus (Gould I852).a (PI. Xl,VI.)

Octopus ornanss Gould 18S~, p. 476, figs. 590,590a.
Octopus ornatus Tryon 1879,p. II', pl. 30. figs. '9. 30 (after Gould).
Polypus ornatus Berry 1909.p. 418(locality record).

Body of moderate size, subglobose, more expanded and rounded posteriorly. Mantle opening
simple, moderately wide, extending on either side to a point about halfway between the eye aperture
and the funnel. .

Head fairly large, rounded, not excavated above or below; the eyes fairly prominent, with small
openings; head and body separated in the nuchal region by a decided constriction. Funnel long,
extending for about two-thirds of the distance to the ventral margin of the umbrella, conical and taper
ing, with a broad base; adherent to the ventral surface of the head for more than half its length; aper
ture small. Funnel organ well developed, comprising a large W-shaped pad lying nearly midway of
the dorsal wall; the median lobe is decidedly longer than the lateral wings. (Fig. 14.)

Arms extremely long, very graceful (pI. xr.vr, fig. I), dorsal pair perhaps as much as seven times
the length of head and body taken together, extremely slender and attenuate, the tips almost fili
form] disproportionately unequal, the order of length I, 2, 3, 4; dorsal arms conspicuously the stoutest
and longest, the remaining arms exhibiting a decided but very regular decrease in size as we progress
ventrally; the ventral arms very slender, less than three-fifths as long as the dorsal pair. Umbrella
ofsmall extent; best developed between the dorsal arms and least ventrally, thus giving the mouth
the apparent position noted by Gould; it is continuous with a loose, very narrow-fold of membrane
which runs distad along the outer margins of the arms for a short distance, soon becoming nearly or quite
obsolete. Suckers of moderate size, somewhat elevated, and with discoid but fairly deep cups; very
numerous and somewhat crowded, 312 being counted on the left dorsal arm of the medium-sized speci
men without the aid of a lens, less than a third of them occurring on the distal half of the arm; they
are consistently in two rows even at the base near the mouth and at the extreme tip as well; a conspicu
ous maximum in size is attained a little distance beyond the margin of the umbrella. Third right arm
in the male about a third shorter than its mate of the opposite side; on this arm a shallow marginal fold
incloses a groove running along the outer ventral angle of the arm; this fold is barely distinct from the
main body of the arm itself and is the sole remaining vestige of the marginal web; beginning at the
umbrella margin, it terminates in the hectocotylus as the median groove of the flattened conical basal
papilla (calamus) of the latter; the principal portion of the hectocotylus (ligula) is a conspicuously thick-

a The original description of Gould (1852. p. 476) is as follows:
.. Body subglobose, the length exceeding the breadth about one-twelfth. Head two-thirds as long as the body, and about

half its breadth, of nearly equal width throughout, the eyes being but very slightly prominent. Inferior opening broad, the lip
transverse and simple; eyes small, the pupil black. with a silvery iris. Mouth small. situated at the lower third of the umbrella,
which is rather small, but well-marked, the membrane not prolonged up the arms. Arms compressed,long and slender, attenu
ated to a thread, comparative length 2. 4. 3, I, differing much in size, the upper ones being very robust, the second, third. and
fourth pairs being successively more slender, the latter being remarkably slender, not half the size of the upper ones. Cupules
of medium size, nearly sessile, crowded, very numerous, extending to the tips of the arms: they commence in a double series on
the upper arms, while on the lower ones the first six are in a single series .. The surface Is coarsely reticulate-papillose, with a
series of oblong-oval, smooth, and colorless patches along the back of the arms and around the sac, somewhat resembling bullee,
The ground color is deep orange; beneath somewhat clouded with white; above variegated with five longitudinal. buff stripes,
the median one extending to between the eyes, the two lateral ones curving on each side, like meridian lines, and extending only
to the neck; between these lines, around the middle of the sac, are deep brown patches, and also between the bases of the arms;
there are also brown mottlings along the back of the arms. These. with the pale. bubble-like patches around the base of the sac
and along the arms, give a very gay and diversified coloring.

"Length of sac to inferior opening, one and a hall inches; length along the back to the umbrella, two and a hall inches;
breadth of sac, one and three-fourths inches; breadth of neck, one inch; breadth of umbrella from side to side, three inches;
breadth above mouth, two inches; below mouth, one inch; length of arms, upper pair, twenty inches; upper lateral, twenty-four
inches; lower lateral, about twenty inches: lower pair, twenty-one inches .

•,Obtained at the Saudwich Islands at Oahu and Maul.
"No other described species approaches Ito) this in form and coloration. except O. macropus Risso. The comparative length

of arms is different (I. ',3,4), the body is more elongated. and there are no cirrhi about the eyes in the latter species. besides a
sufficiently well-marked distinctness ofcoloration. Described from specimens preserved in spirits, and from a coloured drawing.'~
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ened and expanded spoon-shaped organ, its inner surface broadly but not abruptly excavated and
ornamented with numerous irregular transverse wrinkles or grooves. (PI. XLVI, fig. 2, represents the
hectoeotylus of an immature specimen.)

The surface ornamentation is very distinctive. Body nearly smooth below; above coarsely and
irregularly papillose, the papillar ordinarily arranging themselves in fairly distinct longitudinal lines,
most noticeable on the nuchal region, but extending anteriorly over the umbrella and posteriorly over
the dorsum before becoming obsolete. Certain of these papillse are larger than the
others, and in preserved specimens they often become confluent with one another in
certain regions of the.body to form narrow elongate ridge-like folds of great perma
nency; along the median line are three of these folds, one extending back from the
nuchal region for about a third the length of the body, the second some distance pos
terior to it in the same line, but much shorter, and a third still farther back and
representing but little more than a single large papilla. Lateral to these are three
series of similar ridges; two short ones, which, in conjunction with the two chief
median ridges, inclose a dark quadrangular area in the middle of the dorsum; two
longer folds external to these and paralleling the anterior median fold; and outside
fhese, two still longer but more or less interrupted ridges extending from the upper
edges of the mantle opening well past the middle of the body. There are three
rather small bluntish cirri just above each eye opening.

Color of specimens preserved in alcohol a dull buff, much clouded above with a
more or less washed out reddish chocolate, and below with dull ocher or a livid brown.
Each of the integumentary ridges which have been described is inclosed in a promi
nent band of buff, and a conspicuous series of areolse or reticulations of the same pale
tint are disposed in pairs along the outer surfaces of the four dorsal arms for the greater
portion of their length. Gould states the general ground color of the living animal to be orange, but
in alcoholic material this fades, and in some specimens the buff bands and areolse may appear not
lighter (as in the specimen to which particular reference is had above), but actually darker and
brighter than the surrounding integument. The chromatophores are excessively small and copiously
distributed.

MgASUREMgNTS 011 POLYPUS ORNATUS.

- -

Number in author's register. ...... ................. ........ ...... ........., .. .. ............ 38• 179 179

------
Sex. ............... .......................... ...... ............ ......... ... .. . ... ... ....... r1 r1 r1

------
'nz,m. mm. fnnz..

Total1ength ......................................................... ... .. ..... .. .. .., 65°+ 5.6 .63
Tip of body to dorsal base of umbrella ............................... .. .. ..... .. ....... 97 61 38
Length of body (dorsal) ............................................. .. ... ....... .. .. 68 40 1I4
Width of body.•..................................................... .. .. ... .. ... ." ... .... 57 4° '5
Width of neck. ... ... ... .... .. ... ... ... ... .. ..... .. ........ .., ... .. 35 '5 17
Width of head .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... ... ...... .. ... ...... '" ..... 35 .8 19
Length of-

Right dorsal arm........................................................................ 54° 3°5+ "4Left dorsal arm .......................................................................... .. 553+ 465 "5
Right second arm........ .. .. .. .... .. ... '" ... ... '" ....... ....... ... ... ... ... 4I5 360 175
Left second arm ......... .............. ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 480 375 186
Right third arm....................... ... .. .. .. ... ...... .. ...... ......... .. ..... '34 175 II.
Left third arm......................... .. ... .. ... ... .. ....... .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. . 380 310 I55
R~ht ventral arm..................... ... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ... .. ... .. 365 .60 1.6
L t ventral arm....................... .. .. .. .. ..... .. ... ... .. .. . ... ... ... .. ... 380 '7° 13'
Umbrella between dorsal arms......... .. ... .. .. ....... ... .......... ... .... ... ... 56 '7 2I

Umbre11abetween ventral arms. .... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ........ .. .... .... 34 IS 13

~i:trE~~1~::j~:: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~<~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
...... ... .... 9 • 0·5..... ....... 9 5 3.... ... .... 4° .8 17.... .. .... ..... 38 '3 IS

,
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Type locality.-0ahu (first locality mentioned), Hawaiian Islands (Wilkes expedition).
Distribution.-Hawaiian Islands: Oahu (Gould); Honolulu Reef, Oahu (Albatross); Maui (Gould).
Material examined.-Three specimens, all males, are in the Albatross collection. All are in an

excellent state 01preservation.

No. of Author'sspeci Locality. Collector. Sex. register.mens.

• Honolulu Reel, Oahu.......................... Albatross expedition ............................ <1 179
1 Honolulu market............................. .. ... do .................. : ....................... <1 38.

Remarks.-The above description is drawn throughout from the specimens taken by the Albatross,
special reference being had to the larger of the two individuals collected on the reef, as the large market
specimen did not come into my hands until afterward and has been chiefly utilized in preparing the
description of the hectocotylized arm. It will at once be noted that there are several rather astonish
ing discrepancies between these specimens and Dr. Gould's description. Perhaps the most important
of these is the relative length of the arms, which Gould states to be 2,4. 3, I, an utterly different formula
from that shown by the present material. As the quantitative differences between the arms of the
respective pairs seem altogether too great for such variations to be due to inequalities in the methods
of preservation, I am at a loss to account for the discrepancy. It is of course possible that an error has
crept in somewhere, for the Albatross specimens show not the slightest evidence of any abnormality,
while Gould's account of the consecutive ~inution in bulk of the arms is entirely in accord with
the condition I have described, though not at all what would be expected were his statement of their
relative order of length correct. It may be that the type specimen was possessed of some unobserved
defect, for where the arms are so slender as in the present species a mutilated and regenerating extremity
might be readily overlooked were not special care taken to the contrary. The peculiarly definite
color pattem is in all the specimens as striking as Gould's careful description would imply and is so
utterly unlike that of any other Polypus known to me that I think there can be no doubt as to the cor
rectness of the identification.

Granting this correction in the arm formula, it is interesting to note that the resemblance of this
species to the Polypus macropue (Risso) becomes even more close than Gould supposed and extends
even to such structures as the hectocotylus and funnel organ. (Cf. Jatta, 1896, pl. 23, fig. 8.) A com
parison with the figures cited shows that the two species are throughout essentially similar in structure
and indicates a very close degree of relationship. The geographical distribution of both forms yields
additional strong evidence toward the same conclusion and further supports the idea that P. macropur
is in fact the parent form. Although ornatus is thus far known only from the Hawaiian Islands, macro
pus has a remarkably wide and continuous range, extending from the Mediterranean, on the one hand,
through the Red Sea and Indian Ocean to the Malay Peninsula and even to Japan, where it is still a
hardy and abundant species Small differences between the two are numerous and constant, but
perhaps are in no way different from the inevitable changes which should be expected to take place
in the island species during the long sojourn which it must have had in so isolated an environment.
It is curious that the color pattern and surface ornamentation are the features which have undergone
the most extensive modification.

Polypus hoylei Berry 1909 (PI. XI,VII, fig. I; PI. XI,VIII, fig. 2-4; PI. I,V, fig. I.)

Polypus /wylei Berry 19o9, p, 407. 418. text fig. I.

Body pouch shaped, rounded, more or less depressed above and below, about as long as broad,
widening posteriorly and with an obscure longitudinal groove forming an incipient superficial division
of the ventral region into halves. Mantle loose and semigelatinous, very soft to the touch; at
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FlO. Is.-Polyp"s lwylei [I761. outline drawing
of funnel laid open medioventrally to expose
the funnel organ, X •.

first sight nearly smooth, but upon careful examination revealing a fine regularly granulose papillation,
most obscure ventrally. Some examples show indications of low tubercles or cirri on the body, but
the only structures of this nature which appear to be at all constant are two soft prominent papilla-like
excrescences situated over each eye, one placed just in advance of the eye opening, the other at a slightly
greater distance behind this point; when in a state of retraction these eminences are reduced to rounded
tubercles having a pore-like pit or indentation at their apex. (PI. XLVIII, fig. 3,) Mantle opening very
small, semicircular, closely embracing the base of the funnel, from which, however, it tends in preserved
material to contract away, exposing even the basal folds of the latter. (PI. XLVII, fig. I.)

Head large, broad, :Battened; separated from the body in the nuchal region by a slight lateral con
striction. Eyes large, the integument covering them being usually much puckered about the rather
small opening. Funnel large and of robust outline, but short, broad, compressed; broadly adherent
above to the head and bound to the latter by loose folds of the integument even as far forward as the
basal portion of the umbrella; its extremity is free and reaches a little less than half way to the margin
of the latter. Funnel organ well developed and of a very distinctive type; it comprises two narrow
but conspicuous V-shaped pads lying on the dorsal inner wall
of the funnel cavity, near the tip; they are entirely similar to
one another and unconnected. (Text fig. IS, also pl. XLVIII,

fig. 4.)
Arms quite short for a Polypus, only about two to two and

one-half times as long as the head and body; stout, rapidly
tapering, the extremities little attenuate; dimensions nearly
equal, but exhibiting considerable variability, the third pair
apt to be slightly the shortest; connected at base by a wide
semitransparent membranous umbrella, extending between
the arms about equally all round for from one-third to nearly
one-half of their length, but usually of slightly less extent
ventrally; this interwebbing is continuous with a conspicuous
fleshy fold which extends along the outer margins of all the
arms to their extremities. Suckers moderately large, numer
ous, closely set; regularly alternating in two rows, except at
the base, where the first three appear in a single row; soft, but well separated; moderately elevated.
According to my observations none of the suckers in the male show any appreciable enlargement or
other differentiation one from another. (PI. LV, fig. 1.)

Third right arm in the male notably shorter and stouter than "itsmate of the opposite side and promi
nently hectocotylized, the modification affecting only the tip of the arm and the usual sperm canal
formed along the edge of the marginal membrane. The organ at the tip is bluntly conical, somewhat
spoon shaped, and the broad excavation on its inner face scarcely or not at all ridged; such ridges, if
they occur at all in the larger specimen are rendered very obscure by the loose consistency of the integ
ument, and in the smaller male one or two transverse grooves only may be made out. The relative
measurements of the hectocotylus are given in the table of measurements below. With age the ligula
becomes apparently somewhat more elongate, as in the smaller male it is very short and pyramidal.
The sperm canal terminates distally in the usual basal papilla or calamus, which is here acutely conical,
with its inner surface deeply grooved. (PI. XLVIII, fig. 2.)

Color of preserved specimens a brownish red above, slightly paler or more pinkish below and on the
inner surface of the umbrella; no definite color pattern or even any mottlings or other ornamentation
of the sort. Entire surface closely punctate with small round reddish brown chromatophores, especially
on the dorsal aspect, where they are largely distributed in veins or obscure cloudings, the interstices
between which appear as pale reticulations or marblings against a darker background, a feature scarcely
to be distinguished without carefully and firmly smoothing out the skin by the fingers.
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MeASUReMeNTS OF POLYPUS HOYLIII.

Author'sregister t~l~~~

Sex ·1~tY~e.) __c! l'_

mm..
'33
65
45
36
4'

Total length ; .
Tip of body to base of umbrella .
Width of body .
Width of neck .
Width of head .
I.engtb of-

Right dorsal arm. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. 109+
Left dorsal arm............................... r rr-l-
Rightsecondarm a,6I+

i~1~e~h~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;;~
fu~1~~:f,.';3"a;~.:::::::::::::::::::: .:':; :::::::::::::::: ::::::: :::: ::::: ':: .:;::::: ;~~+
Leftventralarm.... 159
Hectocotylus " . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . 6·5
Umbrella between dorsal arms. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . 4'

t%f~§i~~f=ff~r~l:~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~:~ ~ ~:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:~ ~:~ ~ ~:~ ~::~ ~ ~::~ ~:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::I ;!

mm. mm. mm.
1'7 108 148
41 41 54
31 .8 .6
'7 .6 ..
30 '7 '4

89 71 91
88 76 49+
89 76 105
8. 75 6.+
75 ••+ 86+
78 66 93
85 74 80
85 . 75 79
• ........ . .......

30 .0 .0
36 IS 17
• • •

17 I. IS
18 16 16

a Through an inadvertence the length of this mntilated arm was given in the original description as that of the second arm
pair. In the above table the measurements of all the arms were taken along the inner surface from the mouth to the tip. The
umbrella Was measured externally.

Type.-Cat. no. 214310 United States National Museum [So S. B. 166].
Type locality.-Hawaiian Islands (Albatross); the exact locality, and other data are unknown as

this specimen was unfortunately not accompanied by any label when it carne into my hands.
Distribution.-Among the Hawaiian Islands, in the archibenthal region (Albatross).

SPECIMENS OF POLYPUS HOYLEI EXAMINED.

-
No. of Depth Author'sspeci ... Loea1ity. in Collector. Sex. Where deposited. register.
mens. fathoms.

a, Hawaiian Islands....................... ? Albatross.................... <J U.S.N.M. Cat. 166

Xaiwi Channel, between Molokai and Albatross station 4no •••.•••
"'4310.

I 449""460 ? .................... 178
Oahu.

I Vicinity of Kauai Island................ .83-309 Albatross station 4'30 ••••••• <J ..................... 176
I .....do .................................. 25'13 12 Albatross station 4'3' •••••.• l' .................... 177

a Type.

Remarks.-P. hoylei appears to be a characteristic member of the deeper water fauna of this' region.
Finding no close ally among its neighboring congeners, it is conspicuously characterized by its pale
color, soft consistency, unusually small mantle opening, fine surface papillation, short arms, stout hec
tocotylized arm, and the very unusual shape of the funnel organ. I had originally thought that this
species might be a near relative of P. januarii (Steenstrup), but a reconsideration of the admirably full
description of the latter in the ChallengerReport has led me to believe that the alliance is not especially
close. Both are of deep-water habit and such resemblance as exists between them may well be due to
coordination with a similar environment. P. hoylei bears a certain resemblance to some of the pub.
lished figures of P. sponsalis (P. and H. Fischer) and one or two similar forms, but it is, I think, suffi
ciently distinct.

Altogether it is an unusually attractive and interesting species. The specific name is in honor of
that master student of cephalopods, Dr. William Evans Hoyle.
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FIG. I6.-PolyPus a (Ip'], ventIal
view of immature specimen
from stationJl4J. X 2. Drawn
by R. L. Hudson.

Polypus a (young).
Polypus a Berry 1909, p. 418 (merely listed).

Two juvenile Polypi in the Albatross collection agree in the following
assemblage of characters:

Body relatively large, ovate, saccular; much inflated, especially
below; broadest anteriorly and terminating in an obtuse point or nipple
like projection behind. Mantle approximately smooth, with no definite
papillse, tubercles, or cirri; mantle opening wide, extending to just below
the eyes.

Nuchal constriction prominent, almost furrow-like. Head short,
broad, flattened. Eyes inconspicuous, slightly protruding, with very
small apertures. Funnel large, but not reaching to the base of the arms;
in shape bluntly conical.

Arms long, slender, attenuate; very unequal, the order of length I, 2,

3, 4; connected at the extreme base by a short, delicate umbrella of nearly.
equal extent all around. Suckers small, numerous, crowded, in two rows.

Color of preserved specimens everywhere pale, without markings of
any kind.

With one of the two specimens mentioned are two much smaller
individuals (about 27 mm.long), which may represent an even 'younger
stage of the same species, but they differ from those described in their
shorter, more uniform arms, much larger eyes, and more oval body.

As the collections before me are unusually rich in immature individ
uals of this genus, some of which do not seem referable to any of the named
species, I have thought it worth while to present a brief description of
each of the various types into which as a rule the specimens may be easily
separated.

[Polypus fontanianus (d'Orbigny 1835).]
Octopus[ontonianus d'Orbigny 18.35.11.•8, pl. a, fig. 5.
Octobus fontanianus Tryon 1879, p. 1'3, pI. 37. fig. 54 (after d'Orbigny).

This species is rather uncertainly listed from the "Sandwich Islands" by Tryon (1. c., p. 124) on
the authority of a specimen stated to be in the collection of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila
delphia. It is a South American species and hence its occurrence in
Hawaii needs a confirmation which it is not likely ever to receive.

MnASURI>MENTS 01" Poi.vr-us a .

..

Number in author's register........... 191 19' Number iu author's register ........... 191
..

19'-_. _._-------_._._-- .•. ..-._----- -----
mm. tnm. Length of- 1nm. mm.

'totallength................................. 56 45 Right second arm, .. , ...... , ............. 34 .8
Tip of body to base of dorsal arms ........... 18 IS Left second arm............... '" ....... 33 25
Length of body (dorsal) ..................... 14 II Right third arm......................... '9 2I
Width of body............................... II 9 Left third ann........................... '9 ..
Width of neck ............................... 6. 5 6 Right ventralarm....... , ............... 25, 5 17
Width of head............................... 8 7 Left ventral ann ......................... '5 17
Length of- Umbrella between dorsal arms........... 5 3

Right dorsal arm ........................ 38 3° Umbrella between ventral arms ......... 4 2
Left dorsal arm......................... '1 38 25+ Funnel .................................. 6 5·5
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SPnCIMnNS OF POLYPUS a EXAMINnD.

No. of Author'ssped- Locality. Depth. Collector. register.mens.

3 Off Diamond Head Light, Oahu............ '" Surface............ Albatross station 39ZI ................. 191
I Off South coast of Molokai .......... " ....... " ..... do ............ Albatross station 3843 ................. 19'

Remarks.-The long, graceful anns give this curiously shaped little Polypus a most characteristic
spidery appearance. As already indicated, the specimens bear all the evidences of immaturity, and I
think there is good evidence that they are but the young of P. ornatus, the adult of which they resemble
in their ann formula and short umbrella. However, as this is not quite certain and they have so unique
a facies of their own, it has seemed best to give them provisional consideration by themselves. In
recalling the discussion I have given on a preceding page regarding the relationships of P. ornatus, it is
interesting to note that these young individuals are exceedingly suggestive of the young of P. macTOPUS

(Risso) as figured by Jatta in his Naples monograph (1896, pl. 24, fig. 2). Should my belief that
these are juvenile ornatus be correct, another striking bit of evidence of the close affinity of that species
with P. macropus is afforded.

Polypus{J (young). (PI. XLVIII, fig. 7,8.)

PolYPus PBerry 1909. p. 418 (merely listed).

Body compact, slightly longer than broad, little tapering, squarely rounded posteriorly; flattened
above, more inflated below, with a distinct longitudinal sulcus in the middle, and sometimes a curved
constriction or groove nearly paralleling the mantle margin and just behind it. Surface almost smooth,
but the dorsum very faintly and regularly papillose, especially between the eyes; just above and a
little posterior to each eye opening is a small blunt tubercle, with one or two fainter ones sometimes
to be distinguished near it. Mantle opening wide, reaching nearly to the eyes.

Head short, broad, compressed, flattened above. Eyes moderately large and prominent. Funnel
short, bluntly conical; barely reaching to the base of the arms; broadly adherent above to the head for
a large part of its length.

Arms robust, little attenuate; very short, but about half again as long as the head and body; nearly
equal, the dorsal pair as a rule slightly the shortest. Umbrella well developed, but only about half as
long dorsally as ventrally and attaining its maximum between the arms of the third and fourth pairs,
along which it reaches for about one-third of their length; marginal membranes present on the arms as
continuations of the umbrella, but much reduced and almost keel-like. Suckers numerous, large,
slightly elevated; closely placed, the first two to four in a single row, the remainder alternating and
biserial.

Ground color everywhere a brownish buff, rather pale, but closely dotted above with numerous
minute slate-colored chromatophores. A double row of very large, irregular, chevron-shaped chroma
tophores extends from the base along the outer surface of all the arms, but early becomes obscure 011 the
two ventral pairs. In very young individuals (of a length of 12 mm. or less) the ventral surface of the
mantle is ornamented by a number of large irregularly ovoid chromatophores arranged in transverse
rows, and there is a single very distinct dark-colored series bordering the nuchal constriction. Such
specimens are apt to be a little more globose than those further advanced.
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Author's register........... ~-,,-I~ 193 197 I Author's register............ 190 196 193 197- .--_.~ -- ------
i!ltallength........................

mm. "'.... "'.... "''''. Length 01- "'.... ",m. m.... ...m.
51 36 '4 10 Left second arm................ '9 '9 13 4

lP of body to base 01dorsal arms .. 19 '5 10 6 Right third arm................ '9 '9 14 4
W'gth of body (dorsal) ............ '5 12 9 5 Left third ann.................. 3' ar '4 4

idth of body..................... ,. 12 9 3· 5 Right ventral arm.............. 3
'

19 14 4
~idth of neck:..... .:................ II 10 8 3· 5 Left ventral arm................ 3

'
19 14 4

~~~f~ead...................... 12 II 9 3·5 Umbrella between dorsal arms.. 5 4 ...... 1
Umbrella between ventral arms. 10 8 ...... •Right dorsal arm..•............ •8I ar. 13 3 Diameter 01 largest suckers ......... 1. 5 ,+ I ......

Left dorsal arm, ................
a8\ '0 '3 3 Diameter 01 mantle opening ........ to·s 9 ...... J

Right second arm.............. '9 '9 14 4 Length olfunnel.. .... '.............. 7 5 ...... ......

Material: examined.-Specimens exhibiting essential accord with the above description were very
commonly taken by the Albatross in surface hauls. In all some 15 individuals are to be recorded.

SPSCIMItNS OF POI,YPUS fJ EXAMINItD.

===;0================;====;==-'="=;======;===
No. of
sped
tnens.

Locality. Depth. Collector. Author's
register.

I Off Lae-oXa I,aau Light. Molokal.. '" . . Surface ..
1 do ~ do .
• Off Kalaupapa. Molokai.. do .
1 Oft Diamond Head, Oahu do .
I do do.
I do do ..
• do " do .
1 Honolulu Reef, Oahu " Shore ..
1 Between Honolulu and Laysan Island , ,. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. Surface.•..
I do .• ; '" do .
1 Between Honolulu and Kauai do ..
• Between Kaual and Oahu do .

Albatross station 38.1 •••••••
Albatross station 3837 •••••••
Albatross station 3905 ••••••••
Albatross station 3907 •.•••••
Albatross station 39Il •••••••
Albatross station 3912 •••••••
Albatross station ~9.1 .•••.••
Albatross expedition..•..•••
Albatross station 39.6 •••.•••
Albatross station 3930.......
Albatross station 3980.••.•..
Albatross station 40n .••••••

194.0.
.00
'01
193
196
195
184
199
190
198
197

Remarks.-The series of small Polypi now under discussion has been the occasion for no little per
plexity, especially since it seemed natural to suppose that a species of such apparent abundance ought
to be represented in a collection of this size by adults as well, even though 1 have been utterly unable to
bringabout such an identification. The more salient characters which separate these specimens, even at a
glance, from the other juveniles before me, are the comparative shortness and equality of the arms, the
great development of the umbrella, faint papillation, and the prominent chevronlike chromatophores
on the arms. It might be safe to propose a new specific name for this form, but in viewof the lack of
adult material and the unfortunate uncertainty which attaches to P. houoiiensis, it seems the part of
wisdom to refrain from adding another name to this already overburdened genus.

Polypus r (young).
PolyPUs r Berry 1909.p. 418(merely listed).

Several specimens have a different aspect from anything thus far dealt with. The largest of these
is the best preserved and may be briefly described as follows:

Body bag-shaped, rather elongate, widest near the middle. without any very prominent ventral
groove; length exceeding the width by about one-half. Surface densely papillose above, but nearly
smooth below; the papillse extend thickly over the dorsal aspect of the mantle, head. and umbrella as
well as the outer surface of the first two pairs of arms and the dorsal half of the outer surface of the third;
they are nearlyequal in size, but on the body become longitudinally elongate and appear to be ranked
in more or less irregular longitudinal rows, some of them occasionally tending to coalesce to form short

60289°-Bull. 32-14--20
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PIG. I8.-PolyPus t. dia
lIranrmatic representa
tion of color pattern in re
gion of left eye of speei
men from Honolulu [1801.

PIG. I7.-PolyPus T [1801, out
line drawing of funnel laid
open medioventrally to ex
pose the funnel orllan. X ••

ridges which are usually bilaterally arranged on either side of the body. The most conspicuous of these
ridges are two median and two lateral ones, which between them inclose a diamond-shaped space on
the dorsum similar to that already described for P. marmoratus. There is also a large blunt tubercle
above and just behind the center of each eye opening, but this is often so flattened in preserved specimens

as to be quite obscure. Mantle opening wide, extending for a little more
than half the circumference.

Head large, elevated, rounded, slightly flattened above. Eyes prom
inent, with rather large openings. Funnel small, conical; aperture narrow.
Funnel organ W-shaped (fig. 17).

Arms moderate, about twice as long as the head and body together;
connected at the base by a fleshy umbrella which is best developed between
the ventral arms, extending between them for about a quarter of their length;
subequal, except the 'dorsal pair, which are a little the shortest, the order of
length 3=4=2, I; marginal membrane well developed. Suckers rather large,
elevated, the:first two or three in a single line, the remainder placed moder
ately close together in two alternating rows.

Chromatophores few below; extremely numerous on the dorsal surface
where they appear as exceedingly fine dark punctations. Color in alcohol
brownish gray, heavily clouded above with a somewhat darker shade. A

very dark stripe borders the upper margin of each arm, while a broad triangular area of a pale color just
includes the ocular aperture within its apex and is bounded dorsally by a dark wedgeshaped stripe in
front of the eye and a similar one just behind, an arrangement which may be roughly represented by
the use of a diagram (fig. 18). There are no ocular markings.

The youngest specimen seen (station 3849) differs from that just described
in that a few scattered chromatophores are evident on the ventral as well as
the dorsal surface, and certain others are evident as two extremely regular rows
of distinct round dots extending along the outer surface of each of the four
ventral arms; on the arms of the third pair, however, the dorsal row is almost
completely hidden by the prevailing dark coloration. In a somewhat larger
individual (station 3905) this peculiar arrangement of the chromatophores is still
to be made out but has become much more obscure. Both these specimenshave
a wider head and more globose body than the larger one above described.

Another specimen taken on the reef at Honolulu by Dr. Jenkins is probably
the same, the numerous small differences being apparently due to the better
preservation of the Albatross material. The papillre are here considerably less prominent so that their
arrangement is more difficult to determine, and the umbrella is considerably shorter between the
ventral arms than it is above.

MEASUREMENTS 011 THREE LARGEST INDIVIDUALS 011 POLYPUS r-

Author's rezister.................. 180 188 '°3 Author's register. ........ '" ....... 180 188 '°3

-- ----
Sex ................... · ...........

'"
'+'

'"
Sex ................................

'" '" '"
!l1l,m.

-- ----
mm. mm. Length of- mm. 11I,m. mm.

Totallength .............................. 143 I.O 77 Left second arm....................... 9' 95 48
Tip of body to base of dorsal arms. . . . . . . .. 46 '5 '5 ~ht third arm ....................... 94 91 50
Lenllthofbody........................... 30 17 18 L t third arm ........................ 97 9' 47
Width of body.............................. 17 16 Right ventral arm.................... 93 88 51
Width of neck ... , ........................ 17· S 14 13 Left ventral arm...................... 96 90 5'
Width of head ............................ .0 17 14 Umbrella between dorsal arms ........ 16 18 6
:t.enllth of- Umbrella between ventral arms....... •• IS J2

RiJlht dorsal arm............ '" ....... 87 84 31 Diameter of largest suckers ................ 3-S 3 •L t dorsal arm....................... 57+ 8. 4° Diameter of mantle opening'............... 16'5 13 u.$
Right second arm..................... 9S 90 SI Length offunnel. ................. : ....... 13 II II
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SPECIMENS 011 POx.YPUS r EXAMINED.

Num-
ber of Locality. Depth. Collector. Sex. Where deposited. Author's
speci- register.
mens.-

I Honolulu, Oahu ........... Shore ..... Wood .898 .................. ~ Stanford Univ. ceu., Cat. 180
2091.

?x Honolulu Reef, Oahu ...... ... do ...... O. P. Jenkins ............... ~ Stanford Univ. cen., Cat. .88
2092.

I Off Kaluapapa, Molokai ... Surface .... Albatross station 3905 . • • • • • '.
~

U. S. Nat. Mus .• Cat .• '4384. ·°3
I Off Lae-o Ka Laau, Molokai ... do ....... Albatross station 3849 .•••... Not preserved............... 17·

Remarks.-These specimens are obviously not the young of either Polypus ornatus or P. hoylei,
In some respects they approach P. marmoratus, but differ decidedly in coloration, in shape, the absence
of ocular markings, and the double row of small chromatophores on the ventral arms of the very young.
The funnel organ also appears to be a little different, being narrower and more deeply cleft in the
median line. Were it not for the papillated surface and the cirri over the eyes, a relationship with
P. hawaiiensis might be suggested, but even here these are not the only difficulties. The most con
spicuous features of possibly diagnostic importance in addition to those just noted are the short dorsal
arms, the subequal dimensions of the remainder, the elongate body, and the relative shortness of the
umbrella dorsally. Some of the specimens have a superficial resemblance to Scaeurgus patagiatus in
a general way, but of course lack the marginal fold and other distinguishing features. As in the latter
species, the body is remarkable for its compactness and solid consistency in alcohol.

Polypus a(young).

A single badly mutilated Polypus taken on the reef at Honolulu by Dr. O. P. Jenkins and now in
tlfleStanford University collections does not seem clearly identifiable with any of the other forms which
have been discussed. It is chiefly characterized by its small ovoid body, smooth save for a few small
isolated papillre; broad head; protruding eyes, ornamented above by two or three minute cirri; the
very scanty umbrella, which is much shorter than in any other Hawaiian Polypus, not even
excepting P. ornatus: short dorsal arms, and the extremely stout and long arms of the third and fourth
pairs. The arms of the second pair are both mutilated, but with this exception the order of relative
length is 3=4.I. The suckers are fairly large, very numerous, and close set. The color is cloudy black
above, pale beneath.

In some respects this specimen recalls P. ornatus, but in most ways the aspect is notably different.
It is No. 186 of the author's register.

MEASUREMENTS OF POI,YPUS /J.

"a.tn.
Totallength 16.
Tip of body to base of dorsal arms.'. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ••
Lengthofbody IS
Width of body.. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. 14
Width of neck. . •.. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 10
Width of head I.

Length of-
Right dorsal arm ·.......... '7+
Left dorsal arm. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 71
Right second arm. . . . . . .. . . ...... . . .... 11+

Length of- finn.
Left second arm. . . .. . ... . . . . . ... .. . . .. . . . 3'+
Right third arm. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 37+
Left third arm 137
Right ventralarm '" 133
Left ventral arm 140
Umbrella between dorsal arms. . . . . . .. . . . . ......• 5
Umbrella between ventral arms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Il

Diameter of largest suckers. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. 3
Diameter of mantle opening. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 9.'
Length offunnel. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . Il
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Polypus e (young).

PoZ"","s omatu» (pars) Berry. '909. p. 418 (locality record only).

Two small Polypi taken from a depth of 53-230 fathoms, Albatross station 4002, vicinity of Kauai
Island, constitute catalogue no. 214,383 of the United States National Museum (S. S. B. 182). They
agree in the following characters:

Body small, globose, elevated dorsally; surface obscurely and distantly papillose. Head short
and very broad; well separated from the body by a rather deep constriction. Eyes prominent, the
aperture to each surmounted by a small conical cirrus and surrounded by a number of more or less
distinct smaller papillse, Funnel of moderate length and width. not quite reaching to the base of
the arms.

Arms attenuate; fairly stout, but in appearance slender owing to their great length; in preserved
specimens often much tangled and twisted; decidedly unequal, the order of length being 3, 4=2, I;
the third pair vastly the stoutest, largest, and longest, attaining a length of over six times that of the
head and body. Suckers small, elevated, little flattened; numerous and closely crowded in each row,
but the two rows themselves placed quite distantly from one another along the margins of the arm,
the inner surface of which between them is broad and flattened. The first four or five suckers appear
in a single row, but distal to these the biserial condition prevails. Umbrella of moderate width, but
thin; continuing along the outer edge of each arm to its extremity as a delicate contractile membrane.

Ground color of preserved specimens dull buff, heavily mottled above with dark brown, which,
except for a very irregular blotch or spot on either side of the body, does not appear to be distributed
with any special regularity. The outer aspect of the, arms is mottled and reticulated. Chromatophores
small and numerous.

MEASUREMENTS OF POLYPUS E.

mm.
Totallength 88
Tip of body to base of dorsal arms.. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. u
I,ength of body.......................................... 7.5
Width of body 9
Widthofneck 6
Width of head. • .. • .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. 8
Length of-

Right dorsal arm 37
Left dorsal arm , 37

Length of- mm.

~::=;~=,,::'.:::::: :::::::::.: :::: :::: ::::: ~
Right third arm 59+
Left third arm '" '" 76
Right ventral arm. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. 57
Le!tventralarm 5'

Umbrella between dorsal arms " .. . . 4
Umbrella between ventral arms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Funnel 5

Remarks.-Upon the:first hasty glance these specimens were thought to be young P. ornatus and
they were originally so reported. Further study has, however, persuaded me that they represent not
that species but some other form, the adult stage of which has not yet been obtained. The most dis
tinctive features are the mottled coloration, the extraordinary development of the third arm pair, the
wide separation of the two rows of suckers, and the small size of the latter.

Polypus species?

. A single specimen obtained by the Albatross party from a fish market in Honolulu is represented
only by the body and part of the head. It is too mangled for safe determination [So S. B. 331) .

Genus SClEURGUS Troschel 1857.
Scoturgus Troschell857. p. 5'.

Sasurgus Troschel1858, p. 298.
Sasurgus Jatta '896, p. 53. '30.

Animal very similar to that of Polypus, but in the male the third arm of the left side is hectocotylized
Type.-Scaurgus titanotus Troschel 1857 (first species named), a Mediterranean species.
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Scalurgus patagiatus Berry 1913. (PI. XLVlI. fig. 2, 3; pl. XLVllI, fig. I.)

Scaeur(llU. sp. Berry 1909. p. 418 (locality record only).
Scaeur(JUs patao;alus Berry 19'3, p, 564.

3°5

FIG. Ig.-Scmur(llU Palaoialus
[,051., outline drawing of
funnel laid open medlo
ventrally to exposethe fun
nel organ, female, X ••

Body short, rounded, firm, compact. nearly or quite as broad as long; widest anteriorly or near
the middle, evenly rounded behind; much flattened ventrally, with a conspicuous median longitudi
nal groove; dorsum arched; sides rounded, often flattened or sunken above the periphery in preserved
material giving an angular appearance. Mantle opening wide, reaching a little more than halfway
between the funnel and eye. Surface (except on the funnel and ventral aspect of the head and
arms) everywhere thickly covered with small distinct rounded papillre or tubercles; on the ventral
surface of the mantle they are in themaln separate and irregularly but evenly distributed; on the
dorsal surface they have a tendency to run together and arrange themselves in more or less irregular
longitudinal series, occasionally forming short low ridges similar to those which have been remarked
in Polypus marmoratus. These ridges also recall those of P. marmoratus in their position and frequent
bilateral symmetry; four of them form the usual quadrilateral on the dorsum, besides various others
more laterally situated. A conspicuous series of similar but less obscure ridges begins a short distance
from the base of the arms (affecting all of them except the ventral pair), and extends along their outer
surfaces, reaching its maximum on the third pair, where it results in a nearly
continuous fold. A narrow keel-like ridge or fold bounds the periphery of the
body from a point on either side opposite the base of the funnel nearly to the
posterior; in the gap where the resulting lateral folds are discontinuous on the
extreme posterior point of the body is a large soft vertical papilla of elongate
conical shape. A large warted or branched papilla is situated obliquely above
and behind each eye, with a smaller one just in front and directly over the
eye opening.

Head broad, but considerably narrower than the body, from which it is
separated by a decided but variable constriction; short, rather small. Eyes
large and prominent. Funnel large, conical; broadly adherent above to the
head for over half its length, the free extremity reaching about halfway to the
umbrella margin. Funnel organ well developedas a broad W-shaped band cen
tering on the dorsal wall of the interior cavity anterior to its center (fig. 19).

Arms robust, squarish, rapidly tapering; of moderate length, but over twice that of the body and
head taken together; subequal, the second pair usually a very little the longest. Umbrella well devel
oped, especially between the dorsal arms, where it reaches for nearly one-fourth of their total length;
it is continued along the outer margin of eaeh arm to the extremity as a narrow contractile webbing;
this membrane appears on both dorsal and ventral angles of the arm, but is invariably widest and most
persistent ventrally. Suckers numerous and fairly large; the first two to four in a si~le row, the reo
mainder quite closely ranked in a double series. In the male one of the suckers on each third arm
opposite the margin of the umbrella is obviously larger than the rest.

Third left arm in male a little shorter than its mate of the opposite side and prominently hecto
cotylized; the conspicuous and ample sperm canal in the margin of the ventral membrane terminates
in a long slender acutely conical calamus, over one-half as long as the entire hectocotylus; ligula copu
latoria spoon shaped, its inner surface deeply excavated, nearly smooth, and protected by the heavily
incurved margin, which may almost completely inclose the cavity. (PI. xwn, fig. 3; pl. xrvm, fig. I.)

Colorof alcoholic specimens, in general a pale brownish buff, clouded or lightly marbled above with
a light chocolate of somewhat varying intensity. Chromatophores small and very numerous, indistin
guishable ventrally. Specimens preserved in formalin lose every vestige of pigmentation.

The following notes in regard to the color of this beautiful species during life appear on the reverse
ofthe station label accompanying the type specimen, in the handwriting of Dr. W. K. Fisher: "Ventral
surface of body opalescent blue and pink. Light emerald green about eyes. Reddish brown chroma
tophores on dorsum and sepia ones over eyes. General color of animal when chromatophores are con
tracted is very pale green."
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MEASUREMENTS OF SCJEURGUS PATAGIATUS.

Number in author's register ................................... 204
207 208 205 207 206 207type.

------------------
Sex ........................................................... c! 'i' 'i' 'i' 'i' c! c!

-----------------
mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm.

Totallength........................................................ 152 136 IJO 104 97 63 60
Tip of body to base of dorsal arms .................................. 46 4° 4° 31 27 2I 2J
J,ength of body..................................................... 34 31 3° 22 20 14 IJ
Width of body ...................................................... 31 31 28 26 19 15 14
Width of neck ...................................................... 20 20 2I 18 13 12 II
Width of head ...................................................... 24 20 22 19 13 13· 5 12'5
J,enllthof-

~~j:"~~~~'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1°3 92 87 71 59 \ 40 37
91 93 82+ 73 60 40 36

Right second arm............................................... 106 93 9° 73 59 42 37
Left second arm ................................................ 100+ 96 87 72 52+ 3°+ 36

~~~J~r':n~'.'.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :
1°5 90 88 68 58 42 34
90 89 89 70 55 38 33

fiJ~~~'fr~'ia~r':n~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
100 86 84 68 53 4° 36
100 88 87 69 57 >7+ 35

Hectocotylus ................................................... 8 ........ ........ ........ ........ ·75
Umbrella between dorsal arms .................................. 26 25 22 19 16 12 10
Umbrella between ventral arms ............................... , . 13 II 18 13 12 8 8

Diameter of large sucker ............................................ 4 3 3 2 1·5 I ........
Diameter of mantle opening ........................................ 17 18 20 16 II·5 10 9· 5
J,ength offunnel. ................................................... 20 13 15 14 10 10 8

.

Type.-eatalogue No. 214379 United States National Museum [So S. B. 204].
Type locality.-Albatross station 4079, 143-178 fathoms, bottom of gray sand and foraminifera, off

Puniawa Point, Maui, July 22, 1902; one adult male.
Distribution.-Among the Hawaiian Islands in depths of 125 to 165 fathoms as follows: Off Puniawa

Point, Maui (Albatross); Pailolo Channel (Albatross); vicinity of Laysan Island (Albatross).

SPECIMENS OF ScJEURGUS PATAGIATUS EXAMINED.

_.. -

No. of Depth
Where deposited. Author'ssped- Locality. in fath- Collector. Sex. register.mens. oms.

I Pailolo Channel. ............ 127 Albatross station 3856 ••••••• 'i? ........ ~ ..................... 2°5
I ..... do...................... J28-138 Albatross station 3858....... r! .............................. 206
3 .....do ...................... 132-141 Albatross station 4103 •.•.... c1 2 'i?

. i:.i:S:N~i.::M;;;.;C;;t:;;~3·;~::
207

I Off Puniawa Point. Maui , .. 143-178 Albatross station 4079 ...•..• 0- 204
01 Vicinity of Laysan Island... 148-163 Albatross station 3938 ...•... 'i? .............................. 208

o Type.

Remarks.-This superb species is the first representative of the circumscript genus Scaurqus to be
noted from outside the Mediterranean and the immediately adjacent waters of the Atlantic, so that its
occurrence as a common species in the Hawaiian Islands occasioned no little surprise. Not only does
the present form belong unmistakably to this genus, but it presents so clo~ an approximation to one of
the Mediterranean species-So unicirrus (delle Chiaje)-that the separation of the two has only been
accomplished by attention to very small details. I have unfortunately not been able to see any actual
specimens of S. unicirru.; but to judge from the figures given by Jatta (1896, p. 234, pl. 3, fig. 2; pl. 25,
figs. 14-22; pl. 26, figs. 1-3) the body of the latter species is a little more elongate; the funnel organ is
somewhat different in shape; and the ornamentation of the integument shows certain dissimilarities,
notably in that no ridgelike folds are shown to occur on the dorsum and arms, although indications of
such a fold on the third arms of the example figured on plate 26, figure 2, suggests the possibility that their
absence in the other figures may be due to insufficient representation. The Hawaiian form also appears
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to be slightly the superior in size. The widely separated habitat of the two leads one to believe that
as both species become better known numerous other differences will undoubtedly be discovered to
exist between them.

Dr. Fisher informs me that when living the animal is an object of great beauty, the sheen of its
delicate opalescence approaching that of mother-of-pearl. If it is so common a species in this region,
it seems rather remarkable that no member of the genus has been brought to light from any other part
of the Pacific.

LARVAL OCTOPOD.

There is a very curious but undetermined larval octopod in the Albatross collection from station
3802, ISOfathoms, between the Erben Bank and Kaiwi Channel (S. S. B. 386].

Suborder DECAPODA Leach 1817.

SePhinia Rafinesque 1815, p. 139 (fide Binuey and Tryon, p. I~).

Duapoda Leach 1817 (fide Gray).
Decacera de Blainvllle 18'4 (fide Verrill).
Decacerade Blainville 18'5, p. 366.
Decapoda d'Orblgny 1845, p. '36.
Deeatod« Gray 1847, p ••05.'
SePhinia Gray 1849, p. " 35.
Decapoda H. and A. Adams 1853. vol. 1. p. '5.
Decapoda Kefersteln 1866, p, 1438.
Decacer« Verril1I88I,' p. 4.6.

Arms normally 10 in number; the fourth pair originating in special pouches into which they may be
more or less completely retractile, and greatly modified to function as highly specialized prehensile
organs. Suckers distinctly pedunculate; their apertures equipped with horny or chitinous rings, which
may be perfectly smooth, more or less dentate, or with the upper margin greatly enlarged and produced
into a long incurved hook. Body short to elongate, rounded or pointed posteriorly, and always with
well developed terminal or lateral fins. Head and mantle sometimes continuous in the nuchal region,
but more often free and with a cartilaginous articulation. GIadius calcareous or horny; rarely absent;
in one genus (Spirula) there is an internal coiled and chambered shell. Wherever hectocotylization
occurs one or both of either the dorsal or ventral arms undergo the modification.

Highly specialized photogenic organs of many types are of frequent occurrence.

DIVISION MYOPSIDA (d'Orbigny 1845).

Decapoda Myopsidm d'Orbigny 1845, p.'37.
Myopsidm Kelersteln 1866, p, 1441.
Myopsida: Verrill ISSI, p. 43"
Myopsida Hoyle 1886, p. 16, no.
Myopsida Pfeffer 1908, p. IS, '4.

Eyes almost invariably coveted by a continuous imperforate membrane or foldlike lid. Horny
rings of suckers either smooth or dentate, but never falciform.

There are also numerous important visceral characters such as the symmetrically bipartite liver,
genital artery springing directly from the heart, etc.

Family LOLIGINID£(d'Orbigny 1845 em.).

Loligidm d'Orbigny 1845,n, 318.
Loligidm Gray 1849. p. 36, 66.
Loliginidm H. and A. Adams 1853,vol. I, p, 35.
Loliginida: Verrill 1881, p. 433.
Loliginida: Pfeffer 1908, p, '4.

Loliginida: Naef 191', p, 043: I9I2a. p. 741.

Body elongated and cylindric or cylindro-conical. Mantle free from head in the nuchal region but
with a cartilaginous articulation. Eyes without lid-folds, the lens unintermptedly covered by the
outer skin. Pins rhombic tosagittate and terminal, or nearly as long as the mantle and marginal; more
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III0. •c.-SePialoulhis a,clip;",,;s
(42), homy ring of sucker from
third arm, camera outline, XI',

or less acute posteriorly. Left ventral arm of male hectocotylized. Tentacle club with four rows of
suckers on the median portion. Horny rings of the suckers usually toothed. Funnel supported dorsally
by free muscular bridles; its aperture with a large internal valve. Shell a horny, uncalcified, feather
shaped gladius, comprising a thickened midrib and broad lateral wings.

Genus SEPIOTEUTmS de Blainvllle 1824.

Sepioteulhis de B1ainville 1824 (fide Hoyle).
Sepio!eulhis d'Orbigny 1845, p, 319.
SepioteuJhisWiilker '9'3, p. 460.

Fins very elongate and marginal, bordering the mantle for nearly or quite its entire length. The
outline of the entire animal thus becomes elongate-oval, oval, or elliptical.

Type.-Sepioteuthis sepiacea de Blainville 1824 (fide Hoyle)=S. sepioidea (de Blainville 1823), a
species of the West Indian region.

Sepioteuthis arctipinnis Gould 18S2.a (PI. LIV, fig. I.)

Sepioleulhis a,aipi",,;' Gould I8S2, p. 479, fig. 93.
Sepioleulhis a,clipi""is Tryon 1879, p, '52, pI. 62, fig. 2II (after Gould).
Sepioleulhis arelipi""is Berry '909, p. 418 (merely listed).
SepiotetUhis a,ctipinnis Wii1ker '9'3, p, 452. 475. 482.

Adult of moderately large size. Body massive, elongate-conical, compressed dorsa-ventrally,
tapering to a blunt point behind. Mantle very thick and heavy, its anterior margin free, produced

forward to a very obtuse and evenly rounded point in the nuchal region;
broadly emarginate below the funnel, the emargination bounded by
rather acute prominent angles. Fins enormous; attached along the
mantle for almost its entire length; widest at about the posterior third,
thence gradually tapering anteriorly but ending rather abruptly just
before reaching the mantle margin; posteriorly they narrow very rap
idly, being not quite continuous around the hinder tip of the body;
each:fin at its widest point about three-fourths as wide as the body at
the same point; thick at base, but with quite thin margins. Entire
outline of body, including fins, a very regular ellipse, anteriorly trun
cate, smoothly curved behind, and broadest at the posterior third as
indicated. Cartilaginous articulations of head and mantle as usual in
the genus; large and very prominent.

Head squarish, of moderate size. Eyes large and prominent; in
front of the orbit a pore; behind it the integument is raised into a con

spicuous bilobate angled crest, somewhat excavated in front, and with the "olfactory pore" shel-

CI The original descriptiou of this species is as follows:
"Body elongated, ovate Ianceolate, tapering gradually backwards to a blunt point. Fins broadest atabout the posterior

fourth, where. together, they equal the width of the body, thence tapering in each direction gradually, and without any a...gle or
dilatation. Color dark purple brown above, paler beneath, everywhere finely punctate with dark brown dots. Head narrower
than the body•longer than broad. Sessile arms rather short and stout, armed with two rows of cupules; the superior pairshorter
than the head; the first lateral pair a third longer than the superior, and somewhat longer than the head; the second lateral pair a
little longer than the first; the inferior pair nearly equal to the second lateral; tentacular arms nearly as long as the body, com
pressed, the distal third having a lanceolatedilatation, bearing four rows of delicately pedunculated cupules, armed at the margin
with delicate black crochets. Mouth large,lip folded and projecting, with two or three minute cupules at each fold.

"I.ength of body, six inches; of head, two inches; of superior arms. two and a hall inches; of Inferior lateral arms, three
inches; of tentacular arms, eight inches; of cup-bearing portion, two and three-fourths inches; greatest width, two and a half
inches.

"From the island of Maui. Sandwich Islands.
"It closely resembles S. /dioi"i!o,mis, D'Orb., from the Red Sea. which has a much more decided expansion of the fins at its

posterior half, and the tentacular arms are much shorter. The narrow and regularly tapering fin is its distinguishing character.
Described from specinIens in spirits." (Gould 1852. p. 479.)
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tered within the bay of the ventral angle.a Funnel very large; broad at the base and tapering bluntly
to the wide-valved aperture. Funnel organ enormous, comprising a very large deeply bilobate pad
OCcupying most of the posterior two-thirds of the dorsal wall of the funnel, and a pair of much shorter
bean-shaped ventro-lateral pads.

•••\ :
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\ J
" I\ /

v·
FIG. •• .-SePw.

ieuihis arcti
pinnis [451.
dorsa I aspect
of gladius of
male from
Honolulu,
XU.

FIG. 'I.-Sepioteuthis arctiPinnis[451. hectocotylized portion of left ventral arm of male. X 3.

Arms of moderate length, stout, squarish, unequal, the order of length 3,4,2, I.

All the arms are outwardly keeled and have a broad trabeculated 'marginal membrane
bordering the sucker-bearing area, this membrane reaches its maximum on the central
Portion of the third arms and is least developed on the ventral pair. Both outer margins
of the ventral arms conspicuously keeled, the dorsal keel developed as a broad thickened
membrane ensheathing the base of the tentacle. Suckers large, regularly alternating in
two rows; the horny rings of the largest armed with 25 to 26 stout acute teeth (fig. 20).

The hectocotylization is as usual in the genus; for about 19 pairs the suckers of both
rows are normal; at this point on the left ventral arm the cups become suddenly reduced
(although persisting to about the twenty-second pairjand the pedicels correspondingly
enlarged; the latter continue as stout conical papillre to the tip of the arm, those of
the dorsal row being considerably larger than their ventral companions (fig. 21).

Tentacles of variable length, laterally compressed; both outer and inner faces
subcarinate at the base, the inner becoming flattened and transversely striate distally;
on the distal half of the club the outer carina becomes expanded to form a heavy
fleshy keel. Club large, expanded; its margins bordered by a crenulate membrane
strengthened by rather flattened and illy-defined transverse trabeculre. Suckers
croWded, in four rows; largest at about the middle, especially those of the two cen
tral rows, diminishing toward either end; distally all the suckers become very minute,
those of the ventral row becoming the largest, of the dorsal smallest; horny ring of a
large median sucker armed with 17 to 19 strongly incurved teeth. _

Buccal membrane 7-lobed, the lobes pointed and bearing a few very minute suckers
near their tips.

Gladius lanceolate; with a heavy midrib and distinct submarginal thickenings
(fig. 22).

Color of preserved specimens a brownish buff everywhere beneath the large slate
colored chromatophores. The latter very variable in size; very numerous and much run together dor
sally, fewer and more scattered on the ventral aspect; absent from the ventral surfaces of the fins.

Q My previously published account of this structure iuS.lessoniana (I9I2b. p. 40.) Is ambiguous and very misleading respect.
Ing the position of the oUactory pore. The pore Is not really dorsal in position, but sheltered within the ventral lobe of the crest
as stated above.
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MEAsuiu~MENTS OF SEPIOTEUTHIS ARCTIPINNIS.

60

Number in author's register ... " ....... 45 4' Number in author's register ........... 45 42

---
Sex ......... ; ........................... c1' S Sex .................................... <! S

---
mm. 'lnm. Length of- mm. mm.

Length of mantIe (dorsal) .................... 187 163 Thirdarm......................·.......... 87 81
Width of mantIe anteriorly ................... 54 55 Ventral arm.............................. 73 77
Width across fins at widest point ............. 120 go Hectocotylized portion ................... 23 ........
Width of tin at widest point (ventral) ........ 38 25 Tentacle.................................. ......... 184
Width of head................................ 41 38 Tentacle club............................. ..........
Length of- Diameter oflargestsuckerson tentacle......... 3 4

Dorsalarm............................... 58 48 Diameter oflargestsuckers on third arms ...... 3 3
Secondarm............................... 71 7'

Type /ocality.-Island of Maui (Gould).
Distribution.-Honolulu, Oahu (Albatross, Jenkins, et a1.); Maui (Gould); Bertrand Id., north coast

of Papua? (Wiilker).

SPECIMENS OF SEPIOTEUTHIS ARCTIPINNIS EXAMINED.

No. of Author'.sped. Locality. Collector. Sex. Where deposited. register.mens.
~

I Honolulu. Oahu ............. Jordan & Evermann....... <! Stanford Univ. con.• Cat. 2098...•.• 45
I .....do ....................... Brandt ..................... If Stanford Univ. CoIl.. Cat. 2099...... 44
I Honolulu Reef .............. O. P. Jenkins ............... Juv. Stanford Univ. Coli.• Cat. 2100 .••••• 43
I Honolulu Market ............ Albatross expedition........ c! U. S. Nat.Mus ...................... 42

Remarks.-The large male from Honolulu, which is the subject of the major portion of the pre
ceding paragraphs, shows certain differences from the description of Gould. Its fins are proportion
ately wider (the two taken together considerably more thanequaling.the body in width at their widest
point), and the ventral arms are longer, considerably exceeding the head in length. These divergencies
do not seem important, however, and on the whole the specimens indicate that S. arctipinnis is probably
to be regarded as a good species, even though not a very strongly differentiated one.

As compared with male specimens of a near ally, S. lessonlana Ferussac, from Wakanoura, Japan,
the following differences are presented: The animal is smaller, the body a little more slender, more
regularly tapering, and the posterior extremity somewhat more acute. The fins do not extend quite so
far forward, they do not possess so symmetrically curving an outline, and the point of their widest
expansion is at the posterior third instead of at near the middle. The"olfactory crest II is less developed
and its lobes angled rather than rounded. The minutire of the hectocotylized arm are slightly different,
although this may be due to the method of preservation. Lastly, the suckers of the sessile arms have
a decidely fewer number of teeth on their horny rings; the variance between the horny rings of the ten
tacular suckers is very slight but in the same direction. The marginal thickenings of the glad ius are
also worthy of note, but these have already been called to attention by Tryon. On the whole the
relationship between the species is exceedingly close, but so far as my material goes the two may be
readily separated by means of the characters noted.

This is another important edible form.

Genus LOLIGO Schneider 1784.
Lolioo Schneider 1784. p. IIO.

Loliqo Lamarck '798 (fide Hoyle); '799, p. II (fide jatta).
Lolioo Verrill ,88,. p. 307.

Body elongate, tapering posteriorly. Fins terminal; rhomboidal in the young, in the adult more
or less sagittate.
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Type.-Sepia Loligo Linne 1758. As in the case of Polypus, Schneider mentions no type or other
species, but the clear inference is that Sepia loligo Linne was what he had in mind, a conclusion sup
ported by the fact that this was the only species of true Loligo which was at that time possessed of a
binomial name. Because of the great uncertainty attaching to Linne's species, Hoyle considers L.
-VUlgaris Lamarck 1798to be the type of Schneider's genus as it is that of Lamarck,

[Loligogahi d'Orbigny 1835.]

Lolioo gab; d'Orblgny 1835.p. 60. pt. 3. fir. 1-'.
Lolivo Gah; Tryon 1879, p, 144.

Tryon gives us an alleged record of this species from the Hawaiian Islands in the following words:
c. Specimens in Mus. Phila, Acad., said to come from the Sandwich Islands, agree well in the dentition
ofthe rings with this species. II As this is a characteristic Peruvian and Chilean species thereis no doubt
that the citation is an error.

Strangely enough the above is the only record I have been able to find of the presence of any member
of the cosmopolitan genus Loligo in Hawaiian waters, and lam unable even with the aid of the large
COllection now in hand to affirm its occurrence there.

Family SEPIOLID£ Keferstein 1866.

S.piol;n; Steenstrup 1861(fid. Hoyle).
S.piolidm Kelersteln 1866. p. 1443.
S.piolidm Verrl1l 1881.p, 347. 416.
S.piolidm Joubin 190', p, So. etc.
S,piolidm Pfeffer 1908.p, '4. 31.
S.piolidm Nael 1912,p, '43. '44.

Body short, thick, rounded posteriorly. Fins large, separate, ovate or rounded, attached laterally
near the middle of the body. Eyes with a thickened ventral fold or false lid, and sometimes a dorsal
fold as well. Median septum of mantle cavity reenforced by a pallial retractor muscle joining the
mantle to the body. Intemal shell a very rudimentary uncalcified gladius, often entirely absent.
Eggs large and few. A photogenic gland is often present in the pallial cavity overlying the ink sac;
from it a luminescent secretion is emitted.

Subfamily SEPIOUNlE Naef 1912.

S.p.olsn; Appellof 1898. p. 6'3.
S~pjolitll1JNaef IPU, p. '46. '47.

Mantle margin united with head in nuchal region by a band-like commissure. Left dorsal arm
hectocotylized. Photogenic glands often absent; when present of elongate form, well separated, and
more or less lateral in position.

Genus EUPRYMNA Steenstrup 1887.

Eup,,.mnaSteenstrup 1887,p. 66.
Eup,,.mna Steenstrup 1887a.p. 88-9<> t4o-44).
Eup,,.mna Hoyle 1904. p. 24.
Eup,,.mna WUlker 19'0, p, 9. 26. etc.
Eup".mna Nael 1912,p. '47.

Suckers of sessile arms in four rows, except at tip and extreme base; on tentacle club long
stalked, very minute, urceolate, and in very numerous (more than 16) rows. Nuchal commissure over
one-third as broad as the body. Left dorsal arm of male hectocotylized, the distal suckers closely
palisaded together and of very characteristic structure; the remaining arms differ from those of the
female in the possession of certain peculiarly enlarged suckers. Large elongate photogenic glands
present. Gladius wanting.

Type.-Inioteuthis Morsei Verrill 1881 (species first mentioned), a common Japanese species.
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Euprymna scolopes Berry 1913. (PI. XLIX, fig. 5-8, text fig. 23-26.)
Euprymna morsei Berry X909. p. 4x8 (locality record only). not of Verrill.
Euprymna scolopesBerry 1913. p. 564. .

..
FIG. '4.-Euprymna scolope«,

dorsal view of head of male
[3. 0 ) . X xU Drawn by R. L.
Hudson.

FIG. 2J.-Euprymna scolopes, ventral view of male
£3.01 type, X xU. Drawn by R. L. Hudson.

Animal small, sepioliform. Body short, thick, rounded: the transverse diameter usually equal to
about two-thirds to four-fifths of the length, but the entire outline and proportions very variable. Fins
large, semicircular; attached with a considerable degree of obliquity a little in advance of the middle of

the body; broadest posteriorly; anterior lobe conspicuous
and abruptly notched at its inward margin, sothat the fin is
actually attached along only about the posterior two-thirds
of its length. Mantle united with the head in the nuchal
region by a broad commissure, so that the pallial aperture
extends but a very small distance past the eyeball, which
it partially encompasses posteriorly. Ventrally the man
tle margin is sinuous and somewhat produced forward on
either side of the funnel, though with a more or less con
spicuous emargination just beneath the latter.

Head somewhat broader than long, its transverse
diameter usually a little less than that of the mantle,
but sometimes slightly exceeding it; broadly flattened
above, somewhat hollowed out below for the accommo
dation of the funnel. Eyes somewhat swollen, large and
prominent. Funnel elongate conical; the extremity
nearly cylindrical, with thick walls, and a small apical
aperture; tip nearly or quite attaining the base of the
ventral arms; interior walls of tip minutely striate longi
tudinally; the minute' spoon-shaped valve is situated on
the dorsal wall just back of the striated area and is suc
ceeded posteriorly by a region of strong transverse
striation. Funnel organ posterior in position and very
similar to that of E. morsei
(see Berry 1912b, p. 409)'

Arms rather short, stout;
usually as long as or a little
longer than the mantle; un
equal, the brachial formula
consistently 2,3,4, I, although
the dorsal arms are only a
little shorter than the ventral;

outer surfaces of ventral arms rounded, the others all furnished with a
delicate colorless carina or fold of membrane, best developed on the third
arms, but sometimes obscure even there. Umbrella rudimentary or lacking
(in some specimens) between the dorsal arms as well as those of the ventral
pair; better developed between the dorsal and second arms and between
these and the third pair; between each third arm and its ventral com
panion it forms the usual broad sheath inclosing the base of the tentacle.
Suckers on all the arms in two rows at the extreme base, but the succeeding
pairs soon undergo an alternate lateral displacement, resulting in a four-rowed condition, which prevails
practically to the extremities of the arms; pedicels stout, conical; cups spherical, with small apertures,
and easily lost through abrasion; horny rings of larger suckers (at least in the female) smooth.

In the female the suckers of the various arms are relatively minute and ofsubequal size athomologus
regions of the arms, but in the male a number of important modifications occur. In specimens of the
latter sex the left dorsal arm is conspicuously hectocotylized; the first four pairs of suckers at the base
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FIG. '5.-E"prym
na scoloies: a.
sucker from ten
tacle club 13231,
from a mount in
balsam, greatly
enlarged; b, oral
aspect of horny
ring from same,
same scale.

FIG. 26.-E"Prymna
scolopes [3231, dia
grammatic repre
sentation of papil
lary area of tentac
ular sucker, greatly
enlarged.

are in two rows; at the point where the 4-rowed condition commences the ventral series contains two
(sometimes apparently only one) modified papillee, usually differentiated from the ordinary sucker
pedicels, with which they are undoubtedly homologus, by their more slender shape and oblique position.
Distal to this point occur about 10 quartets of small globular suckers similar to those of the female,
except that those of the dorsal row:are a little the largest. Beyond its basal third the
arm becomes much swollen, while the suckers of the two ventral rows suddenly give
place to a compactly crowded, rather irregular series of massive transversely elongate
and compressed papillre, bearing a mouth-like aperture in place of a true sucker at their
inner apex, and continuing in constantly diminishing size to the tip. The suckers of
the two dorsal rows continue normally for two or three pairs farther than theventral,
when they too undergo modification, appearingas a crowded alternating double series of
swollen tubercles, their pedicels not transversely compressednor so closely palisaded as
those of the ventral papillre. As in the case of the latter, the suckers themselves are
reduced to mere lip-like slits at the apices. In all cases these apertures appear to be
guarded by a highly modified very minutely toothed homy ring. Except in minute
details, the whole structure is thus seen to offer a close parallel to that which has been
described for E. morsel,

The right dorsal arm is more slender than the left and approaches more closely
than any of the other arms to the condition observed in the female; all the suckers
crowded, minute, but those of the median rows rather the more so; the suckers of the
ventral row in their turn slightlysmaller than those of the dorsal series. On the arms
of the second pair the suckersof the outer rows are larger than thoseof the inner i about
.six of the basal suckers of the dorsal row are notably larger than the remaining members
of the series; in the ventral row about eight suckersalong the distal two-thirdsofthe arm
are greatly enlarged (though not to such an extent as in E. morsei) and occur in alter
nation with other suckers of the same row having scarcely a third the diameter. The
third arms likewise have their marginal suckers largerthan the inner, 8 to 10 alternating
suckersof the ventral row being much enlarged. The same condition prevails on the ventral arms and is
only a little less conspicuous; here three or four suckers of the dorsal series are similarly affected, though
in less degree.

Tentacles very variable in length, elastic, compressed; keeled near the extremity, inner surface
flattened. Club little expanded: closely recurved and coiled upon itself at the tip; inner aspect villous

in appearance, due to the exceeding minuteness of the numerous suckers. Indi
vidual suckers deeply urceolate, slightly oblique, the so-called papillary area very
wide, so that the inner apenure is much reduced: pedicels very long, their basal
portions columnar and closely packed together, so that the suckers are mobile only
by virtue of a much shorter constricted peduncle, which serves to join the cupules
to the main stalk.

Buccal membrane seven-pointed: thickened, with rugose edges.
GIadius, none.
Color of preserved specimens a pale brownish buff, sometimes spotted above

with conspicuous well-defined dark dots, sometimes heavily clouded (especially over
the dorsal surface) with dark bluish slate, depending upon the state of expansion
or contraction of the chromatophores. There is an especially conspicuous series of
large transversely elongate chromatophores ranked in close succession along the

outer aspect of each of the sessile arms, and a very similar series of smaller chromatophores extends
along the distal portion of the tentacle stalk. The following note as to the color of this species during
life appears in Dr. Fisher's handwriting on the reverse of one of the original labels: "Sepia: Chromate
phores brown yellow and sepia eyeballs and visceral sac tinged with iridescent Nile green and blue. II

Larval or young specimens differ most conspicuously from the adult in their shorter more inflated
mantle, larger head, and the fewer and more definite chromatophores. The secondary sexual characters
begin to become conspicuous at least as early as the stage with an average mantle length of about 10 mm.
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MEASUREMENTS 011 EUPRYMNA SCOLOPEs.

Number in author's register ............................ 187 319 321 312 320 323 323 308
---------------------

Sex .................................................... 9 9 9 9
rr

rr e s(type)
--- ---------------

mm. 'uz,m. mm. mnz.. mm. n"m. mm. mm.
Total length................................................ 128 54 50 20 63 74 52 44
Tip of body to base of dorsal arms .......................... 41 35 32 13 35 36 3 1 18
Tip of body to tip of second arms........................... 7

'
54 47 20 59 61 49 3 2

Tip of body to mantle margin .............................. 28 25 23 9 25 24 21 12
WidtlI of mantle ........................................... 21 20 18 9 16 18 14 II
Length of fins. total. ....................................... 10 13 12 5 12 13 10·5 7
Length of fins along plane of attachment ................... 8 9 8 3 8 9 6. 5 4· 5
Width across fins ....... '" ................................. 38 35 33 '4 29 36 26 19
Width of dorsal commissure................................ 9'5 1O 10·5 5' 5 10 12 10. 5 7
Length of head ............................................. 13 II II 4 1O 13 1O 6
Width of head ............................................. 18 17 16 8 'S 18 'S II
LengtlIol-

~f~:r:f~~~.·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
28 16 'S 7 20 20 16 II
27 16 14 5· 5 20 20 16 8,5

Second arm ............................................ 38 23 .0 9 27 27 21 'S
Third arm........ : '" ................................. 34 21 19 8 23 23 .0 '3
Ventral arm............................................ 31 18 IS 7 .0 21 18 n·s
Tentacle............................................... 9' • 2 •• 8 3 1 43 '4 .8
Tentacle club .......................................... 16 6 7 ........ 5· 5 6 5 4
Funnel. ................................................. 16 n·s ........ ........ ........ ........ 12 ........

Total length of smallest specimen examined 8 mm.; of mantle of same 3 mm.
Type.-Catalogue No. 214380, United States National Museum [So S. B. 320].
Type locality.-A lbatross station 39°5, surface, off Kalaupapa, Molokai, April 30, 19°2; 13specimens.
Distribution.-Known only from the region of the Hawaiian Islands (Albatross, Jenkins, Berndt).

Material examined.-The 64 specimens of this species which have been examined
are to be catalogued as follows:

Number Depth in AutlIor'sof speei- Locality. Collector. Sex. \Vhere deposited.
mens. fathoms. register.

I Off Lae-o Ka Laau Light, Surface. Albatross station 3821 .•.•••. e ........................ 309
Molokai.

Albatross station 38~9•..••..I Off Avalu Point, I,anai..... Surface. § ........................ 311
I Off Lae-o Ka I,aau l,ight. 60-64 Albatross station 3846•••••.. ........................ 3,8

Molokai.
r Pailolo Channel ............ 127 Albatross station 3856 •.•••.. § .......... , ............. 3 19
I ..... do ..................... 127-128 Albatross station 3857 ..•.•.. ........................ 315
I .....do ...................... '38-'40 Albatross station 3859 •••.•.. rr ........................ 3°5
I Off Mokapu Islet. Molokai. . Surface. Albatross station 3889 .••.... 9 ........................ 312
• .....do ...................... Surface. .....do ..................... ·. [uv, ........................ 3°7
I Auau Channel.............. ,.6-'30' Albatross station 3896 •••.... e .U: S:N~t: M~~::C;.'t'.' 3"
I Off Kalaupapa. Molokai.... Surface. Albatross station 3905 ••..•.. e 3.0

..... do ...................... Surface. .....do ...................... rr9
"4380; type•

12 Paratypes. _.......... 3'3
I 21013' N. lat•• 158043' W. Surface. Albatross station 39.6 ....•.. 9 ........................ 304long.
• 25° 27' N. lat•• 171

0 08' W. Surface. Albatross station 3931. ••. : .. juv. ........................ 302long.
6 Between Oabu and Kauai. . Surface. Albatross station 398o ..•.... juv. ........................ 317
3 ..... do ...................... Surface. .....do ...................... juv. ........................ 300
5 .....do ...................... Surface. Albatross station 40'0••..... juv, ........................ 31O
I Off Puniawa Point, MauL. 52-56 Albatross station 4°71 ••..•.. 9 ........................ 306
I .....do ..................... 69-78 Albatross station 4073 .•..•.. e ........................ 303
I Pailolo Channel. ........... 122-132 Albatross station 4'°2 ....... e ........................ 308
• ..... do ...................... I2T'I32 .....do ...................... 9 ........................ 313
I .....de ...................... 13:1-141 Albatross station 4'03 •...... e ........................ 3°'
I Vicinity of 1II0du Manu..... Surface. Albatross station 415' .•..•.. iuv. ........................ 314
I ..... do ...................... Surface. Albatross station 4'53 ....... juv. ........................ 316
I Honolulu Reel, Oabu....... Shore. Albatross expedition ........ § ........................ 18 7
I ..... do ...................... Shore. .....do ......................

.St~~ford ·ii~iv: ·c~ii".·
321

9 .....do ...................... Shore. O. P. Jenkins ............... 4rr5 9 299

Honolulu Market........... Louis Berndt. ..............
Cat. '094.

I ............ <1 Stanford· Univ. Coli.•. '98

Honolulu. Oahu ............ Shore. ..... do ......................
Cat. '095.

I e Stanford Univ. ColI.• '97

.....do ...................... Shore. .....do ......................
Cat. '096.

I I <1. 9 Stanford Univ. ColI.• '96
Cat. '097.
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Remarks.-The specimens which have been made the subject of the foregoing detailed description
do not appear to offer any features in essential disagreement with Grant's brief account of his Sepiola
stenodactyla from Mauritius, but with the recent more careful description by Hoyle a of some south
Pacific specimens which he referred to Grant's species they are not in complete accord. The observed
differences are admittedly trivial, but they maintain themselves persistently and with great constancy
throughout the large series of specimens which has been examined and hence seem worthy of recogni
tion. As in the case of most closely related sepiolids the chief difference is in the structure of the hecto
cotylized arm. In Hoyle's figure of S. stenodactyla the modified papillse begin about halfway up the arm.
Those of the ventral row are comparatively stout, fairly regular, not very closely appressed, and the
figure shows only about fifteen of them. The conspicuous thickening of the arm at the point where the
papillee begin and the strongly recoiled tip exhibited by the Hawaiian specimens do not appear. In
E. scolopes, moreover, the modified papillse extend over a much greater proportional area (two-thirds)
of the arm, are much more numerous (35 to 40 in the ventral row), and so tightly palisaded together
that many of them are squeezed quite out of place. The details regarding the modified suckers of the
remaining arms are also different from Hoyle's description, especially in the case of the third pair, where
in E. scolopes about twice as many of the suckers in the ventral series undergo enlargement. Unfortu
nately this comparison has been hampered by the lack of actual specimens of E. stenodactyla or any
other Indo-Malayan representatives of the genus, so that the separate recognition ofthe Hawaiian race
should perhaps be regarded as somewhat provisional.

It is interesting to note that the differences separating the Japanese E. morsei from either steno
dactyla or scolopes are not very conspicuously greater than those just dwelt upon, but they appear equally
constant, and I regard my original reference of the Hawaiian material to E. morseias clearly erroneous.
The males of the last-named species may be distinguished at a glance 'by the much more conspicuously
enlarged suckers of the outer rows on the sessile arms, especially those of the second pair. Apart from
secondary sexual characters, however, a description of one species, however detailed, would, so far as
I am aware, serve almost equally well for either of the others, and I am at a loss to name any satisfactory
criterion for the separation of any of these puzzling forms when represented by females alone.

E. scolopes is one of the most abundant and ubiquitous cephalopods of the Hawaiian Islands. Not
only is it a common surface form throughout the surrounding waters but it is to be captured on the
reefs and even at considerable depths, as may be seen from the accompanying table. It is, however,
a surprisingly constant species, the greatest variation observed being in the general form and propor
tionsof the body, and even this is more probably due to the varying stresses of preservation than to any
inherent differences in the animals themselves. It doubtless possesses luminous properties as glandular
organs similar to those described by Meyer (1906) for Sepiola, and more especially by Wiilker (1910,
p. 26) for E. morsei are very conspicuous in a corresponding position within the mantle cavity.

The specific name scolopes has been adopted in reference to the stockade-like appearance of the
outer papillre on the hectocotylized arm.

SUbfamily STOLOTEUTHINJE, new subfamily.

Mantle and head united in the nuchal region by a commissure. Suckers in two rows, for the most
part very small. Both dorsal arms hectocotylized, but the modification weak, consisting chiefly in
the greater or smaller size and more crowded condition of the suckers. Eyes with a completely circular
lidlike fold. Oladius, none.

Genus STOLOTEUTHIS Verrill 1881.

Stoloieuthis Verrill 1881. p, 417.
Stoloteuthis Verrill 188•• p. 375 [1651

Body short and thick, bluntly rounded behind. Fins large. Arms wort; all except the ventral
pair united by a wide delicate basal web. Suckers for the most part minute. Mantle ornamented
ventrally by a sharply delimited and specially pigmented shield-shaped area of the integument,

Type.-Sepiola leucoptera Verrill 1878 (rnonotypic): a species of the New England region.

a Hoyle, 1904, p, 24,fig. B-D.
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Subgenus IRIDOTIWTms Naef 1912.
lridolheulhis Naef 1\>10,p. '247.

Body extremely short and rounded; transversely compressed. Nuchal commissure very broad,
reaching to a point opposite the anterior margin of the fins. Fins exceedingly large, their basal attach
ment relatively narrow. Mantle produced far forward ventrally so as to nearly conceal the head and

funnel. Head very large, the eyes much swollen and protruding.
Arms very unequal; dorsal and second pairs short; third pair con
siderably longer. Photogenic organs inconspicuous, leaving the
greater portion of the ink sac uncovered.

Type.-Stoloteuthis iris Berry 19°9 (monotypic); described from
the Hawaiian Islands.

Stoloteuthis (Iridoteuthis) iris Berry 1909. (PI. L, fig. I, 2.)

Slololevthu iri. Berry 19o9, p. 410. 418. fig 3·
lridolheulhi. iri. Naef 1912, p. 247.

Body small, short, stout; much compressed and flattened later
ally, rounded very abruptly behind; width and length dorsally
about equal and both greatly exceeded by the depth. Mantle
smooth, broadly continuous above with the integument of the head
from which it is delimited only by a rather prominent cutaneous
line or shallow fold; anterior ventral margin produced forward
beneath the eyes and far past them to form a broad, deeply convex
lobe, which almost entirely conceals the funnel and ventral surface
of the head to which its upturned anterior margin is closely applied.
A shallow notchlike indentation in the free anterior edge of the lobe
permits the tip of the funnel to be seen; convex central region of
lobe differentiated from the rest of the mantle surface as a large,
slightly raised and flattened, heart-shaped area. Laterally, as in
Verrill's Nectoteuthis, the mantle margin "recedes in such a way as
to leave the large prominent eyes exposed." Fins relatively enor
mous, thin, their outline rounded oblong to subcircular; much
narrowed at the base; slightly broader and conspicuously .longer
than the body, exceeding it both anteriorly and posteriorly; ante
rior margin reaching to the eyes, its extremity rounded; posterior
margin obtusely pointed; the plane along which the fins are attached
is considerably above the median horizontal plane of the body.

Head extremely large; short, wide, flattened. Eyes large, so
swollen and protruded in the only specimen at hand that they have
lost all appearance of having free lids, perhaps because in pushing
outward they have evaginated the usual circular lid fold; they are
situated in the angle of the mantle margin above the ventral lobe.
Funnel visible only after the removal of the mantle lobe; very broad
at base, thence rapidly tapering to a sudden and deep constriction
which occurs just in advance of the middle; entire extremity

FIG. 27.-Slololeuthi. iris, lateral view of beyoud the constriction swollen and thickened; a secondary gland-
type 131). X4· Drawn by R. L. Hud. like swelling occurs on the dorsal external aspect of the funnel in
son. this region, terminating in a very short blunt papilla which fits

in between the true tip of the funnel and the bases of the ventral arms; walls of funnel thick, the
interior narrowed and of relatively small capacity; aperture very minute. Funnel organ large, occu
pying almost the entire interior surface posterior to the median constriction; dorsal cushion with widely
flaring lateral wings, almost trilobate in outline; ventro-lateral pads large, wide, and very loosely
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DrawnFIo. •B.-Stoloteutllis iris. ventral view of type [311. X 4.
by R. L. Hudson.

adherent. Locking apparatus a slightly curved cartilaginous groove at either side of the base of the
fUnnel with conspicuous ridges to correspond on the inner wall of the mantle considerably posterior
to its margin.

Sessile arms short, connected by a well-developed basal web reaching beyond the middle of the
dorsal arms, but diminishing ventrally and entirely absent between the ventral pair; conspicuously
mnequal, the order of length 3, 4, 2, I; third
pair much the stoutest and longest and with
somewhat larger suckers than the remainder,
also differing in the possession of a prominent
membranous keel bordering their outer mar
gins; ventral arms also keeled in somewhat
similarfashion, but less prominently. Suckers
in two rows on all the arms, crowded; ex
tremely minute, especially on the dorsal and
ventral arms; those of the second armsslightly
larger, and those on the third pair distinctly
the largest of all, although not very conspicu
ously so (most of the suckers on this pair of
arms have been lost through abrasion, so that
it can not be determined whether or not any of
the more distal ones are subject to enlarge
ment or other special modification; the stumps
of the pedicels, however, are entirely similar
to one another); individual suckers spherical,
with small openings and smooth horny rings;
pedicels very short.

Tentacles exceedingly long and slender;
tapering; slightly thickened at the base; club
but little if any wider than the stalk, velvety
in appearance, and under a high power lens
seen to be armed with about eight rows (fewer
at base) of extremely minute crowded suck
ers, those near the base somewhat the largest,
thence gradually and regularly diminishing in
size toward the tip. (PI. L, fig. 2.)

Ink sac large, by no means covered by the
photogenic glands, which, though distinct in
the present material, appear to be of small
size and very anterior position.

Gladius not observed; probably absent as
in S. leucoptera,

Color in alcohol for the most part a brown
ish white; suffused about the eyes, base of the
fins, and notably about the ventral shield,
with a purplish black; fins unmarked; mantle
closely speckled above and below with small brownish chromatophores of two main types, which become
rather fewer in number posteriorly and on the sides; those of the one type are paler, larger, more suffused,
and more evenly distributed; the others are darker, much smaller, more distinct, and more exclusively
confined to certain areas, such as the dorsum and especially the ventral shield, where they are very
thickly and evenly distributed; the difference is very apparent, but I am not sure what morphological

60289°-Bull.32-14--21
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significance, if any, is possessed by it. The ventral surface is further ornamented by a dark bluish
gray band bordering the heart-shaped shield.

The following note appears on the reverse of the original station label in the handwriting of Dr.
W. K. Fisher and affords important information regarding the appearance of this species in life (colors
according to Ridgway's "Nomenclature of Color"): "Tentacles, chromatophores burnt sienna, yellow
ocher, and light red. Eye: pupil transparent, iridescent purple, blue, and emerald green; iris reddish
burnt sienna. Body (except wings and outer test) iridescent orange, yellow, solferino, green, crimson,
purple. Chromatophores of outer test burnt sienna and sepia."

MnASURnMnNTS OF STOI,OTnUTHIS (IRIDOTEUTHIS) IRIS.

Total length exclusive of tentacles .
Medi<rdorsal length of mantIe .
Medio-ventral lengtb of mantIe .
Width of body .
Width across fins .
Extreme length of fin .
Length of same fin at base of attachment .
Median length of ventral shield .
Dorsal-ventral diameter of body .

",m.
r6 Length of head ..
7 Width of head .

rr Length of-
7 Dorsal arm ······ .

r 8 Second arm .
9 Thirdarm .
4 Ventral arm .
7 Right tentacle (left tentacle missing) .

ro

mn>.

4
8

4

5
6

5

2'

Type.-Catalogue No. 214312, United States National Museum [So S. B. 31J.
Type locality.-The type and only specimen of the species known was taken in 153 to 142 fathoms,

A lbatross station 3832, off the island of Molokai, bottom of brown mud and sand.
Remarks.-The sex of the single specimen is unknown, as owing to the brittle texture of its tissues

it was deemed inadvisable to attempt to pry the arms far enough apart to ascertain any further details
of structure or possible evidences of hectocotylization. It is very possible that the specimen is not
quite adult, but its characteristic features have nevertheless attained a high development.

Perhaps the most distinctive features are the extreme development of ,the dorsal commissure unit
ing the mantle to the head, and the immense ventral lobe. The former feature Is carried to a much
further extreme in this species than in either S. leucopiera or in S. nipponensis, which are the only
other described species of the genus, while in the latter respect the only near approach is the Nectoteuthis
pourtelesii of Verrill. According to information furnished me by Dr. Ad. Naef, S. nipponensis differs
from the other species mentioned in important anatomical characters, as well as in its size and general
aspect, and must henceforth be known as Sepiolina Naef. Its exact systematic position still seems a
matter of more or less uncertainty, although Naef refers it to the Sepiolina. All three of the remain
ing species, S. leucoptera, S. iris, and N. pourtelesii, are characterized by the possession of a conspicuous
pigmented shield on the ventral surface similar to that above described, have large fins, and are delicate
gaily colored creatures of doubtless similar habits. N. pourtelesii, however, stands quite alone in hav
ing the dorsal border of the mantle entirely free, and S. iris likewise is in many ways very different
from its congener. Because of this fact it also has recently been made by Naef the type of a separate
genus, Irldoteuthls, but because its most important characters (nuchal commissure, ventral shield,
webbed arms, etc.) are shared equally with Stoloteuthis s. S., I believe their probable relationships
are for the present expressed better by grouping them together. The distinctive features adduced by
Naef are the integumentary fold in the nuchal region, the large head, protruding eyes, immense-fins,
ventral protraction of the mantle, and unequal arms, but none of these features seem sufficient of
themselves to be regarded as of more than subgeneric value. A more complete knowledge of either
S. iris or S. leucoptera than we at present possess might, however, indicate differently.
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Subfamily HETEROTEUTHINlE Appellof 18g8.

Heteroteuthinas Appe1lOf1898. p, 624.
Heteroteuthinai Joubln 1902. p, III.
Heteroteuthinas Naef 1912. p. 246.

Mantle margin free all around; a cartilaginous articulation in the nuchal region, put the mantle
and body fused farther back. Right dorsal arm hectocotylized. Photogenic glands large and con.
spicuous, nearly covering the ventral surface of the ink sac; closely conjoined along the median line.

Genus HETEROTEUTHIS (Gray 1849).
Rossia (Heteroteuthis) Gray 1849. p. 90.
Heieroteuihis Steenstrup 1900. p. 287.
Stebhanoteuihis Berry 1909. p, 408.
Heteroteuthis Naef 1912. p, 246.

Body plump, compact; obtusely pointed posteriorly.
Fins large, more posterior than anterior in position. Ventral
mantle margin produced forward beneath the head so as to
almost or even entirely conceal the funnel. Arms short,
webbed all around except between the ventral pair. Right
dorsal arm hectocotylized and united at base with the second
arm of the same side; a few suckers on the third arms of the
male greatly enlarged.

Type.-Sepiola dispar Riippell 1844 (monotypic); a spe
cies of the Mediterranean region.

Heteroteuthis hawaiiensis (Berry 19o9) Naef 1912. (PI. L,

fig. 3-8.)

SlePhanaleulhis hawaiiensis Berry 1909, p. 409. fig. 2; P. 418.
Semirossia(?) sp, Berry 1909 p, 418 (merely listed).
Hcteroteuthis hawaiiensis Naef 1912, P.246.

Heteroieuthis hauaiiensis Berry 1912C, p, 645.

Female (type specimen): Body short, plump, compact,
very firm and solid j dorsal aspect tapering posteriorly and
terminating past the fins in an obtuse point; ventral half
of body more rounded, scarcely tapering, and abruptly sur- FIG. 29.-Heleroleuthis llawaiiensis, dorsal view

of type 1301. X IU. Drawn bv R, L.Hudson.
passed above by the pointed dorsal portion, from which it is
separated by a short curved horizontal groove, as though the dorsal and ventral halves of the body were
slid upon one another beneath the integument like the two divisions of a large bean; dorsum less convex
than the venter, which is full and rounded. Mantle margin free all around, sinuous; slightly projecting
above, thence sweeping backward, downward, and then far forward again, broadly curving beneath the
eyes to form a conspicuous ventral lobe, which, though slightly emarginate in front, entirely conceals both
the funnel and the ventral surface of the head. In the nuchal region a little way behind the margin
the mantle is united to the body by an indistinct cartilage and a delicate membrane which is easily
tom away. Ventral locking apparatus essentially as in other Sepiolids; an elongated groove with a
raised and reflexed margin articulates on either side of the base of the funnel with a thickened ridge
on the inner surface of the mantle, the ridge bent at its anterior end so as to inclose a small pitlike
depression; The very tight adhesion of the ventral lobe of the mantle to the head is secured in two
ways: First, by the strong upward flexion and close application of the margin to the ventral surface
of the head, and, secondly, by the insertion of this margin into two deep curved grooves extending
obliquely along the under surface of the head from a point about midway of the lower eyelid, nearly
but not quite to the cleft between the ventral arms; on the eyelid the groove is shallowest, deepest at
its inner end, and bounded anteriorly by a heavy raised margin. (PI. 1" fig. 7 and 8.)
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Head very large, due to the large rounded eyes; broader than the body; flattened above, much
excavated beneath. Eyes prominent, with large white pupils and a very deep ventral lid fold. Fun
nel very stout and thick; flattened; outline bluntly conical; extremity rounded; aperture small.

Sessile arms short, stout, thick; unequal, the order of length 3, 4, 2, I; dorsal pair shortest, third
pair longest," but the ventral almost as long as the third and even longer if measured along the cleft
separating their inner ventral margins; connected at base by a fleshy umbrella, best developed between
the dorsal arms, between these and the second pair, and between the third pair and the ventral pair;
between the second and third arms the web is very short, and is totally lacking between the arms of the
ventral pair, which are divided from one another by a deep cleft extending as far back as the tip of the

funnel; second arms rounded, the remainder with a distinct
keel along their outer margins distal to the webbed portion.
Suckers small, spherical, oblique; in two rows extending
nearly or quite to the tips of the third arms, but leaving the
final distal extremities of all the other arms bare; this cir
cumstance becomes especially conspicuous in the case of the
second pair, where the distal portion of the arm is not only
devoid of suckers, but is minutely ridged transversely and
exhibits a strong tendency to recoil upon itself (pl, L, fig. 5);
horny rings of suckers smooth.

Tentacles rather short, stout, angled, slightly tapering,
with a flattened and somewhat grooved out inner surface.
Club .small, of considerably less diameter than the stalk;
inner aspect with a velvety appearance, due to the great
multitude of exceedingly minute suckers with which it is
armed (pl. L, fig. 3).

Surface everywhere smooth.

FIG. 30.-Heleroleulhis hauniiiensis, ventral view somewhat as noted in the case of Stoloteuthir iris,' the mar-
of type lael. X IY,. Drawn by R. L. Hudson. ginal delimitation of this area is by no means so distinct and

conspicuous as the corresponding region of Stoloteuthis and was hence overlooked by the artist when
the first drawings were made (pl. L, fig. 7)· Chromatophores appear also upon the ventral aspect of the
head and funnel, even extending upon the dorsal surface of the latter, but are not to be distinguished
upon the tentacles.

Gladius apparently wanting.

MnAsURnMnNrs OF HnrnRornurms HAwAunNSIS.

mm.
Width between eyes..................................... 10

Length of-
Dorsal arms. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. 8
Second arms ; . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . 9

Third arms. . 10

Ventral arms · 9-12
Tentacle. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 2I

mm.

Total length. exclusive of tentacles 38
Medio-dorsaIlength of mantle 2>

Medio-ventraIlength of mantle 27
Width of body. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 14
Width across fins 3 2 . 5
Extreme length of fins 17
Length of fins at base of attachment. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . 9· 5
Anterior mantle margin to base of dorsal arms. . . . . . . . . .. 8. 5

• Owing to an inadvertence the original description states the reverse to be true.
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In addition to the specimen above described, the Albatross collection contains three other indi
viduals which are so badly macerated (as though taken from the digestive cavities of larger animals, as
was undoubtedly the case) that their true identity was not ascertained for a considerable length of time.
One of these is a male and has been made the subject ofthe following notes:

Male: Third arm pair very much larger than the others, bearing two or more very greatly enlarged
basin-shaped suckers (pI. L, fig. 4) at their distal ends. No evidence of hectocotylization visible
except that the left dorsal arm is much smaller than the right and is closely united with its neighbor of
the second pair by a very narrow basal webbing; no true fusion of the arms on either side can be made
out after the fashion described for H. dispar.

The firm adherence of the mantle and body just back of the nuchal cartilage is very clearly evident
in this specimen.

The extremely desiccated condition of the specimen precludes the giving of more accurate or com
plete details.

Type.-Catalogue No. 2I43u, United states National Museum [So S. B. 30].
Type locality.-Albatross station 3989, 733 to 385 fathoms depth, in the vicinity of the island of

Kauai, coral sand and rock bottom, June II, 1902; 1 ~.

Distribution.-Vicinityof the Hawaiian Islands (Albatross).

SPECIMENS OF HETEROTEUTHIS HAWAIIENSIS EXAMINED.

No. of Depth in Author'ssped- Locality. lathoms. Collector. Sex. Remarks. register.mens.

I Vicinity 01Kauai ............ 38S-733 Albatross station 3989 ...•... ~ U. S. Nat. Mus.; type, Cat. 30
214311.

I Pailolo Channel. ............. .80-.83 Albatross station 3900 ....... ~ Fragmentary............... 3~
I ..... do ....................... '9"-306 Albatross station 4088 . • • • • • • e . ....do ...................... 33
I ..... do .................... ·... '9"-3°4 Albatross station 4089 . . . • . . • ? .. ...do ...................... 333

Remarks.-The only other species of this genus which are at present recognized are the H. dispar
(Ri\ppell) of the Mediterranean region and H. weberiJoubin from the Dutch East Indies, from each of
which H. hawaiiensis appears clearly distinct. Its nearer relationships are certainly with H. dispar, but
it is to be differentiated on the following grounds:

I. Indications of the presence of a ventral shield similar to that already familiar in N ectoteuthis and
Stoloteuthis , but much less clearly defined.

2. The complete concealment of the funnel by the ventral lobe of the mantle.
3. The heavy oblique folds on the under surface of the head which apparently function to secure a

more perfect application of the mantle margin to the head and thus serve as a secondary locking apparatus.
4. The curious nonconformity between the dorsal and ventral halves of the body in mature females.
5. The shorter arms. . .
The adults of this species are very neat, compact little creatures of pleasing appearance, and like all

their near allies are probably quite brilliantly colored when living. They also possess luminous proper
ties, the photogenic glands overlying the ink sac in the present species being in all respects closely
similar to those described for H. dispar and very conspicuous even in the macerated specimens.

DIVISION CEGOPSIDA (d'Orbigny 1845).

DecaPoda OioopsidtB d'Orbigny 1845, p. 367.
Clwndrophora Gray (pars) 1649, p. 36, 37.
(EoopsidtB Keferstein 1866, p. 1#4••
OioopsidtB Verrill 1881, p, 4'7.
(EoopsidaHoyle 1886, p. 3', 16••
(EoopsidtB Pfeffer 1900, p. 151.
(EooPsida Chun 19'°, p. 3.
(EoopsidaPfeffer 19'", p, I.

Eyelids perforate over the cornea; their margins free all around and continuous except for the usual
presence of a notch or sinus in front. Suckers on either the sessile arms or tentacles or both frequently
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transformed into hooks. Complex photogenic organs of polymorphic structure and undoubtedly poly
phyletic originate of repeated occurrence.

Family ONYCHOTEUTHID.£ Gray 1849.

Onychoteuthidre Gray 1849,p. 36, 45.
Onychoteuthida Pfeffer 1900, p. 152, 154; 1908, p. 62, 63; 1912, p. 39.

Genus ONYCHOTEUTHIS Lichtenstein 1818.

Lolico Banskii Leach 1817. p. 141. .'
Onvchoteuthis Banksii Ferussac in d'Orhigny 1826.p. 151.
Onychoteuthis Banksii d 'Orbigny 1845,; p. ,386, pl..6, figs. 1-7.
Onychoteuthis Banksii Schaulnsland 18gg, • p. 92(locality record).
Onychoteuthis Banksii Pfeffer 1912, p. 70; 758. pl. 3, fig. Ir05, pis. 4-6,
Onychoteuthis banksii Derry 1910,p. 83, figs. 44:-46.

Animals of small to gigantic size; body stout, loliginiform.
Suckers on sessile arms in two rows and normal throughout.
Tentacle club with part of the suckers unmodified, the remainder
transformed into hooks; fixing apparatus a compact carpal group
of suckers and pads.

Onychoteuthis Lichtenstein 1818,p, 1591(fide Hoyle); I8I8a. p- 003.
Onvchoteuthis d'Orbigny 1845,p. 383.
Onychoteuthis pfefferI~, p, 156. 158; 1908,p- 64; 1912,p: 70.

Body of moderate' size, cylindrical, tapering. Fins broadly
sagittate. Head with a conspicuous "olfactory crest" made up of
series of broad longitudinal Iamellre. Arms stout, bearing true
suckers only.. Tentacles stout, the clubs armed with two rows or
hooks on the central part; fixing apparatus a very definite compact
rounded group of small suckers and pads on the carpus. No hec
tocotylization. Gladius narrow and slender, showing through the
integument as a well-defined dark streak; a small spoon-shaped
cone at the posterior extremity. Hoyle has recently discovered
the existence of photogenic organs within the mantle cavity.

Type.-onychoteuthis Bergii Lichtenstein 1818=0. banksii
(Leach 1817), a cosmopolitan species.

Onychoteuthis banksii (Leach 1817) Ferussac 1826.

FIG. 3I.-Onychoteuthis banksii, oblique
dorsal view of specimen [02711rom near
Laysan Island, X Yo. Drawn by R. L.
Hudson.

This is .such an abundant and universal species that I have
given ilbov¢ o~11 some of the more particUlarly relevant references
regarding it.' For similar reasons thefollowing description 'is
made only complete enough to afford sufficient means for its ready
identification.

Body of moderate size, loliginiform, with a pair of large
broadly sagittate fins extending a little more than half the length
of the mantle. Head small, squarish; ornamented just below the
nuchal region with a conspicuous series of about a dozen stout longi
tudinal lamellse on eitherside. Eyes large, with capaciousopenings.

Arms moderate, stout, outwardly keeled; armed with two rows of' small oblique hood-shaped
suckers, produced at the upper margin. Tentacles long and stout, the club not expanded except for
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the broad marginal membrane; armed with two rows of 9 to 12 hooks each, those of the ventral row in
the main conspicuously the larger. Fixing apparatus a compact rounded group of suckers and pads
in approximately equal numbers on the carpus. There is a compact cluster of minute suckers at the
tip of the club.

Color in alcohol a brownish buff, mottled with slate; a very irregular dark streak on the dorsal
aspect marks the position of the gladius.

MEASUREMENTS OF ONYCHOTEUTHIS BANKSII.

mm.
TotalJength.......... 315
Tip of body to dorsal margin of mantle '" 'SO
Width of mantle.. 33
Width across fins. . II.

Extreme length of fins. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . 87
Length of fins at plane of attachment. 80
Length ofhead 00 00 00 •• 00 • 16
Width across eyes 00 00..... 30

Length of-
Right dorsal arm 00 00 00 •• 00 • • .. • • 57
LeIt dorsal arm. 00 00 • 00 •• 00 • 00 00 00 00" 54

Length of- mm.
Right second arm.. 00 00 • 00 00. 69
Left second arm 00 00 •• 00 00. 69
Right third arm 00 00 00 •• 00 • 00 00 00 .. 00 • 00 • 00' 71
Left third arm 00 00 00.00 00 • 00 6S
Right ventral arm 00 ••• 00 00 00 00 00 00 70
Left ventral arm. 00 00 : 00.00. 43+
Right tentacle ... 00.00 00 00 00 H" '.00 141
Right tentacle club .. 00 •• 00 00 00 • 00 • .' 00 00. 34
Left tentacle 105+
Left tentacle club.. .. . .. '7+
Carpal fixing apparatus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Distribution-r-" Distribution nearly universal; collected in all t.he oceans at numerous localities,
equally in Arctic and tropical waters. " (Tryon 1879, p. 168.)

, Neighborhood of Laysan Island (Schauinsland: Stanford University collection).
MateTial'examined.-But a single Hawaiian specimen of this species has been examined. This is

no. 2101 of the .Stanford University invertebrate series and was taken off Laysan Island by Mr. Max
Schlimmer [So S. B."227]·

Remarks~:-Ican not find that this Laysan Island specimen exhibits any particular differences from
theO.bunksii Ihave seen from the Atlantic and elsewhere. So far as can be determined, there appear
to have been II hooks in each row on the right tentacle club and more than likely on the mutilated
left tentacle as well. The fixing apparatus of each tentacle contains 10 suckers and an exactly equal
number of pads, a feature which appears to be subject to great variation in this species.

It seems clear that the original spelling of the specific name was the result of an accidental trans
position of type; so that the emended version seems preferable. O. banskii, O. banski, O. banksii, and
O. banksi are abundantly appearing variants in the extensive literature.

This is one Of the species of squid preyed upon by the Laysan albatross, and has been previously
reported in this connection by Schauinsland.

Genus 'TELEOTEUTHIS 'Verrill 1882.
Onykia Lesueur ISH, p. 9S.
Onykia Lesueur IS aa, p, '96.
Onychia Latreille IS'5 (fide Gray), not Onychia Hubner ISI6.
Teleoteuthis Verrill ISS., p. 279, .80.
Teleoteuthis pfelIer 1900. p. ISS, 156; 1910, p. 4', 43·

Animals of small or very moderate dimensions. Tentacle club of young with four rows'tlfsuclters,
the two median of which become typically modified into hooks in, the adult, but in some cases only
one of the median rows is noticeably modified, and one of the marginal rows is often very weakly devel
oped. Gladius with broad wings as in Loligo.

Type.-Dnykia Carriboea Lesueur 1821 (species first named); a widespread species eriginally
described from the West Indies.



FIG. 3••-Teleoteutj,is compacta. dorsal view of type ['381. X 3.
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Teleoteuthis compacta Berry 1913. (PI. LII, fig. 4, 5,)
Tdeoteuthis ajJjJeUiifi Berry 1909. p. 419 (locality record only). not of Pfeffer I!JOO.

T'eleoteuthis compacta Berry 1913, p, 565.

Animal small, loliginiform. Mantle almost cylindrical anteriorly; slightly swollen a little in
advance of the middle, thence tapering rapidly to a very acute point. Fins enormous, broadly sagit
tate in outline, their total width about equal to the length of the mantle; length a little more than

half that of the mantle. Mantle margin slightly
produced in the medio-dorsal line to form an
obtuse point, and a little more prominently in
the same way on either side of the funnel; emar
ginate below the funnel.

Head squarish, narrower than the mantle,
into which it may be almost completely with
drawn. Eyes little prominent; their lid openings
small, notched in front.

Arms short, stout, little attenuate; unequal,
their order of length 3, 2, 4, I; the dorsal arms
clearly shorter than those of the second and third
pairs. Suckers on all the arms. small, rotund,
closely ranked in two widely interspaced series.
(PI. LU, fig. 5). Umbrellawanting, but all the arms
well angled, and the third pair furnished exter-
nally with a strong membranous keel. '

Tentacles short, stout, but little exceeding
the arms; clubs not thickened, but broadly keeled
above and slightly so along the ventral margin;
both suckers and hooks present on the club; hooks
sessile, 10 to II in number and in a single longi
tudinal series, comprising the more ventral of the
two median rows of acetabula; first five hooks
quite small, the next three much larger, the distal
ones diminishing again; the two dorsal rows of
suckers irregular, the first five pairs small and

closely placed, the succeeding ones slightly larger and more distant, becoming smaller again distally;
the suckers of the inner dorsal row persist in alternation with the hooks to the tip of the club, but the
marginal row becomes obsolete distally and comprises onlyabout eight suckers in all; suckers of the
ventral row exceedingly minute, especially distally where they are placed very far apart. The extreme
tip of the tentacle is occupied by a group of excessively minute suckers, which are scarcely visible as
such with an ordinary hand lens. Fixing apparatus well developed, comprising a quadruple series of
small suckers and pads in alternation; about 8 pads and 12 suckers can be made out. (PI. LU, fig. 4.)

Gladius delicate, the expanded wings greatly narrowing in front of the hollow terminal cone.
Color in alcohol a brownish buff. Chromatophores light brown, scarcely visible below.

MIMSURIlMIlNTS OF TIlLIlOTIlUTHIS COMPACTA.

mm.
Totallength including tentacles. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. • .. .. . . .. .8
Tip of body to dorsal mantle margin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2X

Widthofbody............................. 6
Widtlx across fins. ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. .0
Extreme length of fins.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . I.

Length of fins at base.. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. xx
Width across eyes ..

Length of- mm.
Dorsal arms , . . .. . 4' 5
Second arms............. . .. 5' 5
Third arms. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. 6
Ventral arms. 5
Left tentacle... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. 7
Tentacle club................. . ..... . ... .... 3' 5
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Type.-eatalogue No. 214381, United States National Museum [So S. B. 238].
Type locality.-Albatross station 3989,385 to 733fathoms, vicinity of Kauai Island, coral, sand and

rock bottom, June II, 19°2; one specimen.
Distribution.-Hawaiian Islands (Albatross).
Specimens examined.-The type is unique.
Remarks.-It was at first thought that this specimen might be referable to the T. appelwfi of Pfeffer

and was indeed so listed in a preliminary paper, but a more careful study of details, particularly those of
the tentacular armature, has convinced me that the present species is distinct and stands rather nearer
to M. Joubin's T. caroli (1900, p. 64), from which it differs in the relatively larger fins and shorter
and differently armed tentacle club. '

The latter structure is a curious affair and is better to be understood from the figure than from my
description. It offers several apparent divergencies from that of T. caroli as figured by Joubin (1900,
pl. II, fig. 10), especially in the fixing apparatus, for T. caroli is represented as having but seven suckers
(pads are omitted from the drawing but mentioned in the text). Furthermore, the suckers of the club
itself are very different in number and arrangement, although the two forms agree in the presence of but
a single series of hooks.o In T. caroli the fifth hook from the base attains the maximal proportions, while
in our species it is the sixth, and the change in size at this point is conspicuously more abrupt.

It is, however, not at all impossible that the single row of hooks and the broad fins are juvenile char
acters, the former being intermediate between the hookless condition described by Pfeffer as Steen
strupiola (cf. Pfeffer 1900,p. Is6)·andthenormal adult, in which case the Hawaiian specimen may after
all prove to be closer to the T. />eratoptera d'Orbigny, a Chilean species which was indeed originally
figured with three rows of suckers and but one series of hooks (d'Orbigny 1835,pl. 3, fig. 6), though since
united by d'Orbigny himself with the T. platyptera of the same region.

T. appeUofihas fins of somewhat similar proportions, but the structure of the tentacle club is totally
different.

Family ENOPLOTEUTHID£ Pfeffer 1900.

EnoploteuthidtZ Pfeffer '900, p. 'S" 163.

EnoploteuthidtZ Chun '9'0, p, 5"
EnojJloteuthidtZ Pfeffer '912, p. u8.

Animals of small to moderate size. Arms with two rows of suckers, part of which typically are
modified into hooks. Tentacles with clubs little or not at all expanded; their suckers in four rows (one
or more of these often suppressed in the adult) and usually partof them transformed into hooks; a carpal
fixing apparatus present comprising a few suckers and pads. Buccal membrane eight-pointed. Gladius
feather-shaped; with broad somewhat angular wings and no end cone. Photogenic organs are almost
invariably present on the ventral aspect of the eyeball, and in addition may occur within the mantle
cavity or scattered over the ventral surface of the outer integument,

Subfamily ENOPLOTEUTHINlE (Chun 1910) Pfeffer 1912.

Enoplomo,phtZ Chun 1908, p. 86.
Enoploteuthi"", Tribus Enoplomo,phtZ Cltun '910, p. 56, 78.
EnoploteuthinaJ Pfeffer '912, p. 124, 125.

Body more or less pointed posteriorly but not spitlike. Fins large and usually sagittate. Buccal
membrane free; dorsal lappets well separated. Photogenic organs occur, often in large numbers, on the
ventral aspect of the mantle and usually the head and arms as well; in most genera a conspicuous single
series of large organs is found on the ventral periphery of the eyeball; no luminous organs in the pallial
chamber.

.. Joubin (op, cit., p. 65) states that the hooks of T. ceroli are in two rows, but it seems to me that the "premiere serie"
described as .. tres petits, longuement pedoncules" are better interpreted as suckers as 1 have done.
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Genus ABRALIA Gray 1849.
Abralia Gray ,849. p. 46, So.

Abralia Pfeffer '900. p. '66. ,67.
Asteroteuthis Pfeffer '90Ba, p. 292.
Abralia Chun '9'0, p. 57.
Asteroteuthis Pfeffer '912, p, 124. 128.
Abralia Pfeffer '912. p. 762.

Fins large, sagittate; more or less pointed posteriorly, and not exceeded by the tip of the pointed
.body. Arms with two rows of"hooks throughout the greater part of their length, but with true suckers
at their tips; extremities of ventral arms normal. Left ventral arm hectocotylized. Dorsal row of
suckers on proximal portion of tentacle club suppressed in adult, leaving one rowof hooks and two rows
of suckers which give way to four rows of suckers distally. Buccal membrane in preserved specimens
pale and scattered over with reddish chromatophores.

Type.-Onychoteuthis armata Quoy and Gaimard 1832 (species first mentioned); described from near
the island of Celebes.

Abralia astrosticta Berry 1909. (PI. LI.)

Abralia astrosiicta Berry 1909, p. 412, 4'9, fig. 4-7.
Abralia astrostricta WeindI '912, p. '7'-275.
Abralia (Compsoteuthis) asirosticta Pfeffer '912, p. '49, 'S', 163.

Animal of small size. Mantle firm, fleshy, cylindrical in shape, little compressed; tapering at
first gradually, then more abruptly to a bluntish point posteriorly. Anterior edge of mantle smooth,
emarginate below the funnel, and with a very slight obtuse medio-dorsal angle. Fins moderately large
and very wide in proportion to their length; about one-third as long as the mantle, and each one about
as broad as long; subterminal, triangular; attached firmly along the inner margin for most of their
length; anterior lobes prominent, but posterior margins nearly straight and converging at a very obtuse
angle., .

Head rather large, but decidedlynarrower than the body, squarish, flattened above and below;
"olfactory crest" comprising a series of four oblique fleshy folds behind the eye on either side. Eyes
large; the circular lid opening with a minute rounded sinus in front. Funnel large, 'subtriangular,
very firm and thick-walled, its center rounded and conspicuously swollen ventrally. 'Funnel organ
well developed. posterior in position; comprising a V-shaped median pad on the interior dorsal wall, .
and a small elongate-ovatepad placed ventro-laterally to it on either side. The tip of the funnel is
furnished with a wide shallow flaplike valve. (Pl. LI, fig. 8.)

On its inner surface the edge of the mantle articulates with the head in the nuchal region and with
the base of the funnel on either side by cartilages of the form usual in the genus. The dorsal apparatus
consists of a simple longitudinal ridge on the mantle and a corresponding plate on the neck. The funnel
cartilages are elongate, slightly widest near the base, have a thickened, raised and reflexed margin, and .
their grooves are simple, narrow. deep, and elongate (pI. LI, fig. 7); they fit over a slender linear ridge on
either side of the inner surface of the mantle.

Sessile arms stout, Iittleattenuate ; nearly of a length, but the second arms slightly the longest and
stoutest, and the dorsal pair a little shorter and more slender than the others, so that the formula of their
relative length is in general 2, 4, 3, I; outer edge of arms angled and furnished with a keel, membranous
and poorly developed on the four dorsal arms, but increased to a fleshy carina on the arms of the third
pair and more particularly along the outer aspect of the ventral arms, where it is so heavy and con
spicuous as to cause these arms to appear almost twice their true diameter when viewed ventrally.
For the greater part of their length all the arms are armed with two widely spaced alternating rows of
small hooks which are replaced on the extreme distal portions by a double series of minute crowded
suckers; the tips of the ventral arms bear suckers similar to those of the other arms and are indeed
entirely normal in every particular; the number of pairs of hooks on the ventral arms is about eight.

Tentacles slender, over half as long again as the arms, cylindrical. little tapering. Club but little
expanded, armed with four rows of acetabular which respectively may be described as follows: (I) On
the distal half of the club aUfour rows consistof small suckers of about equal size at any given transection
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of the arm, but regularly diminishing to the tip; (2) the two dorsalmost rows continue down the club prox
imally for its entire length, attaining their maximum dimensions near the middle; the two ventral rows
on the other hand abruptly cease and are replaced on the proximal half of the club by (3) a single series
of five rather large hooks which stand opposite the five proximal pairs of suckers in the dorsal rows;
(4) at the base of the club, upon the carpus, is a very definite fixing apparatus comprising a double row
of some four to five suckers alternating with a similar number of small whitish pads. (Pi. LI, fig. 2, 6.)

Buccal membrane eight-pointed (as correctly surmised by Pfeffer, my original assertion that there
are but seven lappets is erroneous); coarsely papillose within.

Photophores of the outer integument exceedingly numerous and readily perceivable to be in two
main sizes, the grouping of the larger of which is distinctly bilaterally symmetrical and varies on different
regions of the body as follows:

(1) On the ventral aspect of the mantle appear about ten rather ill-defined longitudinal series of
these organs, including (a) two nearly median rows of relatively large organs extending without inter
ruption from the anterior mantle margin to the posterior extremity; (b) two similar series succeeded
laterally by two or three others, composed of organs constantly diminishing both in size and number,
occur parallel to these anteriorly, but all converge posteriorly in such a way that in addition to the two
central series but one other row persists on each side to the tip. The organs of the various series are
very regularly and equally interspaced so that there is a certain tendency evident for the grouping to
occur in a transverse as well as a longitudinal direction. Aside from the effect which might well be
expected to result from such a tendency, no specially definite line of photophores is found bordering
the margin of the pallial aperture. The smaller organs are much more numerous than the larger and
occur scattered between and among them in a much more irregular fashion. On the dorsal surface of
the mantle photogenic organs are almost entirely wanting, but there is a fairly regular series of about
seven small distant organs close to the median longitudinal line on either side, and some distance lateral
to these a few (3 to 4) isolated organs, perhaps representing the rudiments or forerunners of other longi
tudinal series.

(2) The ventral aspect of the funnel exhibits a little in front of its middle a transverse line .offour
large organs of equal size, in. front of and behind which occur a number of smaller ones. insuch a way as
to form four longitudinal series containing one of the large organs and two to three of the smaller ones
each. A few scattered organs occur in addition, but all are bilaterally arranged. 11.. clear space down
the center of the funnel separates the photophores of each side into two triangular patches. This space,
like the extreme tip of the funnel, is colorless and devoid of organs.

(3) There are no photophores upon the upper surface of the head, but upon the lower aspect they
appear with perfect symmetry in five longitudinal rows with an additional series bordering each ocular
aperture. Here also the larger organs are relatively few in number compared with the smaller, there
being only two of the former in the median row, and two to three in each of the lateral series. The
median row bifurcates at the apeX of the funnel groove (one large organ on either side), and also anteri
orly, where either branch parallels a continuation of the first lateral series along each ventral arm to its
extremity. The outer lateral series continues for a distance along the border of the membranous ked,
so that the basal half of each ventral arm bears in all three rows of photophores, The arms of the third
pair have a series of these organs near the base along their ventral aspect, and there are evidences of a
second row of smaller ones along the dorsal margin as well. No such structures have been identified
upon any of the other arms or upon the tentacles.

All of the photophores appear as minute, but definite, faintly elevated, circular, bluish rings,
surrounding a white dotlike center, and having much the appearance of minute eyes. The bluish
rings are relatively heavier and more conspicuous in the larger organs, while the smaller organs are by
this means again separable into two types, the one much less heavily pigmented than the other.

In addition to photogenic organs of the general type described above, there are to be observed a
very conspicuous series of five large reddish bead-like structures upon the ventral periphery of each
.eyeball, They are placed very close together, are of circular outline and subequal in size (pl.Lr, fig. 3)'
The two terminal organs are considerably lighter in color than the three median ones.



Length of- mm.
Left dorsal arm II

Right second arm.. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . 13

Leftsecondarm IS

Right third arm. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . 10

Le!'t third arm. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 10

Right ventral arm. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 13

Leftventral arm 13'5
Tentacle 3
Tentacle club 4
Funnel. , . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 6. S
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Prevailing color of animal preserved in alcohol, a pale buff brown; the gladius showing through the
dorsal integument as a very prominent medio-Iongitudinal line. Chromatophores brownish; most
numerous on the upper surface of the head, which is thus rendered very dark in color; much less numer
ous on the dorsal aspect of the mantle and below largely replaced by the bluish photophores which
are strongly contrasted with the chromatophores in color. Buccal membrane almost uniformly pale,
with only a few scattered chromatophores.

Gladius with a thickened midrib; wings unthickened, very delicate, and with distinctly angular
margins.

MEASUREMeNTS OF ABRALIA ASTROSTICTA.

mm.
Totallength 65
Length exclusive of tentacles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 56.5
Length of mantle, dorsal '" 34

Extreme length of fins. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. II

Length of fins at base........................... 9
Width across fins .
Width of mantle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10

Widthofhead 9
Length of-

Head 8
Right dorsal arm. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. II

Type.-A female; catalogue No. 214313, United States National Museum [So S. B. 171].
Type locality.-Albatross station 4122, 192 to 352 fathoms depth, off Barbers Point Light, Oahu,

bottom of coarse coral sand and shell, July 26, 1902; one c.? specimen. .
Distribution.-Hawaiian Islands (Albatross).
Material examined.-No other specimens than the type are known.
Remarks.-This very beautiful little squid is a member of a rare and exceedingly curious group of

cephalopods which have been sparsely taken at divers times and in many widely separated localities,
and the interrelationships of which are by no means as yet clearly understood. They are Enoploteu
thids chiefly characterized by the double row of hooks on the arms supplanted distally by suckers, and
the extensive development of photogenic organs over the entire ventral surface of the head and body,
though not within the mantle cavity, as in the case of certain forms similar to some which will be
described later. The peculiar features of the group were :first recognized (although only partially) by
Gray, who in 1849 founded the genus Abralia for their reception. Many years later (Joubin 1896)
a second genus, Abraliopsis, was erected for the reception of certain Abralia-like forms, unique in the
possession of a conspicuous series of pigmented swellings at the tips of the ventral arms, and further
distinguished by the deep violet color of the buccal membrane, somewhat different structure of the
tentacle club, bilaterally symmetrical arrangement of the photophores, and the presence of three
instead of two series of these organs upon the ventral arms. A few years ago Pfeffer, on the supposition
that the type species of Gray (A. armata Quoy and Gaimard) would be found congeneric with Abrali
opsis, replaced that term by Abralia and advanced the new name Asteroteuthis for the group thus left
without a cognomen. More recently, however, he has once more returned to the older and more familiar
arrangement, for upon examination the type specimen of A. armata proved that species to be after all
an Asteroteuihis or true Abralia in the accepted sense.

The position of the Hawaiian species now under consideration is in many respects anomalous.
Since the tips of the ventral arms are entirely normal, bear suckers at their extremities, and lack all
indications of terminal pigmented organs, it is most decidedly not an A braliopsis and Pfeffer's suggestion
that the specimen represents a very large Compsoteuthis stage of that genus is quite untenable. This
is further borne out by the fact that the buccal membrane is not deep violet in color, but pale and dotted
with chromatophores, while the main features of the armature of the tentacle club are those of a typical
Abralia. On the other hand no previously described A braliashows so strikingly symmetrical an arrange
ment of the photogenic organs on the mantle, or possesses more than two series of these structures
on the ventral arms, or has such extremely short and wide fins. In almost every respect, therefore,
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A. astrosticta is a remarkably distinct species and is not closely approached by any other known form
excepting possibly the very recently described A. steindachneri Weindl 1912 of the Red Sea, which
is thought by its author to be somewhat nearly related. A complete account of the latter species has
not yet reached me, but from the preliminary notice above cited it would seem that this is the case,
although the two fonns differ in enough particulars to be sufficiently distinct. In Weindl's species
the fins are not quite so short and wide,there are seven to eight hooks on the tentacle club, and the
median photophore on the eyeball is said to be much the smallest.

It has seemed worth while to make the account of this species as full as possible, firstly on account
of the special interest attaching to forms of this group, and secondly because of the unusually fine
condition of the present specimen which renders the chance for misinterpretation correspondingly
slight.

Abralia trigonura Berry 1913.

Abralia species Berry r909. p, 4r9 (locality record only).
Abralia trigonum Berry 1913, p. 565.

There is a second specimen of Abralia in the Albatross collection, which, although not very well
preserved, is clearly not referable to A. astrosticta, but belongs rather to the typical section of the genus.

Animal of small size, in general loliginiform, but the mantle rather short, wide, inflated, and
rapidly tapering to a point posteriorly. Fins large, a little over
half as long as the mantle; their total. width about approximates
the length of the mantle.

Head rather small, squarish; olfactory crests low (crushed, and
not distinct). Eyes large and prominent. Fuunel large, trian
gular, compressed. Funnelorgan well developed; similar in general
arrangement to that of A. astrosticta, except that the lobes of the
median (dorsal) pad are broader, and the ventro-lateral cushions
are ovate and conspicuously larger (fig. 33). The funnel has a
delicate foldlike valve at the tip.

Anns quite long, over two-thirds the length of the body; sub
equal, but the dorsal pair distinctly the shortest; order of length
in general 2, 4, 3, I. The arms bear two rows of small alternating FIG.33.-Abralia trigonum. outline draw

ing of funnel organ ('75). X 3.
hooks, which are replaced by suckers at the extremities.

Tentacles very long and slender, the clubs little expanded. The armature is almost entirely
effaced. but a single hook persisting on one of the clubs is much longer. more slender, and much more
curved than those of A. astrosticta.

Buccal membrane large; eight-pointed; papillose and uniformly pale within; its outer surface
conspicuously dotted with many small, distinct, dark reddish chromatophores.

The gladius as compared with that of A. astrostieta is similar in general shape, but is relatively
much flatter and less slender, with, however, a wider and more robust midrib; the lateral expansions
are conspicuously broader and their angles more pronounced and more anterior in position.

The photophores of the ventral integument are of a very different aspect than those of A. astrosticta,
but here also they are apparently of two main types. The larger appear as small whitish tubercles,
which, under the microscope, show a lenslike core of chalky white color inclosed by a pale bluish
gray ring. The smaller organs are either (I) conspicuously darker, comprising a light bluish core
surrounded by a narrow dark ring distinctly composed of separate bodies of pigment, or (2) but slightly
darker and resembling the large organs in miniature. The integument of the mantle has mainly
sloughed away, but from the portions remaining there appear to have been two very definite parallel
rows of the larger organs running down the medio-ventral Iine, with at least two other series on either
side more or less parallel to them. The smaller organs are exceedingly numerous and heavily distributed
among the larger all over the ventral surface.
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The funnel shows two large triangular groups of numerous organs symmetrically disposed. As in
A. astrosticta four of these only are of the larger type, but in this species they do not lie in a single trans
verse line. The tip of the funnel is colorless and devoid of photophores. The number of these organs
on the head and arms is no longer to be made out.

Subocular organs are present, but the eyes are so damaged that their exact number and position
can not be made out with certainty. They appear, however, to be relatively small and distant from
one another.

Color everywhere a brownish buff, heavily clouded with dark reddish chromatophores which are
numerous even over the ventral surface. These combine with the bluish photophores to give a purplish
cast to the entire animal. .

MEASUREMENTS OF ABRALIA TRIGONURA.

r.z.m.
Totallength. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. 93

Length excluding tentacles. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 68
Length of mantle. dorsal.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .8.5
Extreme length of fins............... '7
Length of fins at base , , . . .. '5

Width across fins. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .9

Width of mantle.. .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. 13

Width of head.......................................... II

Length of- mm.
Head II

Dorsal arm.. ,8
Second arm '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :22

Thirdarm 0

Ventral arm '" 2I

Tentacle , , '" . . 49
Tentacle club....................................... 8?
Funnel.... 9

Type.-Catalogue no. 214387, United States National Museum [So S. B. 275J.
Type locality.-Albatross station 4087, 306 to 308 fathoms, off Mokuhooniki Islet, northeast entrance

to Pailolo Channel, fine gray sand bottom, July 21,1902; one specimen.
Distribution.-Hawaiian Islands (Albatross).
Materialexamined.-The unique type is the only specimen known.
Remarks.-Although in a rather badly macerated condition, as though taken from the stomach

of some larger animal, the single specimen seen still retains enough of its original appearance to show
features which forbid its reference to any of the previously described species of either Abralia or
Abraliopsis, The lack of terminal organs on the ventral arms and the pale red-dotted buccal membrane
alone serve to establish its identity as an Abralia, while the large fins indicate that it will prove to
belong to the typical section of that genus. The species to which A. trigonum most closely approxi
mates seems to be the A. andamaniea Goodrich from. the Bay of Bengal. The mantle of the Hawaiian
species, however, appears to be relatively shorter and much more rapidly tapering, and such of the
photogenic organs as can be made out fail to coincide in their arrangement with the description given
by Goodrich, who fails to mention the definite series of these organs which here adorn the ventral
aspect in so conspicuous a fashion that they can scarcely have been overlooked.

From the other known Hawaiian species, A. astrosticta, it is widely different. The short conical
body, larger fins, more numerous small luminous organs on the ventral surface, and much smaller sub
ocular organs are sufficient to distinguish it at a glance. As the specimens obtained of the two species
are not very far from one another in size, it is evident that one can not be regarded as but a younger
stage of the other.

Genus ABRALIOPSIS Joubin 1896.

Abralw/>sis Joubin 1896. p. '9.
Abralio/>sisPfeffer 1900. p. 166. 168.
Abralia Pfeffer '908a. p • • 8g-.9a,
Abralio/>sisChun 19'0, p. 57. 78.
Abralia Pfeffer '9'.'P. 124. '37.
Abralio/>sisPfeffer 19'., p, 764.

juv.-Com/>soteuthis+Micrabralia Pfeffer '900, P. ,65. 167.
juv.-Ne/>ioteuthion+Prodromoteuthis Pfeffer '912, p. '49. '5'. ,65, ,67.

Fins large, sagittate; acutely pointed posteriorly, and not exceeded by the tip of the equally pointed
body. Arms with two rows of hooks throughout the greater part of their length, but with true suckers
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FIG. 34.-Abraliopsis sp., young. ventral
view [2761. X 2. Drawn by R. L.
Hudson. The representation of the
photogenic organs is incomplete.

at the tips of all the arms, as in Abralia, except the ventral pair which bear only hooks; extremities of
ventral arms with a conspicuous series of heavily pigmented black bead-like organs probably photogenic
in function. Left ventral arm hectocotylized, but distinguished chiefly by its very wide web with
broad lappets at the margin; no glandular swellings. Two rowsof suckers on proximal portion of tentacle
club suppressed in adult, leaving either two rows of hooks or one row of hooks and one row of suckers,
which give way distally to four rows of suckers. Buccal membrane deep violet in color. Photogenic
organs of the mantle usually showing a definite bilateral arrangement; three rows of these organs present
on the lower aspects of the ventral arms, two occurring on the arm itself, the other upon its marginal
web. A single series of five large photophores occurs upon the ventral periphery of the eyeball, the
terminal organs of this series being somewhat larger than the remainder.

Type.-Enopwteuthis Hoylei Pfeffer 1884(designation); described from the Mascarene Islands.

Abraliopsis species (young).
Abraliopsis species Berry "909. p. 4"9 (mere locality record).

Animal small. Mantle short, acutely conical, widely flaring in front. Fins relatively enormous,
over two-thirds the length of the mantle and notably wider when
taken together than the latter is long, anterior lobes prominent and
angular.

Head small; only broader than long because of the large conspic
uous eyes. Funnel flattened, little projecting.

Arms rather long, very slender and attenuate; decidedly unequal,
their formula 4, ::I, 3. I; the ventral arms conspicuously longer than
the others, the dorsal pair notably the shortest. Armature consisting
of two alternating series of small elevated hooks, the latter persist
ent nearly to the tips of the arms, so that the usual suckers at the
extremities are very small and obscure and have not in the present
case been actually observed by me.

Buccal membrane eight-pointed; its coloration violet through
out except for the paler and more whitish trabeculas.

Photogenic organs of mantle conspicuous and exhibiting a very
definite grouping, not even the smaller ones being very irregularly
scattered; on the ventral surface of the mantle occur six very definite
rather distant converging series, with traces of another row as repre
sented by three or four widely spaced organs lateral to these. On the
head three conspicuous rows (the only ones shown in the figure) with
another weaker row lateral to these and a rather weak circle around
the eyelid opening, making seven rows in all. Along the ventral
aspect of the ventral arms there are two rows and one row on the
third pair.

The ventral arms bear at their extremities a bead-like series of
three distinctly separate smooth black ovoid swellings, the median one notably the largest.

The subocular organs are yellowish in color but too badly damaged. to be made out very clearly.
Color in alcohol a brownish buff; the chromatophores darker but comparatively few in number.

Photophores bluish with paler centers.

MnASURnMnNTS OF ABRAUOPSIS Spnclns (YOUNG).

mm.
'l'otallength exclusive of tentacles....... .. . ... . ... . . . . . . .. 3S
Length of mantle. dorsal., .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. ... 16
Extreme length of fins. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. II

Length of fins at base., . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . 9
Width across fins. . . . 19
Width of mantle near anterior margin ; ;... . 7
Widthofhead ,6

mm.
Length of-

Head................................................. 5
Dorsal arm. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . . 7
Second arm., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

Third arm ,; .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . ... II

Ventral arm , '....... IS
Funp,el............................................... S
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Material examined.-The single specimen was taken from the surface at Albatross station 3926,

latitude 21013' N., longitude 1580 41' W., between Honolulu and Laysan Island [So S. B. 276].
Remarks.-This specimen is clearly immature and withal very poorly preserved. The tentacles

are missing and the integument disfigured with a whitish deposit, badly obliterating some of the impor
tant features. It is undoubtedly a young Abraliopsis, however, and is very close to the stage described
by Pfeffer as Micrabralia.

Pterygjoteuthis H. Fischer 1895. p. 205.
Pteryoioteuthis Pfeffer 1900. p, 165. 166.
Pteryoioteuthis Hoyle 1904. p. 39.
Ptervoioteuthis Chun 1910, p. 58. 108.
Pyroteuthls (Pterygiateuth;s) Pfeffer 1912. p, 193. 204. 774.

Ventral arms naked or with suckers only; remaining arms with a few of the
middle suckers transformed to hooks. Tentacle club with four rows of suckers
and no hooks; fixing apparatus composed of a very few suckers and pads. Left
ventral arm hectocotylized, and furnished with a conspicuous glandularfold or
swelling.

Type.-Pterygioteuthis Ciardi Fischer 1895 (monotypic): described from off
the coast of Morocco.

Pfeffer has placed this genus under Pyroteuthis Hoyle 1904 as a subgroup;
but even should this arrangement be accepted as zoologically correct, the name
Pterygioieuthis has nine years' priority and should therefore be given precedence.

Pterygioteuthis microlampas Berry 1913. (Pi. LU, fig. 1-3.)

Pterygioteuthis giard; Berry 1909. p. 419 (locality record only).
Pterygiateut"is microlampas Berry 1913, P. 566.

FrG. 3s.-Pteryg;oteutkis mi
crolampas. ventral view
of female [2781. X 2.

Drawn by R. L. Hudson.

Subfamily PYROTEUTHINlE Pfeffer 1912.

Pterygiomorphm Chun 19o8, p, 86.
Pteryeiomorbba Chun 1910, p. 58, 108.

Pyroteuthince Pfeffer 1912. p. 124. 189. 773.

Body sharply pointed posteriorly, notably exceeding the large round separate fins. Buccal mem
brane joined with the basal web of the arms; dorsal lappets close together and coherent at base. Photo

genic organs lacking from the outer integument, but numerous and polymorphic
on the eyeball as well as within the pallial chamber.

Genus PTERYGIOTEUTmS H. Fischer 1895.

Animal small, fragile, with a cylindro-conical body terminating posteriorly
in a sharp spinelike process, which extends between the fins and well past them;
mantle about one-third as wiae as long. Fins rather large, prominent, longer
than broad, circular, not adnate, attached along their inner margins for less than
half their total length; anterior and posterior lobes.about equal.

Head large, rounded, but little narrower than the mantle. Eyes large, prominent. Funnel large,
broadly conical in outline; aperture small.

Arms short, nearly of a length, their order of relative length 3, 2=4, I; outwardly keeled by a very
fragile trabeculated membrane (most conspicuous on the arms of the third pair). Dorsal arms bare
for the basal one-fourth of their length; at this point occur two very minute somewhat distant suckers,
succeeded distally by six pairs of much larger suckers alternating in two series; the ventral members
of the succeeding three pairs are transformed into hooks, after which the remaining suckers (about
eight in number) steadily diminish in size to the extremity of the arm, there being 14 pairs of suckers
or their homologues on the entire arm; distally a wide delicate trabeculated membrane (mostly torn
away) occupies the ventral margin of the sucker-bearing area; the larger suckers have about four large
long bluntly squarish teeth along the upper border of their horny rings. Arms of second and third pairs
essentially similar in all respects to the dorsal arms, although larger and stouter. Ventral arms squarish,
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FIo. 36.-Pter"gioteuthis micro
lampas, diagram to show ar
rangement; of photogenic or
gans of left eyeball [2771. X s.

much more slender, more acutely tapering; hooks entirely lacking; suckers exceedingly minute, occur
ring in two distant narrowly spaced rows of 10 to 14 suckers each, which are confined to the more distal
portion of the arm.

Tentacles short, stout, cylindrical, but little longer than the arms; near the base of the stalk a
conspicuous circular constriction, beyond which the stalk swells out again, .attaining a diameter even
greater than that of the proximal portion, thence tapering gradually to the short blunt unexpanded
club. Suckers on inner surface of club minute, in four rows; the five
proximal members of the dorsal row distinctly the largest, even exceeding
in size the two suckers on the carpus, which together with two small pads
constitute the fixing apparatus. (PI. I.,II, fig. 3.)

Subocular photophores numerous, at least 14 on each eyeball, but in
the present material exceedingly difficult to locate with certainty, due to
the ease with which they become detached upon the removal of the outer
lid. Most conspicuous are two very large circular organs situated one just
behind the other on the ventral periphery of the eyeball, just in front of .
the funnel (fig. 36, no. 8 and 9). Well anterior to these and more or less in
line with them are four very much smaller organs (nos. rr-ra), Just pos
terior to the lens is a large conical organ (no. 10), while a conspicuous series
of seven moderately large organs form an oblique curve in front (nos. 1-7).
Of the latter the three upper (nos. 1-3) are very large and conical in outline:
the next two and the last one are smaller, but the next to the last one (no. 6)
is large flattened, of ovate outline, and pale in color, very different in appearance from any of the other
organs. (See also pl. r.n, fig. I.)

Color in alcohol a grayish buff, the chromatophores somewhat darker. Buccal membrane purplish,
with paler trabeculae. The gladius shows through the dorsal integument as a prominentmedian line.

MEASUREMENTS OIl' PTERYGIOTEUTHIS MICROI.,AMPAS.

Number in author's register ........... 277 278 Number in author's register ........... 277 '78

---
Sex .................................... ~ ~ Sex ................................. .;. ~ ~

I---
mm. mm.

'totallength................................. 31 ......... Length of- mm• mm.
'tip of body to tip of arms ................... 28 ......... Head...•...•••..•...............•....... 4 ........
Length of mantle, dorsal ..................... 18 Dorsal arm ............................... 6·5 7Width of mantle............................. 6 6 Secondarm.•............................ 7· 5 8
Extreme length of fins............•.......... 8 ......... Thirdarm............................... 8 8
Length of fins at base........................ 3· 5 ......... Ventral arm .....•....................... 7· 5 7'5
Width across fins .•............ , .....•....... 14 ......... Tentacle................................. 13 ........
Width across eyes ........................... S' 5 7

Type.-Catalogue No. 214386, United States National Museum [So S. B. 277].
Type locality.-Albatross station 4105, in 314 to 335 fathoms, Kaiwi Channel, bottom of fine coral

sand and foraminifera, July 24, 1902; one <j? specimen.
Distribution.-Hawaiian Islands (Albatross).

SPECIMENS OIl' PTERYGIO'rEUTHIS MICROI.,AMPAS EXAMINED.

No. of Depth Author'sspeci- Locality. in Collector. Sex. Where deposited. register;
mens. fathoms.

ax Kaiwi Channel. .............. 3 If335 Albatross Sta, 4'05 ••........
~

U. S. Nat. Mus. Cat. 214386 .. 277
I NolocaUty ................... ?) Albatross Sta, (?) •.•........ Fragmentary................ 278

a Type.
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Remarks.-Only two species of Pterygioteuthis have been recognized previous to the present one.
The first of these and type of the genus is the P. giardi Fischer, originally described from a specimen
taken by the Talisman at a depth of Il05 meters off the coast of Morocco. In 1904 Hoyle published a
much more detailed account of some specimens thought to represent the same species which were cap
tured by the Albatross in the eastern tropical Pacific at depths ranging from 551 to 1,201 fathoms. In
1968 Chun issued a brief diagnosis of a second species, P. gemmata, which was secured by the Valdivia
expedition in the South Atlantic. When the present specimens from the A lbatross Hawaiian collec
tions were first being examined by the writer, Chun's paper had not yet come to hand, so that they were,
after a little hesitation, referred to P. giardi and were indeed recorded under this name in a preliminary
publication. Since that time the appearance of the great monograph of the Valdivia Oegopsids by
Chun has greatly increased and simplified our understanding of the genus, so that upon a reexamination
of the specimens and a patient working out of the details (often seriously obscured by the woeful preser
vation of the material) the conclusion was reached that a new species is represented, which though in
many respects very close to P. giardi, in some ways shows an approach to P. gemmata, and in others is
somewhat different from either. The relationship of the three species is well shown by a consideration
of their more important diagnostic characters grouped in parallel columns.

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERS OF THE SPECIES OF PTERYGIOTnUTHIS.

P. giardi. P. microlampas. P. gemmata,

15 subocular organs; the 5 small anterior ones 14 sub ocular organs; arrangement 14 subocular organs; arrangement very
nearly in line with one another. ....•....... . similar to P. qiardi. but 4 instead of different.

5 small anterior organs, and the last
of these not in line with the others.

Dorsal arms with 3 hooks near middle of arm
(both rows affected) and about 5 pairs of
suckers proximally; .d and 3d arms with
'-3 hooks (both rows). No suckers at tips
of any arms save dorsal pair.

Dorsal arms with 3 hooks near middle
of ventral row, with 6-7 pairs of
suckers proximally; .d and 3d arms
with 3 hooks in ventral row and 7
suckers proximally; suckers eon
tinuing distally to tips.

Dorsal, ed, and 3d arms with 4-5 hooks
near middle of ventral row.

Ventral arms devoid of both hooks and suckers. Ventral arms with no hooks; suckers
minute and confined to distal hall
of arm.

Ventral arms with no hooks; but with
small suckers throughout their
length.

Two suckers in fixing apparatus..... ....•...... Two suckers in fixing apparatus....... Three suckers in fixing apparatus.

Chitinous plate between the glandular ridges of
the hectocotylus bidentate.

Hectocotylus unknown.... • . . • . . . . . . .. Chitinous plate between the glandular
ridges of the hectocotvlus finely
toothed.

It is an unfortunate but curious fact that practically all of the specimens of this genus which have
been obtained have been defective in one way or another. As a rule either the eyes have burst or the
arms are badly damaged or both types of mutilation have occurred. This appears to be due to the
fragile and incoherent nature of the tissues, which seem unable to withstand the great changes in pressure
which they are forced to undergo in being pulled up from the depths in which they live. According
to present evidence it appears that even in a preserving medium they are apt to gradually disintegrate,
and despite the utmost vigilance and care the handling necessarily incidental to a thorough examination
is often fatal. This was the case with the specimen which was the subject of Mr. Hudson's excellent
drawing, for though evidently perfect at that time, it was in such fragmentary condition when it came
into my hands that no accurate description of it could be given and it became necessary to utilize the
second individual as the type, although the account of the photogenic organs of the eye has been mainly
drawn from the former-specimen.
. I can not forbear adding that there are certain discrepancies in the various descriptions given by

Fischer, Joubin, Hoyle, and Chun for P. giardi which cause me to feel some doubt as to whether all their
specimens are really referable to the same species, an uncertainty which is by no means diminished
when the localities furnishing the respective specimens are taken into consideration.
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Family HISTIOTEUTHID.tE Verrill 1881.

Histioteuihida: Verrill 1881, p. 431.
Histioteuthida. Pfeffer 1900, p. 152, 168.
Histioteuthida: PfefIer 1908, p. 75.
Histioteuthidee Chun 1910, p. 147.

Histioteuihida: Pfeffer 191', p, '43'

335

Body short, barrel-shaped; mantle thickened and fleshy. Fins relatively small, subterminal.
None of the suckers on either arms or tentacles modified into hooks; two rows of suckers on sessile arms;
on tentacle club more than four rows. Fixing apparatus a series of small suckers and pads extending
across the carpal region of the tentacle and well downits stalk. Funnel locking cartilages simple linear
grooves and ridges. Gladius simple, Ioliginiform, with broad wings. Photogenic organs of very
characteristic structure plentifully developed over almost the entire outer surface of the mantle, head,
andarms.

Histioteuthid species (young).

Ommaslrephid (young) Berry 1909 (pars), p, 419 (mere locality record),

, Body small, ovate, considerably over half as broad as long. Fins very small, subterminal, and
decidedly dorsal in position, with a nearly circular outline; practically continuous posteriorly. Ante
rior margin of mantle obtusely angled in the median line above; slightlyemarginate below the funnel.

Head about half as large as the body; flattened above and below. Eyes rounded, prominent; their
apertures small, angled in front but otherwise entire. Funnel rather large, little projecting. Mantle
connectives a pair of simple grooves with thickened and reflexed margins at"the base of the funnel
articulating with narrow linear ridges on the inner surface of the mantle.

Arms over half as long as the mantle; rather stout; unequal, the order of length 2, 3,1, 4. Suckers
minute, spherical, biserial; homey rings well developed.

Tentacles but little longer than the arms. Club slightly expanded and armed with four rows of
minute crowded suckers, the two outermost of which continue down the stalk nearly to its base.

Color in alcohol a dull brownish buff. The chromatophores are large, slate colored, thickly dis
tributed above, but not without certain hints of a symmetrical arrangement in seven to eight more or
less ,obscure transverse rows; much paler and less crowded below. Pigmentation on dorsal surface of
head extremely dense. A single series of large chromatophores extends along the outer surfaces of all
the arms, dark in color on the dorsal pair, but so pale as to be scarcely visible below. There are two
distinct chromatophores placed opposite one another on the ventral aspect ,of the funnel not far from
the middle.

Total length of largest specimen, II mm.: of mantle, 5 mm.; of head, 2.5 mm.; of arm of second
pair, 3 mm.; of tentacle, 3·5 mm.; width of mantle, 3 mm. Length of smallest specimen, 9 mm.· of
mantle, 4 mm.

Three specimens of this curious larval form were taken by the A lbatross in the surface net at station
4190, latitude 340 39' 18" N., longitude 1320 04' W. [So S. B. 254].

Although minute and offering no very conspicuous characters of their own, the above specimens
undoubtedly represent larval stages of some Histioteuthid, perhaps Calliteuthis or some nearly related
form. Although in all essential features they resemble the young Histioteuthid described by Pfeffer
in Hoyle 19°7, p. 1-2, sufficient minor differences are evident to render it probable that they belong
to another species, even if referable to the same genus. From the young Ommastrephids with which
they were at first confounded, the strong pigmentation, larger head, and longer arms are sufficient for
their ready separation:
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Family BRACHIOTEUTHID£ Pfeffer IQo8.

Genus BRACmOTEUTHIS Verrill 1881.

Brachioteuthis Verrill 1881, p. 405.
Brachioieuthls Pfefier 1900, p. 174, 176.
Brachioteuthis Chun 1910, p. 206.
BrachiOteuthis Pfeffer 1912, p. 346.

Characters af genus identical with those of the family, for the latter becomes
monogeneric upon the'union of Tracheloteuthiswith Brachioteuthis, as is now very
generally advocated.

Type.-Brachioteuthis Beanii Verrill 1881 (designation); a species of the New
England region.

Subgenus TRACHeLoTsuTHIS Steenstrup 1882.

T'racheloieuihis Steenstrup 1882, p. 294.
Verrilliola pfefier 1884, p. 22.
Entomopsis de Rochebrune 1884, p. IS.
T'racheloteuthis Hoyle 1886, p. 163.
T'racheloteuthis Pfefier 1900, p. 174. 175.
Tracheloteuthis pfefier 1908. p, 78.
Brachloteuthis (pars) Chun 1910. p. 206.
Brachioteutkis (Trackeloteutkis) Pfeffer 1912, p. 3'55.

Mantle very thin, membranous. Entire animal nearly colorless except for
a few chromatophores on the head and a very few scattered, ones on the body.
Fins large, rhombic, but never as long as half the mantle length.

Type.-Tracheloteuthis Riisei Steenstrup 1882 (species first mentioned); a
species of almost cosmopolitan distribution.

Brachioteuthis (Trache1oteuthis) riisei (Steenstrup 1882).

Tracheloteutbis Riisei Steenstrup188a p, '94.
Tracheloteutkis Behnii Steenstrup 1882, p. '94.
T'racheloteuthis riisei Hoyle 1886, p. 36, 164, 213, 22I, pl. 28, fig. 6-12.
'Tracheloteuthis Behnii Weiss 1888, p. 85, pl. 10, fig. I-4.
Trac1lcloteutkis riisti Llinnberg 1897, p. 603 (account of funnel organ).
Tracheloteuthis riisei Pfefier I9OO, p. I75.
Tracheloteuthis Riisel Hoyle 1905a, p. 93, pI. I4. fig. I-5'
Tracheloteuthisriisei Pfeffer 1908, p, 79. fig. 93""95'
Tracheloteuthis Riisei Massy I909, p. 30.
'Tracheloteuthis riisei Berry I909, p. 419 (mere locality record).
Brachioieuthis Riisei Chun I910, p. 207.
Brachioteuthis (Trachelo~tkis)Riisei Pfeffer 1912, p. 355, pl. 26, fig. I-20; pl. 27, fig. 1""9.

Trachelo~thida Pfefier 1900, p, 152, 174.
Brachioteuihida Pfefier 1908, p. 62, 78.
Tracheloteuthidce Chun 1910, p. 205.
Brachioteuthida Pfefier 1912, p. 345.

Body slender, loliginiform. Fins large, rhombic. None of the suckers on either arms or tentacles
transformed to hooks; arms with two rows of suckers; tentacles with four or more rows. No fixing

apparatus. Funnel locking cartilages simple and linear. Gladius slender, con
sisting for the most part of little but the rhachis; terminating in a long pointed
cone.

FIo. 37.-Brachioteutllis
(Trachelateuthis) riisei,
dorsal viewofspecimen
[2801, from station3878,
X 2. Drown by R.

L. Hudson.

Animal small, pelagic, hyaline, extremely slender and graceful. Mantle very thin, inflated,
elongate-cylindrical; swollen at the middle and tapering to an acute slightly attenuate point posteriorly;
pallial chamber capacious, very scantily occupied by the delicate viscera. Mantle opening very wide,
due largely to the extreme length and narrowness of the neck; anterior margin sharply angled in the
medio-dorsal line, the ventra-lateral projections also well marked but somewhat less pronounced.
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Fins fairly large, a little over one-fourth as long as the mantle; each one taken singly, a little longer
than broad; barely separated in the medio-dorsalline by the narrow membrane covering the slender
gladius, which extends past them as an acute point.

Head small, flattened, elongate, distinctly wider than the stalklike neck. Eyes large, little pro
jecting; their apertures ample, with a slight obtuse anterior sinus. Funnel large, thin-walled, only
its tip protruding beyond the mantle margin; valve minute. Funicular locking cartilages simple,
with nearly straight grooves.

Arms conspicuously unequal, their order of length 2, 3, 4, I; the lateral arms not only immensely
longer than those of the dorsal and ventral pairs, but also more robust in every way; dorsal arms exceed
ingly short and weak, slightly recurved; the length of the second arms is about 5 to 6 times that of the
dorsals, the third arms about 4Y:f times, and tlie ventrals 2Y:f to 3Y:f times; lateral arms usually a little
more than half as lorig as the body, exceedingly slender and graceful, with a delicate narrow membrane
or keel along their outward aspect. Suckers small, not crowded; pedicels conical; horny rings toothed.

Tentacles more robust, thicker, and much longer than any of the arms, attaining approximately
twice the length of the second pair. Club little expanded; distal portion tapering and with a con
spicuous dorsal keel; at this region the inner face of the club bears four rows of minute suckers (horny
rings toothed), which increase regularly in size from the dorsal to the ventral row, the latter suckers
long pediceled and with a diameter about three times that of the dorsal ones; distally all the acetabula
regularly diminish in proportion, but proximally to this region those of the dorsal row about maintain
their size, the remaining rows diminishing in size but greatly increasing in number so that we hence
forth find at least eight closely crowded series of minute subequal suckers extending for perhaps a third
the length of the tentacle, after which they again thin out; two of the rows continue down the stalk
in distantly placed alternating series for another third of its length.

Gladius long, slender, consisting chiefly of the rhachis, and terminating in a delicate hollow cone;
midrib visible through the dorsal integument as a narrow horn-colored line.

Color in alcohol everywhere a very pale brownish buff, the head and eyes darker; head brown,
eyes with a slaty tone. Chromatophores sparse, pale, indistinct; a longitudinally-arranged series
extends along the dorsal aspect of the mantle on either side of the gladius.

MEASUREMENTS OF TRACHELoTEUTms RIISEI.

Number in author's register . . . .............................. .80 .80 .80 .80 .80 .80 .80

-----------------
mm. mm. mm. .,,~m. mm. tn1n. fnm.

'l'otalleilgth ........................................................ 60 59 58 58 55 55 45
Length. excluding tentacles........................................ 46 45 46 45 4 t 4 t 33
Tip vi body to base ofdorsaIarms .................................. 3' 3t 3' 3t 31 3° .6

~J~~fl::~l~ii':::.a.l:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: '5 24 '5 '3 23 23 17
6'5 6·5 7 6 6 5·5 3

Width acrossfins................................................... to 10 n 10 9·5 8'5 7
Width of mantle .................................................... 7· 5 6 7·5 7 7 7 6
Widili ofhead ...................................................... 2·5 "5 3 2·5 2·5 2·5 2
I,engthof-

Head................................... · ....................... 4 3·5 4·5 3· 5 3·5 4 3
Dorsalarm ..................................................... 3 "5 2·5 "5 • • 1·5
Secondarm..................................................... 'S 14 14 I3 I2 XI 7
Thirdarm...................................................... n XI I2 n 9 9· 5 6
Ventral arm .................................................... 7 7 7 8 7 5 3
Tentacle........................................................ 27 '5 .8 '7 '4 '4 ox

Type.-In the Copenhagen Museum. .
Type locality.-Latitude 340 40' S., longitude 7° W. (fide Hoyle).
Distribution.-North Atlantic (Lonnberg): off coast of Ireland (Hoyle, Massy); Faeroe Channel

(Fowler); Messina, Sicily (Weiss, Hoyle); Gulf of Naples (Jatta); coast of Morocco (Joubin); St. Paul
Island (de Rochebrune); Zanzibar (Pfeffer); Indian Ocean (Hoyle); west coast of New Guinea (Hoyle);
Solomon Islands (Pfeffer); Hawaiian Islands (A Ibatro$$); between Honolulu and San Francisco, California
(Albatross); Chile (Pfeffer). .
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SPECIMENS OF TRACHELOTEUTHIS RIISEI EXAMINED.

No. of Author'sspeci- Locality. . Depth. Collector. register.mens.

7 South of Lanai. ............................. Surface.... Albatross station 3873 ........ : ................ .80
I 34 Q 39/ 18" N. lat., 1320 o4'W.long .......... ... do ...... Albatross statiou 4190 ......................... .81

Remarks.-These specimens, all of which are of approximately the same size and developmental
stage as the one selected for figuring, are of interest here chiefly because they serve to extend the known
range of this curious pelagic species over a much greater area of ocean it was previously reported
to inhabit. There is small doubt that it will eventually prove to have an almost universal dispersion
in the warmer currents of the ocean.

Family OMMASTREPHIDJE Gill 1871.

Ommastrephini Steenstrup 1861, (fiide Hoyle).
Ommastrephida Gill 1871, p, 1.
Ommcstrephida Verrill 1881, p. 428.
Ommastrephini Hoyle 1886, p. 3', 16••
Ommatosrephidl£ Pfeffer 1900, p. 153, 176.
Ommatostrephidl£ Pfeffer 1908, p. 6., 87.
Ommawstrephidl£ Pfeffer 191', p, 369.

Animal usuallyof moderate size, but often of considerable dimensions; loliginiform. Fins large,
sagittate, subterminal. .Suckers in two rows on the arms, usually four rows on the clubs of the tentacles;
none of the suckers modified into hooks. Fixing apparatus a single series of modified suckers and pads
atthe base of the club. Funicular cartilages highly developed, complex; their major outlines l-shaped.
Gladius consisting of little but the rhachis throughout the greater portion of its length; terminating
posteriorly in a deep hollow cone. The occurrence of photogenic organs has not been described in any
of the genera except Hyaloteuthis.

Genus OMMASTREPHES d'Orbigny 1835.

Ommaslrephes d'Orbigny 1835, p. 45.
Ommastrepbes d'Orbigny 1845, p, 412.
Ommaws/rephes Loven: 1846 (fide Hoyle).
Ommastrephes (pars) Verrill 188na-188I, p ••67.385.
Todarodes Steenstrup 188o, p. 83 (13).
Ommawstrephes Pfeffer 1900. p, 178, 17g.
Ommastrephes Hoyle 190'. p, 198.
Ommatostrebhes Pfeffer 1908, p. Bg, g••

Ommaw#rephes Pfeffer 1912, p. 388, 438.

Funnel groove with a foveola. Horny rings of large tentacular suckers with the teeth either nearly
subequal, or with one or more of the apical dentic1es somewhat enlarged. Fixing apparatus very poorly
developed. Sucker bearing portion of tentacle extending for more than half the total length.

Type.-Loligo sagittata Lamarck 1799 (species first mentioned); a common Atlantic species.

Ommastrephes hawaiiensis Berry 1912. (PI. LIV, fig. 2.)
?Ommastrephes sloan'; Schauinsland IBgg, p. g. (listed from Laysan Island).
Ommastrephes saoittato near sloanei Berry 1909, p. 4.8 (mere locality records).

. ?Ommawstrephes Sloanei Sloanei (pars) Pfeffer 1912, p. 458.

Ommastrephes hawaiiensis Berry IgI2b, p 434. 437.

Animalloliginiform, moderate in size. Mantlecylindro-conical, widest somewhat in advance of
the middle, thence tapering very rapidly to an acute point between the fins; margin smooth and entire
above, slightly emarginate below the funnel. Fins only moderately large, triangular when taken
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FIo. 38.-0mmastrePhu hawaiiensis. ventral
view of type ['431. X)'&. Drawn by R. L.
Hudson.

singly, together broadly sagittate; posterior outlines nearlystraight, anterior ones arcuate and lobed
at the inner margin; total length a little less than two-fifths 'that of the mantle.

Head large, a little broader 'than the body; flattened above and below; bounded posteriorly by
raised thickened fleshy ridge, which is continuous with the three ear-like folds behind the eye composing

the so-called olfactory crest. Eyes large, the large lid apertures
with a small indented sinus in front.

Arms moderate, stout, squarish, little attenuate, their aver
age length about half that of the mantle; order of length in
general 2, 3, I, 4, or in younger specimens 2, 3, 1=4; not
webbed at the base, but all strongly keeled along the outer
angle, and with a narrow trabeculated membrane bordering the
margins of the sucker-bearing area; the latter attaining its max
imum along the ventral margins of the third arms, but scarcely
developed on the ventral pair. Suckers large, distant; regu
larly alternating in two series so closely appressed together that
they have rather the appearance of a single zigzag row; those
of the dorsal arms distinctly smaller than the others; those of
the lateral pairs largest, some of those near the middle of the
arm attaining a diameter
almost as great as that of
the arm itself; on the arms
of the second pair only
about 36 to 40 suckers in
all can be readily counted.
Horny rings of the larger
suckers with 19 to 21 teeth,
the upper median tooth
conspicuously the largest
and more regularly conical
in shape than the others;
those of the lower margin FIG. 39,-O:nmaslrePhes hawaiiensis ['4')
blunt and much reduced outline drawing of funnel organ, nat-

(obsolete in the smaller ural size.

suckers), the' remainder acutely pointed; an occasional very
minute denticle may be interpolated among the teeth of the
upper margin.

Tentacles stout, of moderate length, some two-thirds or
more as long as the mantle; outer margin carinate; club
slightly expanded, large, the sucker bearing area including 64
to 70 per cent of the total length of the tentacle. Suckers in
four rows; all of small size at the extremity, the ventral row
largest, thence very regularly decreasing in size dorsally; at the
middle of the club the dorsal and ventral series about equal,
but still very small and widely spaced, the suckers of the
two median rows. immensely larger (and therefore more
crowded) and basin shaped, but proximally again showing
a diminution in size; at the base of the club the central rows
terminate, the marginal series continuing past them for a short

distance down the stalk. The horny rings of the large median suckers are toothed all round, the
13 to 16 acutely-pointed curved teeth occurringin regular alternation with an equal number of wide,low,
very thin arcuate plates; upper median tooth much larger and more pointed than the others, very much
as already noted in the case of the suckers of the sessile arms. The small marginal suckers are much
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deeper above and bear about 20 teeth, which are very long, slender and acute on the upper margin
(obtuse and reduced below) and occur in alternation with minute bluntish denticles; none of the teeth
in these suckers notably larger than the others. I can not make out any pads or specially differentiated
suckers which could be construed as constituting a fixing apparatus.

Color in alcohol the usual brownish buff dotted with brown chromatophores.

MEASUREMENTS OF OMMASTREPHES HAWAllENSIS.

Number in author's register :............. .. '4' '43
(type) '44

-----------------------1---------------
mm.

• 85
'49
147
31

76
56
5°
35
50

Totallength .

r:;i?:~~~:t~~~~~:.'.'.:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Width of mantle near middle .
Widthaerossfins , , .
Extreme length of fins '" , ..
Length of fins at base .

{l;~o~ft=..... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Length of-

Right dorsal arm.. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. •60
Right second arm. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
Right third arm.. 78
Right ventral arm. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. 58
Right tentacle ' , .. . . . .. .. u8
Sucker-bearing portion of right tentacle.. . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 81
Left tentacle .
Sucker-bearing portion of left tentacle .

mm. mm. mm. mm.
.8a 195 151 '°7
'39 179 131 17'
138 107 81 105
33 '3 .1 ••
76 54 4' ........
5' 37 '7 ........
45· 5 33 •• ···· ..;8.8 •• 18
37 '5 •• '3

6. 41 .6 35
77 5° 33 4'
76 48 3' 50
60 41 .6 41

u8 67 48 80
80 43 3' 431

U9 66 5°
4~~81 44 35

Type.-Catalogue no. 214382, United States National Museum [So S. B. 243].
Type locality.-Albatross station 4177, 253 to 282 fathoms, off Kahuku Point, northwest coast of

Oahu, bottom of coral sand and foraminifera, July 25, 1902; one specimen. '
Distribution.-Hawaiian and Midway Islands (Albatross).

SPECIMENS OF OMMASTREPHES HAWAnENSIS EXAMINED.

No. of
Pa3:~~~~ Collector, Author'ssped- Locality. Remarks. register.mens.

I Honolulu ....................... ............ Albatross expedition ........ Young; badly desiccated .... '47
I Honolulu market ............... ............ ..... do ...................... .............................. 383
I Pailolo Channel.. ............... '56-·83 Albatross station 3865 ....... .Typ~'; ·'i:i.':5N~·t·. ':Mu~::C~t·.. '4'
I Off Kahuku Point, Oahu ....... '53-08. Albatross station 4U7•..••.. '43

214382.
I Off Hanamaulu, Kauai ......... '57-312 Albatross staion 413' .....•.. .............................. '44
I Off Puniawa Point, Maul. ...... :320-238 Albatross station 4°8•.......

.F;~~ 'st~~~~Ji' oi"s'.zd'd "Pi.:' '45
I Laysan Island .................. ............ Albatross hydrographic sta- '48

tion 4353. cator. .

Remarks.-This is one of the commonest Hawaiian squids and probably a species of considerable
economic value in its food relations to many sea birds and the larger fishes. Because it is so abundant
and characteristic a member of the fauna of this region, I have little doubt that the specimens listed
by Schauinsland and more recently Pfeffer from Laysan Island as O. sloanei are the same form. The
true O. sloanei, however, appears to be a somewhat different creature, as Gray expressly states that the
horny rings of the suckers have the "higher side with regularacute teeth, lower smooth" (italics mine),
while the remainder of Gray's diagnosis is so sadly incomplete or even silent regarding what should
prove to be features of the highest importance, that there seems every likelihood that other even more
striking differences will eventually appear. O. hawaiiensis is undeniably a near relative of the Japanese
O. PacificusSteenstrup, considered by many to be a synonym of O. sloanei (cf. Berry 1912b, p. 436-437),
but the specimens before me differ consistently in their more rapidly tapering body, slightly shorter
fins, much larger and wider head, very much fewer and larger suckers on the sessile arms (especially
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the second and third pairs), and the fact that the teeth of the latter are not subequal but the middle
tooth on the upper side is conspicuously larger than its neighbors, showing in this last character an
approach to the condition prevailing in the Atlantic O. sagittatus. From this resume it would appear
that O. hawaiiensisis in some respects intermediate between O. sagittatus and O. pacificus, while in a few
particulars it is somewhat different from either;

The position of O. sloanei I am now disposed to regard as more doubtful than ever, for undoubtedly
the union of O. Pacificus with it was more premature than the meager evidence would justify. The
habitatsof all three of the Pacific forms are still widely separated, and further material, particularly from
southern localities, is an important desideratum.

Genus SYMPLEC:rOTEUTHIS Pfeffer 1900.

S"mplectcteuthis Pfeffer 1900. p. 178, 180.
S"mplectottuthis Pfeffer 191', p. 388, 501.

Funnel groove with a foveola. Funicular locking cartilages fused with those of mantle on at least
one side. Horny rings of large tentacular suckers with one tooth in each quadrant much enlarged.
Sucker-bearing portion of tentacle comprising less than half the total length. Fixing apparatus com
posed of a few heavy pads and smooth-ringed suckers.

Type.-Loligo oualaniensis Lesson 1830 (monotypic); a species of the tropical Pacific.

Symplectoteuthis oualaniensis (Lesson 1830) Pfeffer 1900.
1.oliooouolaniensis Lesson 1830, p, '40. pl. I, fig.•.
Ommastrephesouolaniensis d'Orblgny 1845, p. 4'7.
Ommastrephes oualaniensis Tryon 1879, p. 180, pl. 81, fig. 368 (after d'Orbigny).
OmmastrePhes oualaniensis Schauinsland 1899, p. 9' (listed from Laysan),
S"mplectottuthis oualaniensis Pfeffer 1900, p, 180.
S"mplectottuthis oualcniensis Hoyle 1904, p. 3', fig. F.
S"mplectottuthis oualaniensis Berry 1909, p, 419 (merely listed). ,
S"mplectoteuthis oualaniensis Pfeffer 191~. p, S0'. pl. 40, 41; pI. 4', fig. 1-4.

I have seen no specimens of this species, but include it here on the authority of Schauinsland, who
found it one of three species of squid which compose a chief food for the Laysan albatross. It is an
abundant species of wide distribution, having been reported from the Red Sea, Laccadive Islands,
Japan, Australia, the Cocos Islands, and Laysan, It may be readily recognized by the compressed
arms, short tentacle club, and the fusion of the ventral mantle locking cartilages with those of the funnel.

Genus RHYNCOTEUTHION Pfeffer 1908.

Rh"ncoteuthis Chun 19°3, p, 716 (not of d'Orbigny 1847).
Rhyncoltuth;s Hoyle 1904, p. 3"

Rh"ncottuthion Pfeffer 1908, p. 88.
Rh"ncottulhis Chun 1910, p, '01.

This is a name which has been applied to various larval Ommostrephido: during the curious stage
when the tentacles are fused along a portion of their inner faces, to form in some cases an elongate pro
boscis-like organ, or in others a pincer-shaped organ. The development and relationships of the different
'forms which have been described is still so insufficiently known that it is impossible to refer them to
the proper adult form, so that it is convenient to give them provisional consideration by themselves.

Type.-No type has ever been given and but one species (R. chuni Hoyle 1904) has received a
specific name.

Rhyncoteuthion a. (PI. trn, fig. 1.)
C/. Rh"ncoteuthis chuni Hoyle 1904, p. 3', fig. G.
Ommast,ephid (young) Berry 1909 (pars), p. 419 (mere locality records).

Animal small, pelagic. Body rather short, robust, cylindrical, tapering to a blunt point posteriorly;
width of mantle in largest specimens less than half its length, in smaller examples considerably more
than half its length. Fins extremely short and broad in the larger specimens (mantle length of 20 mm.),
more rounded and very minute in the smaller, with all variations between; subterminal to terminal.
Locking cartilages typically Ommastrephid.
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Head short, broad, flattened, averaging about the same Width as the mantle. Eyes large and in
all but the largest specimens prominently protruding; lid openings with a small sinus in front.

Arms very short and stout; second and third pairs longest, ventrals shortest; a condition especially
apparent in the more minute specimens; lateral arms (especially the third pair) outwardly keeled, but
true umbrella wanting. Suckers minute, spherical, in' two series.

Tentacles but little longer than the arms, but their appearance very variable. In the. smallest
specimen seen (mantle length of 5 mm.) they are slender, fused along their inner faces for the greater
portion of their length, but free at the extreme base and at the extremities, which bear a few suckers
(3 to 4 each), one of the latter being so conspicuously larger than the remainder as to be barely visible
to the unaided eye. In slightly larger specimens (mantle length of 6.5 to 7 mrn.) the tentacles are more
completely separated but are yet fused for a short diatance near the base of the small recurved pointed
club (this is the condition typical of Hoyle's R. chuni), and minute swellings, the rudimentsoffuture
suckers, are now visible on the club distal to the large sucker and group of smaller ones mentioned above.
Soon after this (mantle length of 9 mm.) the tentacles become entirely free of one another, though still'
bent strongly inward and with the tips still recurved. Further development is now rapid and the largest
specimens show four longitudinal series of extremely minute suckers, those of the two outer rows much
smaller than the central ones and already extending down onto the short robust stalk. The four carpal
suckers are still separately distinguishable, but are now no larger than the median ones farther distad.

Color in alcohol a pale brownish buff, the chromatophores brown. The latter show a very constant
disposition, forming (r) a broad transverse girdle around the middle of the body, shading paler at its
anterior and posterior margins, and (2) an irregular dotting over the dorsal surface of the head, with a
tendency to concentrate into two dark roundish spots, one over either eye.

MnASURSMENTS OF R!iYNCOTSUTHION a.

Number in author's register .. . -55 -55 -53 Number in author's register . . . -55 -55 -53

--- ------
mm. m1n. mm. Length of-COntinued. mm. mm. mm.

Totallenfth ........................ 35 _3 II Dorsal arms ..................... 7 5· 5

_

Length 0 mantle, dorsal ............ :U·S 15 6 Second arms .................... 8+ 6'5 .+
Length of fins ....................... 4· 5 3 1·5 Third arms ..................... 8- 6 .-WIdth across fins .................... II·5 8,5 3 Ventral arms.................... 6 4 I

Width of mantle.................... 9 7· 5 5 Tentacles ....................... 10 7 ........
Width of head...................... 9· 5 8 4 Sucker bearing portion of ten-
Length of- tacles ......................... 6'.5 5 ........

Head........................... 5 4 •
SpncrMnNS OF RHYNCOTnUTHION a EXAMINnn.

No. of Author'ssped- Locality. Depth. Collector. Remarks.
mens. register.

a Off Mokapu Islet, Molokai...... Surface.... Albatross station 3889 ..••.•. Tentacles of I fused; others '49

Off Diamond Head, Oahu...... ..... do .... Albatross station 391•.•..••.
free.

I Tentacles free ............... '50
5 Between Honolulu and Laysan . ..... do .... Albatross station 39.6 ......• . .... do ...................... '55
1 Between Oahu and Kauai, ..... ..... do .... Albatross station 3980 ......• . .... do ...................... '51
1 ..... do ......................... • c••• do .... Albatross station 4010 ...•... Tentacles fused ............. '5'
1 Off Modu Manu ................ ..... do .... Albatross station 415' ..•.•.. . .... do ...................... '53

Remarks.-This is a very interesting series and very beautifully showsthe ontogenetic transition
from the small larva with proboscidiform tentacles similar to that originally figured by Chun to the
normal juvenile stage with free tentacles. Originally fused throughout practically their entire length,
these organs begin to separate at the base as growth ensues, and then gradually split apart, the carpal
region of the clubs marking the point of most persistent adhesion. Microscopical preparations show
that the integument is truly continuous at the' area of junction and that therefore the union is not merely
a mechanical one.
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Individuals of the corresponding stage in the degree of separation of the tentacles approximate
very Closely to the brief account and figure of R. chuni as given by Hoyle, and may very well be con
generic with it, although only the identification of the adults will show whether they are referable to
the same species. The fact that the suckers extend more than half way along the tentaclesof the largest
specimen affords a certain suggestion that the present series are larval Ommastrephes hauaiiensis,

Rhyncoteuthion p.
Animal small, pelagic; mantle elongate, less than half as wide as long; nearly cylindrical, slightly.

tapering, bluntly pointed posteriorly. Fins almost continuous above, minute, rounded, subterminal.
Anterior margin of mantle with a faint medio-dorsal angle; very weakly emarginate below the funnel.
Locking appartus typically Ommastrephid.

Head small, flattened; a little wider than the body. Eyes large, rounded; apertures angled in
front. Funnel short, broad, not reaching to the eye openings.

Arms very short, unequal, the ventral pair decidedly the shortest; suckers moderately large, bi
serial, obliquely placed on. short pedicels; horny rings minutely toothed.

Tentacles shorter than the arms, and remarkable in that their inner faces are fused with one another
for only a short space below the free recurved tips. When examined with a high-power lens each ten
tacle is seen to be furnished with a number of small suckers just distal to the point of fusion, one of
which is greatly larger than the others, hood shaped, distinctlypediceled, its horny ring minutely
toothed, median in position, and placed in close opposition to its mate of the other tentacle. .

Color in alcohol a pale brownish buff, the chromatophores considerably darker. There is a pair of
large rather conspicuous chromatophores transversely placed on the dorsal aspect of the head.

MEASUREMENTS OF RHYNCOTEUTffiON p.

'totallength .
Length of mantle, dorsal•............•...•..............
Width of mantle•.•••.•••••••••••.••••.••.....•..•.••...
Width of head .
Length of head .

mm.
H. 5 Width across fins .

8 Length of fins : .
3 Length of second arms ..

3.5 Length of tentacles .

mm.
3

1'5
'·5
1·5

Material examined.-The single specimen was taken from the surface Albatross station 3930, lati
tude 25° 071 N., longitude 170° 501 W., between Honolulu and Laysan Island (S. S. B. 246).

~emarks.-The unique specimen forming the subject of the foregoing account is a minute squid
at once distinguishable from the preceding by its elongate more pointed body and entirely' different
arrangement of the chromatophores. The curious pair of large opposite suckers on the tentacles may
merely represent the first of these structures to becomefully differentiated, but their entire aspect is
rather that of some temporary larval adaptation.

Family CHIROTEUTHID£ Gray 1849.

Chi,oteuthidm Gray 1849, p, 36, 4',
Chi,oteuthidm Verrill 1881, p. 430.
Chi,oteuthidm Pfeffer 1900. p. 153, 183.
Chi,oteuthidm Chun 1910. p, '16.
Chi,oteuthidtE Pfeffer 19H, S39.

Body soft and semigelatinous or somewhat membranous. Mantle elongate, terminating in an acute
and often slender point. Fins large. Head elongate; "olfactory tubercle" stalked. Arms with two
rows of suckers, the ventral pair usually conspicuously the longest and largest. Tentacles very long,
the stalk without suckers; club with four or more rows of suckers; none of the suckers on either arms or
tentacles modified into hooks. Funicular locking cartilages broad, deeply grooved, usually more or
less ear-shaped. Gladius slender, with weak narrow wings and a long cone. Photogenic organs may
occur over the outer surface of the body, on the eyeball, or within the pallial chamber; frequently
absent.
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Subfamily MASTIGOTEUTHINB (Verrill 1881) Chun 1908.

M astiqoUulhidm Verrill I88IQ. p. 100.

M astiqoteuthinaJ Chun 1908.p. 87.

M astiqoteuthinaJ Chun 1910. p ••19. '.0.
M astiqot...thinaJ Pfeffer 1912. p. 540. 608.

Olfactory tubercle or papilla short-stalked. Tentacles long and slender; club not expanded and
without glandular swellings at tip. Photogenic organs in some cases numerously developed over the
entire integument, sometimes lacking; no photophores upon the eyeball or within the pallial chamber.

Genus MASTIGOTEUTmS Verrill 1881.

Mastiqot...this Verrill I88IQ. p. 100.

Mastiqot.uthis Pfeffer 1900. p. 184. 187.

Mastiqoteuthis Chuu 1910. p. '20.

Mastiqoteuthis Pfeffer 191•• p. 609.

The characters of this genus coincide with those of the subfamily of which it is the only known
representative.

Type.-Mastigoteuthis Agassizii Verrill 1881 (monotypic); a North Atlantic species.

Mastigoteuthis (?) famelica (Berry 1909) Pfeffer 1912. (PI. tzr, fig. 6-8.)

Chirot ...this /amelica Berry 1909, PP. 414. 419. fig. 8.

M astiqot...this (') /amelica Pfeffer 191', p. 624.

Animal small, graceful, its outlines attenuate. Mantle cylindrical, extremely long and narrow;
gradually tapering for a little more than half its length, then becoming suddenly constricted to continue
as an exceedingly slender and delicate spit extending between the fins and somewhat exceeding them
posteriorly; anterior margin sinuous, inflated, projecting in an obtuse point in the medio-dorsal Iine,
Fins enormous, leafiike, not lobed; at the base relatively thick and fleshy, but thin at the margins;
each one about three times as long as wide and extending for a little more than half the length of the
mantle; separated only by that portion of the slender posterior extension of the mantle which covers the
delicate gladius; in front the attached margins extend well forward on the dorso-lateral surfaces of the
main body.

Head small, narrower than the body except across the eyes, whence it rapidly tapers to the narrow
elongate neck (the neck is rather longer than wide); dorsal and ventral surfaces flattened. Eyes large,
rounded, conspicuous, somewhat protruding; very anterior in position. "Olfactory papilla" short,'but
possibly not well represented in the present specimen. Funnel small, broadly conical, not quite reach
ing to the eyes. Funicular locking cartilages deep, ear-shaped, with ridges to correspond on the inner
surface of the mantle.

Arms, except the ventrals, extremely short in proportion to the length of the body; decidedly
unequal, the order of relative length being 4,2,3, 1. Ventral arms enormously developed, about three
times as long as the others and half as long as the body; squarish;" sucker-bearing surface very narrow
in proportion to the total diameter of the arm and furnished with two alternating rows of distant minute
slender pediceled suckers, the horny rings of the latter minutely toothed. Remaining arms more nearly
of a length, the dorsal pair a little the shortest and weakest; their suckers slightly larger and more
crowded. All the arms obscurely keeled. Umbrella and lateral membranes wanting.

Tentacles missing.
Gladius extremely long and slender, the posterior cone terminating in a long needle-like point;

visible through the dorsal integument as a dark medio-longitudinal Iine,
Color in alcohol a pale brownish buff; chromatophores brown but very sparsely distributed. Such

portions of the outer integument as remain intact are devoid of photogenic organs, and I have not
succeeded in identifying any of these structures upon the eyeball.
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mm.
Tip of body to tip of ventral arms 64
Tip of body to base of dorsal arm '. . .. .. .. . . . 44
Tip of body to medio-dorsal margin of mantle 39
Extreme length of fins. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. 21
Length of fins at base. '" 2I

Width across fins 14· 5
Width of mantle , .. . .. . .. . 4

mm·
Width of head. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . 4
Length of-

Head 5
Dorsal arm. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 5
Second arm.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 6. 5
Thlrdarm 5.5
Ventral arm. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . '0

Type.-Catalogue no. 214314, United States National Museum [So S. B. 260].
Type locality.-Albatross station 3989, 385 to 733 fathoms, bottom of coral sand and rock, vicUrityof

Kauai Island, June II, 1902; a single specimen.
. Material examined.-The type is unfortunately unique.

Remarks.-Although the whole aspect of this species is suggestive of Chiroteuihis rather than Masii
qoteuthis, the short olfactory papilla and the apparent absence of photophores on either the eyes or the
ventral arms preclude its reference to that genus as I had originally placed it. On the other hand, it
seems to have little in common with the remarkable M. agassizii Verrill, which is the type species of the
latter genus. Verrill's species is notable for the extremely rich development of photogenic organs over
the entire outer integument, and possesses other features which induce me to believe that it will
eventually prove generically distinct from almost all the more recently described species usually
associated with it. Even from the latter forms the present species is strikingly different, and as the
condition of the single specimen is confessedly not all that might be desired, besides being very likely
immature, it may be that better material may after all accomplish its restoration tn Chiroteuthis,

In purely superficial characters M. famelica seems nearer to C. pellucida Goodrich of the Bay of
Bengal than to any other form of either genus known to me, but differs in the much larger fins, shorter
neck, more poorly developed arms, and a number of other characters. Both species are remarkable for
their gaunt slender body, and to this feature is due the specific name of the Hawaiian form.

Family CRANCHIIDJE (Prosch 1847).
Cronchida: Prosch 1847. p. 19.
Crenchiada:Gray 1849. p, 37.
CranchicuformesSteenstrup 1861 (fide Hoyle).
Desmoteu.thidaJ Verrill 1881. p, 300.
CranchiidaJ P. Fischer 1882. p. 340.

CranchiidaJ Pfeffer 1900. p. 154. 188.
CranchiidaJ Chun 1906. p, 82.
CranchiidaJ Pfeffer 1908. p, 63. 101.
CranchiidaJ Chun 1910, p. 299.
CranchiidaJ Pfeffer 191•• p. 636.

Mantle border firmly fused with the head in the nuchal region and with the base of the funnel on
either side. Body usually membranous and transparent; nearly colorless. Eyes usually large, often
pedunculate. Sessile arms with two rows of suckers only; tentacles with four rows of suckers, which
frequently extend down the stalk for the greater portion of its length; hooks may occur on the tentacle
club, but only in one or two genera. Photogenic organs may be numerously developed on the ventral
aspect of the eyeball, may occur within the pallial chamber, or may be entirely absent.

Genus LIOCRANCHIA Pfeffer 1884.

Liocranchia Pfeffer 1884. p. 25.
Liocranchia Chun 1906. p. 84.
Liocranchia Chun 1910. p, 303. etc.
Liocranchia Pfeffex 1912. p, 644. 66$.

Mantle thin, saccular; often much inflated. Fins of rounded outline. terminal, small to moderate
in size. Two diverging series of small conical cartilaginous tubercles extend back from the ventral
point of fusion of the mantle and funnel on either side; in some forms a similar series may be present
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along the media-dorsal line of the mantle. Eyes large, sessile; a row of four large oval photophores on
the ventral aspect. Left ventral arm hectocotylized.

Type.-Liocranchia Brockii Pfeffer 1884 (species first named)=L. reinhardtii (Steenstmp), a species
of very wide distribution,

Liocranchia globulus Berry 1909. (PI. r.nr, fig.a-a.)

C,anchia (Lwcrallchia) olobula Berry '909, p, 4'5. 4'9, fig. 9.
Liocranchia reinhardtii' (pars) Chim '9'0, p. 336, 337.
Lwcranchia lllobulu$ Pfeffer 1912, p, 666. 674.

Animal small, pelagic. Body almost completely spherical; short, rounded, the maximum diameter
almost but not quite equal to the length; mantle truncate in front, suddenly constricted posteriorly
and tapering rapidly to an acute point which forms the base of attachment for the fins. Mantle mainly
smooth; very thin and membranous; anterior margin passing in three even nearly equal curves from
each point of attachment to the next; the latter three in number and aboutequidistant, the ventral points
of fusion with the base of the funnel being about as far separated from one another as either is from the
nuchal attachment. At the extreme mantle margin the position of each point of attachment is marked
extemally by a series of small projecting cartilaginous tubercles of acutely conical shape; the dorsal
series is a close succession of at least 48 tubercles in single file, forming a narrow cartilaginous ridge
along the anterior two-thirds of the media-longitudinal line, a wedge-shaped area forming the posterior
continuation of this ridge being hyaline and bare; the ventral series are each double, forming a A-shaped
ridge having its apex at the margin, and with about 20 minute tubercles of two sizes in more or less
irregular altemation in each line, flanked at the anterior end by parallel rows of two or three smaller
tubercles on each side. (pl. mr, fig. 2). The divergence 'between the diverging arms of these ventral
series is somewhat less than 90 degrees.

Fins small, thin; very short and broad,' so that the outline of each is roughly circular; separated
only by the minute posterior protrusion of the mantle, beyond which they extend for perhaps a third
of their length; base of attachment only about one-half the total length.

Head minute; exceedingly short and broad; little projecting beyond the mantle. Eyes large,
prominent; lid apertures very small, constricted; a series of four rather large oval photophores is
visible on the inner ventral periphery upon the removal of the outer integument; they are subequal
in size, very closely placed, and to all appearances essentially similar under a low power lens. A
.very large transparent fingerlike "olfactory papilla" has its origin from the outer integument just
back of the eyelid opening. Funnel short, broad, well projecting beyond the mantle, and with a
noticeable ventral flexion not far from the tip.

Arms short, poorly developed; unequal, the relative order of length 3, 4, 2, 1; dorsal pair decidedly
the shortest and weakest, bearing only 6 to 8 pairs of suckers (largest near the base); second and fourth
pairs more nearly equal, each second arm with about 9 pairs of suckers; third pair much the largest
and longest, bearing 12 or more pairs of suckers. Umbrella present but poorly developed; extending
between the dorsal arms for nearly half their length, and not exceeding this width between any of
the arms; apparently absent between the arms of the ventral pair, and nearly so between these and
the third pair. Suckers exceedingly minute, pedunculate; in two regularly alternating rows; homy
rings apparently smooth, but this feature is somewhat difficult to ascertain.

Tentacles stout, smoothly cylindrical, much thicker and heavier than the arms; nearly as long
as the mantle. .Clubs little expanded, tapering to a bluntish point, lightly keeled, and furnished
with a narrow delicate swimming membrane along each margin. Suckers minute, pedunculate; on
the club in four rather crowded rows; largest near the middle of the club, very minute distally, and
also proximally, where they gradually become more widely spaced, each row in the meanwhile tending
to press in toward the center, so that there soon appear to be but two rows which continue down the
stalk for about two-thirds of its entire Iength:« aperture of suckers small; horny rings apparently
smooth, but surrounded by radial paplllee.

a In the smallest specimen. these suckers extend practically to the base of the stalk:
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Color of preserved specimens a semitranslucent grayish white, probably colorless or opalescent

in life. Chromatophores light brown in color: few in number; minute; most evident are a number
of very small ones scattered over the posterior portion of the ventral surface of the mantle in advance
of the fins; there is also a transverse series forming a slightly irregular semicircle on the ventral aspect
a little distance back of the mantle margin. Two longitudinal series of distantly placed chromatophores
extend along each tentacle.

MSASURnMSNTS OF LIOCRANCHIA GLOBUI,US.

Number in author's register............ •6. .8. Number in author's register............ • 6• .8•

---
mm. mm. mm. mm.

Total length (mantle distended) ............. 45 aa Width across fins ............................ 7 4
Tip of body to tip of third arms (mantle dis- Width of head ........ ; ...................... 4·5 ........

tended) .....•.............................. .6 x4 Length 01-
Dorsal length of mantle, exclusive of fins Head .................................... • ........

(distended) ................................ .0 rr Dorsal arms.............................. x ........
Dorsal length of mantle, exclusive rj. fins (not Second arms............................. r. 5 ........

distended) ..•.............................. i5 ........ Third arms ................. ;'............ 3 ........
Maximum width of mantle (distended) ...... X9 xo Ventral arms ............................ • ........
Extreme length of fins ....................... 4 • Tentacle................................. X9 9
Length of fins at base ........................ • ........ Tentacle club ............................ 4 ........

Type.-Catalogue No. 214315, United States National Museum [S.S. B. 262].

Type locality.-A.lbatross station 3878, surface, south of Lanai and west of Kaboolawe, April :1:4,

:1:902; two specimens.
Distribution.-Hawaiian Islands (Albatross).

SPECIMENS OF LIOCRAN.CHIA GLOBUI,US EXAMINED.

Num-
berof Locality. Depth. Collector. Remarks. Author's
sped- register.
mens.

x Off Molokini Islet, south of La- Surface .... Albatross station 3878.....•. U. S. Nat. Mus., Cat .•X43X5; .6.
nai and west of Kahoolawe. type•

x .....do .......................... ...do ....... .....do ....................... Cotype...................... .8.
r Between Kauai and Oahu...... ...do....... Albatross station 4009 • • • • • • . .............................. .63

Remarks.-8hould this curious form prove to be a valid species, it adds one further member to
the very remark.able group of aberrant squids which comprise the family -Cranchiida. The inflated
saccular mantle here reaches practically the greatest attainable maximum of rotundity, so that a
specimen looks not unlike a bubble having a few appendages of small size at either pole. - The nearest
ally of our species is sell-evidently the L. reinhardtii (Steenstrup), with which indeed it is united by
Chun, but the latter possesses the characteristic inflation only in vastly less degree. Lonnberg (I897,

p. 6u) has considered rotundity to be a condition in L. reinhardtii attendant upon immaturity and
has given figures of an unusually large specimen which is almost loliginiform.However, the largest
of the Albatross specimens is no whit less spherical than the youngest, and in this feature no figures
or measurements of L. reinhardtii which I can find on record show close approach to any of them. On
the other hand our knowledge of the limits of variation in these forms, either living or after preservation,
is still very far from complete, and Chun's suggestion that this extreme state of inflation is due to a
sharp contraction of the circular muscles around the mantle opening at the moment the animals were
killed may prove to be the true explanation. Should this be so, it is somewhat curious that all three
of the specimens before me chanced to be overwhelmed by the preserving fluid at exactly the same
moment of contraction. It is believed that the drawings show the true condition with a very fair
degree of accuracy, as in each case the mantle of the specimen was carefully distended by means of a
pipette without the exertion of undue pressure, and an attempt was even made to keep the specimens
so inflated suspended freely in the alcohol while tIre more importantmeasurements were being taken.
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In all other respects the Hawaiian form is essentially similar to L. reinhardtii except that (I) the
number of cartilaginous tubercles in the dorsal series is somewhat less than given by Lonnberg for
the specimen described by him, although more numerous in the ventral series; (2) the fins are conspic
uously smaller; and (3) according to Pfeffer the statement that the latter are "flanked near the anterior
end by parallel rows of two or three smaller tubercles on either side" does not hold with respect to
the older species.

Genus MEGALOCRANCHIA Pfeffer 1884.

M eaclocrenchla Pfeffer 1884, p. 24.
Desmoteuthis Plefier 1900, p. '9' (not 01Verrill 1881).
Desmoteuthis Chun 1906, p, 85.
Desmoleulhis'Chun '9'0, p. 304. 356.
Meualocranchia Pfeffer '9'2, p, 645, 7u.
M eualocranchia Berry 1912C. p. 644

Body cask-shaped, membranous, transparent, very weakly pigmented. Fins oval, longer than
broad, overreaching the extremity of the body. Eyes large, rotund, protruding, sessile; on the ventral
surface of each a very large semicircular photogenic organ, with a smaller crescent-shaped organ just
in front. Arms with two rows of suckers; tentacles with four rows of suckers which extend along the
greater portion of the stalk; none of the suckers modified into hooks; no fixing apparatus. Photogenic
organs wanting except on the eye as stated.

Type.-MegalocTanchia maxima Pfeffer 1884 (monotypic); described from the Cape of Good Hope.

Megalocranchia fisheri (Berry 19°9) Pfeffer 1912. (PI. LIII, fig. 5, 6; pI. LV, fig. 2.)
Helicocranchia fisheri Berry 1909, p, 417.
XenoteuthisfisheriBerry '909, p. 419 (error).
Meualocranchiafisheri Pfeffer Igl~,p. 718.
M eualocranchiafisheri Berry 19'2C, p. 644.

Animal small, body somewhat barrel-shaped. Mantle smooth. tough, membranous, saccular, thin,
very much inflated; largest at a point nearly midway between the head and fins; somewhat tapering
anteriorly and to a greater .degree posteriorly, where it becomes at last suddenly constricted, termi
nating in a short, slender, spitlike point extending between the fins and serving as their base of attach
ment; maximum width of mantle probably about half its length.a

Fins rather small, thin; each semicircular, almost exactly half as wide as long, and a little over
a quarter the length of the mantle; almost continuous posteriorly and separated along the median line
only by the thread of integument covering the slender hinder extremity of the gladius.

Head very short and broad; slightly concave above and below; relatively very large, due to the
enormous globular eyes which are only faintly constricted at the base; lid openings very small, puck
ered, so elevated as to appear almost papilliform. Mantle attached firmly to the head in the nuchal
region and also to the base of the funnel on either side. Funnel large, thin-walled. conical, broad at
the base; extremity not quite reaching the base of the ventral arms; aperture ample, with a caplike
upper lip. Funnel organ difficult to distinguish with certainty.

Arms short, robust, fleshy, the longest less than one-third the length of the mantle; unequal, the
order of length 3=4,2, I; umbrella wanting; all the arms outwardly keeled and provided with a very
delicate trabeculated marginal membrane, which attains by far its best development on the arms of
the third pair; the latter in every way larger than the others and with larger suckers. Suckers biserial,
closely placed, regularly alternating to the tip; oblique, hood-shaped; apertures wide; horny rings (at
least on third arms) scarcely dentate, but very minutely and beautifully crenulate on the upper border,
nearly smooth below.

a '1'he mantle is much wrinkled and contracted in this specimen. especially ventrally (where the distance from the tip of
the body to the mantle margin is much less than it is dorsally), thus precluding the possibility of accurate measurement or exact
statement of relative proportions. This condition is probably wholly due to the action of the preserving fluid.
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Tentacles rather short, stout. about twice as long as the arms. as compared with which they are
larger and heavier in every way; stalks nearly cylindrical. Clubs large. well expanded; bordered by
a narrow frill-like web or keel along either margin of the sucker-bearing area, supplemented dorsally
by a wider gracefully crenulate membrane which has its origin outside the former and lies parallel
to it along the distal two-thirds of the club. Suckers small, in four distinct but rather crowded rows
on the club; the two median series slightly the larger, but the suckers in all four rows attaining their
maximum near the middle of the club; distally they gradually diminish in size, and also proximally,
where they steadily become more widely spaced, extending down the flattened inner surface of the
stalk for about half its length (exclusive of the club); the four-rowed condition really persists throughout,
but on account of the tendency of the various series to press in toward the center at the same time with
the increase in interspacing of the suckers, the arrangement soon appears to be biserial and maintains
this appearance throughout most of the length of the stalk. Proximal to the point where the marginal
mem brane of the club comes to an end some 20 to 23 of these alternating pairs of suckers may be counted.
Horny rings of the larger suckers minutely dentate on the upper margin with 12 to 14 sharp-curved
elongate teeth, which become nearly or quite obsolete below.

Color of preserved specimen a soiled semi translucent white. Chromatophores very minute and
sparsely distributed; they apparently exhibit no very definite arrangement.

Two large photogenic organs form a conspicuous brownish patch nearly covering the ventral sur
face of each eyeball and visible even through the outer integument which overlies them. The larger
is roughly semicircular in outline, its flatter anterior margin somewhat concave, and with the convex
side of the crescent-shaped smaller organ closely applied within it. The outline of both organs is in
the main similar to those of D. pellwcida as figured by Chun, but considerably more elongate.

MnASURnMnNTS of MnGALOCRANCHIA FISHltRI.

mm.
'rotallength 73
Length 01mantle (dorsal) 47
Maximum width 01mantle 23
Uxtreme length 01fins , 12·5

Width across fins , 12· S
Length 01head (median)................................. 4
WidUIof!readacrosseyes '5
Length 01-

Right dorsal arm. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . 6
Lelt dorsal arm...................................... 6

Length 01- mm.
Right second arm.................................... 8
Left second arm , 8
Right third arm " 13
Left third arm 12

Rightventral arm. . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. U

Le!tventralarm "'S
'tentacle '7
Sucker-bearing area 01tentacle , 18
Tentaclecluh 8
Funnel. 8

Type.-Catlliogue No. 214316, United States National Museum (S. S. B. 106).
Type locality.-A lbatrossstation 3883, 277to 284fathoms, bottom of globigerina ooze, off Mokuhooniki

Islet, Pailolo Channel, April 16, 19°2; one specimen.
Distribution.-Hawaiian Islands (Albatross).
Material cxamined.-The,type is unique.
Remarks.-This species is a typical Megalocranchia, showing exceedingly close affinity to both the

M. maxima Pfeffer and the more recently described M. pellucida (Chun). The latter species is peculiar
in that the horny rings of the tentacular suckers are bluntly toothed, lacking the long acute teeth which
are characteristic of both the other species. The following rather trivial features distinguish M. fisheri
from M. maxima: (I) The longer tentacles. (2) The longer ventral arms. In his description of M. maxima
Pfeffer says regarding the arms that "4 und 2 sind wenig verschieden;" while in the present species
the disproportion between the arms of these pairs is conspicuous. In my first diagnosis I gave the
arm formula as 4, 3, 2, I. In reality this is true of the left side only, the right arms standing 3,4, :I, I,

but in both cases the difference between the third and ventral arms is so slight as scarcely to be worth
602890-Bull. 32-14--23
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Body elongate, bag shaped. Fins small, oval; narrowed or even
pedunculate at base; little or not at all united posteriorly. Eyes large,
elevated on short stalks. Arms rather long, with two rows of suckers; no
hooks. Funnel enormous, extending well past the head and eyes.

Type.-11elicocranchia Pfefferi Massy 1907 (monotypic); described from
off the coast of Ireland.

Chun has referred this genus to Desmoteuthis (i. e. Megalocranchia),
but it seems to me to be rather nearer to Owenia (Teuthowenia Chun),
from which it differs most conspicuously in the more rounded eyes and
enormous development of the funnel.

Helicocrenchia Massy 1907, p. 382.
Helicoc,anchia Massy 1909, p. 34.
Desmoieuthis (pars) Chun 1910, p, 30'. 357.
Teuthuwenia (llelicocranchia) Pfeffer 1912, p, 74'. 750.

FiG. 40.-Helicocranchia sp,
ventral view of specimen [.61)
from the vicinity of Kauai,
partially restored. X s, In
this figure the mantle is
scarcely represented as suffi
ciently elonzate and tlxe arms
are probably shown as much
too short and stocky.

mentioning, so that the formula is perhaps preferably stated as 3=4,2, I. (3) The horny rings of the
tentacular suckers have 12 to 14 instead of 10 teeth on the upper margin. These are none of them very
great differences, but seem sufficient, together with the widely separate habitats of the two forms, to
render their union unjustifiable until a better representation of each is available for study.

My original reference of this species to Helicocranchia was certainly ill advised, our species differing
conspicuously in the larger, more elongate nonpedunculate fins, spitlike posterior continuation of the
mantle, much smaller funnel, and very much larger unstalked eyes.

The discovery of this species very greatly extends the known geographical range of the little group
of typical Megalocranchia, but even yet the distribution of the various species is of interest because of

the continuity of the respective regions occupied by them. Beginning
with M. pellucida in the south Atlantic, the remaining species form a geo
graphic chain extending more than halfway around the globe. M. maxima
is known only from the Cape of Good Hope, M. abyssicola Goodrich from
the waters of the Indian peninsula, and the present species from the
Hawaiian Islands. Because of its occupancy of so distant and isolated a
region, the Hawaiian species might be expected to be the most highly
differentiated member of the group, but such is very far from being the
case. On the other hand M. abyssicola seems in many ways peculiar and
not SO closely allied to any of the other three forms as they are to one
another.

Ithas been a pleasure to associate with this interesting species the name
ofmy friend, Dr. Walter K. Fisher, who, as a member of the staff of the
Albatross during the Hawaiian explorations, had no small part in the
duties of caring for and preserving the present material.

Genus HELICOCRANCHIA Massy 1907.

Helicocranchia species?
C,anchijd species, Berry 1909. p. 419 (mere locality record).

A single sadly dilapidated specimen of some cranchiid approaching very close to this genus was
taken at Albatross station 4001, 230 to 277 fathoms, off Kapuai Point, Kauai [So S. B. 261]. It is too
fragmentary for satisfactory determination, but has been made the subject of the following notes:

Mantle much wrinkled and distorted; its outline in general elongate, swollen, cask -shaped; tapering
behind to a point; anterior margin fused with head in the nuchal region and on either side of the funnel
as usual in the group; width of mantle about a third the length. Fins very small, separate, delicate;
attaclted for the anterior half of their inner margins to the minute and sharp membranous point which
forms the posterior termination of the mantle.

Head small. Eyes moderately small, projecting forward upon very short club-shaped stalks. Fun
nel enormous, reaching far beyond the head and more conspicuous than any other structure in the ante
rior region of the body; heavy walled and inflated; aperture large.
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Sessile arms very slender and delicate; the third pair much the longest, the second pair next in
length, and the dorsal and ventral pairs very minute. Suckers small, but not in relation to the size of
the arms; biserial'; umbrella and swimming membranes absent.

Tentacles decollated; the stumps heavy, fleshy, brittle, without traces of suckers.

MEASUREMENTS OF HELICOCRANCHIA SPECIES?

mm.
Length of mantle, dorsal. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36
Width of mantle.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. II ?
Extreme length of fins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Length of fins at base. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '.
Width across fins .

lnnl.
Length of dorsal ann.. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. 4

Second arm.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . ... 9
'third arm. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. II

Ventral arm '" . . . . .. . .. . .. 4
Funnel along medio-ventral line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.5

The specimen i~ minus the major portion of both tentacles, the eyes and arms have become detached
(although preserved in the bottle), and the remaining portions otherwise mutilated, so that it does not
seem wise to attempt to attach any specific name, although a new species is undoubtedly represented.
The great resemblance in general form to Helicocranchia Pfefferi as described and figured by Miss Massy
(19°9, p. 34) is such that I have little hesitation in assuming that the present specimen is referable to
the same genus, although the more broadly attached fins, lack of suckers on the stumps of the tentacles,
and various minor details indicate that at any rate the two are not conspecific. If this identification
be correct, the genus is now reported for the first time from the Pacific, the type species being known
only from a single specimen dredged off the coast of Ireland. Were it not for the immense funnel the
aspect would be almost that of an Ouenia. The accompanying drawing is very unsatisfactory because
of the difficulty and uncertainty pursuant to any endeavors to straighten out the wrinkled mantle
and reconstruct fragmentary parts, but it seems worth while to offer it for whatever it may be worth.
The mantle is probably not represented as sufficiently elongate, and the arms are considerably too short
and stout.

I.ARVAI. OEGOPSID.

An undetermined larval oegopsid of minute size is in the collection from Albatross station 38°3, from
a depth of SO fathoms, between the Erben Bank and Kaiwi Channel [So S. B. 387).
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TABLE IV.

STATIONS AT WHICH CEPHALOPODS WERE TAKEN DURING THE 1902
HAWAIIAN CRUISE OF THE "ALBATROSS", WITH AN INVENTORY OF THE
SPECIES COLLECTED AT EACH.

- ._u --

Sta-I Surface Bottom
tion Locality. Date Depth. tern- tern- Character of bottom. Species taken and num-
num- (1902). pera- pera... ber of specimens.
ber. ture, ture.

--- -_. -_.._----~_•.._--- -- - ~_..--,--~_._-_.,..- ----------

Fathoms. • F. • F .
3799 29° 22' N .• 139031' W' I be- Mar. 18 Surface. 65 ........ .......................... 4 'I'remnctnpus violaceus.

tween Erben Bank and
Kaiwi Channel.

380. 27° 4' IS" N., 144° 18' 30" Mar. .0 ISO ........ ........ ·........... .............. I lar val Octopod.
W dbetween Erben Bank
an Kaiwi Channel.

3803 2So ~9' 45" No, 147 0 41' Mar. os 50 ........ ........ .......................... I Iar va1Decapod.
45' W., between Erben
Bank and Kaiwi Chan-
nel.

38.1 South coast of Oahu....... Mar. 31 Surface. 76 ........ .......................... I Polypusp, I Euprymna
scolopes,

38'9 Oft' Avalu Point, Lanai. .. _ Apr. 1 Surface. 75 ........
·ii;o~xi '';':ud; 's;'-xid:::::::

1 Euprvmna scolopes.
383' South Coast of Oahu ....... Apr. 2 153-14' 76 ........ 1 Stoloteuthis iris.
3837 South coast of Molokai, .... Apr. 3 Surface. 76 ........ .......................... 1 Polypusp.
3843 .....do ..................... Apr. 4 Surface. 75 ........ .......................... I Pclypus c,
3846 .....do ..... _............... Apr. 8 Surface. 76 ........ .......................... I Euprvmna scolopcs.
3849 .....do ..................... ...do ..... Surface. 76 ........

·iii;':'; s~;':d: y';liow '';':ud: :
I Polypus r .

3856 Pailolo Channel between Apr. 9 127 74 66,5 1 Euprymna scolopes, I
Maui and Molokai. Sceeurgus patagiatus .

3857 .....do ..................... ...do ..... 127-128 74 6•. 5 . ....do .................. I Argonauta sp., 1 Eu-

.....do ..................... Fine sand, gray mud....
prvmna scolopes,

3858 ...do ..... 128-138 74 61·5 1 Scseurgus patagiatus.
3859 .....do ..................... ...do ..... 138-140 74 60•• Fine sand, mud ......... 1 Euprymna seolopes .
3865 .....do ..................... Apr. 10 256- 283 76 45 Fine volcanic sand, rock . 1 Onunastrephes hawaii-

ensls.
3878 South of Lanai and west of Apr. 14 Surface. 77 ........ .......................... 5 'l'remoctopus violaeeus,

Kahoolawe. 7 Brachioteuthis riisei

PaHolo Channel between Globigerina ooze ........
2 Liocranchia globula.

3883 Apr. 16 '77-284 76 45· • I Megalocranchia fisheri,
Maui and Molokai.

3889 North coast ofMolokai. .... Apr. 17 Surface. 74 ........ .......................... 3 Euprvmua scolopes, •
Auau Channel between Apr. 1:;t~130 Sand, pebbles, broken

Rhyncoteuthlon a.
3896 '9 74 6J. I I Euprymna scolopes,

Maui and Lanai. shells.
3898 Pailolo Channel between ...do ..... 258-084 74 44·1 Brown globigerinamud, I Laetmoteutlxis lugu-

Maui and Molokal. fine sand. bris,
3900 .....do ..................... ...do ..... •83-.80 75 43·9 .. ...do ................ 1 Heteroteuthis hawaii-

North coast of Molokai.. ... Apr. Surface.
ensis.

3904 30 75 ........ .......................... I Laetmoteuthis Iugu-

.....do ..................... ...do ..... Surface.
bris.

3905 75 ........ .......................... 2 Polypus p, I Polypus r.

South coast of Oahu ....... May Surface.
13 Euprymna seolcpes.

3907 5 75 ........ .......................... 1 Polypusp.
39II .....do ..................... ... do ..... Surface. 76 .. ...... .......................... I Polypusp.
3912 .....do ..................... ...do ..... Surface. 76 .... . . .. ·. ... . .................... 1 Polypus P. 1 Rhynco-

..... do ..................... May Surface.
teuthion a•

39 21 6 75 ........ .......................... 3 Polypus a, • Polypus p.
39.6 21° 13' N., 158043' W., be- May 10 Surface.

I
7S ........ ·................... .. . ... 3 Tremoctopus vlolaceus,

tween Hoaoluluand Lay- I PolypusP. 1 Euprvm-
san. na seolopes, I Abraliop-

sis (iuv, ),5 Rhyncoteu-

::uo 31' N., 161
0 is' w.. be-

thion a.
39'7 May II Surface. 76 ........ .......................... 1 Argonauta biittgeri.

tweenHonolu u and Lay-
san.

39'9 23° 19' No, 166° 54' Wo, be- May 13 Surface. 75 ........ .......................... I "rremoctopus violaeeus.
tween Honoluluand Lay-
san. ,
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TABI-E IV-Continued.
Stations at which Cephalopods were taken during the I902 Hawaiian cruise of the" Albatross ", with an

inventory of the species collected at each-Continued.

Sta.
tion

num
ber.

l ..ocallty. Date
(1902). Depth.

Surface !Bottom
tem- tern-
pera- pera-
ture. ture,

Character of bottom, Species taken and DUma
ber of specimens.

--~-----1----·1--- --- ------- ..---._-.--_._- ---------

4039 West coast of HawaiI. ..... July ro- 670-697
II.

407I Northeast and north coast July I9 5'-56
of Maui.

4°73 .....do ..................... ...do..... 69-78

4079 .....do ..................... July OI I43-I78
4080 .....do ..................... ...do ..... 220-038

4086 .....do ..................... ... do ..... Surface.
4087 Northeastapproach to Pai- ...do ..... 308-306

1010Channel.
4088 .....do ..................... ...do ..... 306-297

4089 .....do ..................... ...do ..... 297-3°4

4095 .....do .................... July •• '90-286

4102 Pailolo Channel between July '3 I2~-I32

Maui and Molokai.
4103 .....do .................... ...do ..... 132-141

41°5 Kaiwl Channel between July '4 3I4-335
Molokaiand Oahu.

4IIO .....do ..................... ...do ..... 449-460
4II7 Northwest coast of Oahu .. July '5 .82-'53

4122 Southwest coast of Oahu.•. July .6 192-35:3
4I30 Vicinity of Kaual. ......... Aug. I 283- 309
4132 .....do ..................... ...do ..... 257-3 1 2

3980 Between Honolulu lind June 9
Kaual.

3989 Vicinity of Kaual. . . . . . .... June II

1 Screurgus patagiatus,

I Polypus [1.9 Euprymna
scolopes, I Rhyncoteu
thion a.

I Heteroteuthis hawaii
ensis, I 'tcleoteuthis
compacta, I Mastigo
teuthis (I) famelica,

1 Helicocranchia sp,
a Polypus c.

1 Llocranchia globula.
4 Tremoctopus violaceus,

5 Euprymna scolopes,
I Rhyncoteuthion a .

7 Tremoctopus violaceus,
1 Polypus [1.

10 Polypus marmoratus,
3 Polypus ornatus, 1

Polypus [1,2Euprymna
scolopes.

I Polypus ap.• I Sepioteu
this arctipinnis, ~ Om
mastrephes hawaiien
sis.

I Eledonella (iuv.),

I Euprvmna scolopes.

1 Euprvmna scolopes.

I Sceeurgus patagiatus.
I Ommastrephes hawaii·

ensis .
• Tremoctopus violaceus.
I Abralia trigonum.

I Heteroteuthis hawaii
ensis.

I Heteroteuthis hawaii-
ensis .

I Alloposus mollis.

3 Euprymna scclopes.

3 Scseurgus patagiatus,
I Euprymna scolopes,

I Pterygioteuthis micro
Iampas.

I Polypus hovlel,
I Ommastrephes hawaii-

ensis,
I AbraUa astrosticta.
I Polypus boyle!.
I Polypus hoyle!, I Om

mastrephes hawaiien·
sis.

2 Euprymna scolopes, I
Rhyncoteuthion a.

I Euprymna scolopes,
J larval hlstioteuthids, I

Brachioteuthis riisel,

brokenWhite sand,
Shells.

Coral sand .
Fine coral sand. globi

gerina I coral.

Fine coral. volcanic sand,
foraminifera.

Coarse coral sand, fo
raminifera.

Gray sand, foraminifera.
Gray sand ..

44'3
47' I

60·3

OF.

79 ........

78 61. 7

76 43. 8

76 4°'3
77 45. 6

79 64·6
77 46. I

77 46.8

79 ..

Brown mud, tine sand,
globlgerlna.

Fine gray sand, Ioram
inilera.

Fine gray sand .

Fine coral sand, Ioram-
inifera.

Gray sand .
Coral sand, foraminUera.

Coarse coral sand, shells.
Fine gray sand .
Fine gray sand, mud .

76
76 .. ',jj:6' 'Fin~i:i-a'y sand::::::::::
75 43.8 do ..

75 43.8 do .

76 38'7 Gray mud, foraminUera.

77 .

76 .
76 ..

37· 5 Coral sand,rock .........

76

77 .

3 Tremoctopus violaceus,
1 Polypus [1,I Rhynco
teuthion [1.

74 2 'I'remcctcpus vioJaceus,
2 Euprymna scolopes,

79 .
69

OF.
74 , - - - . - - .. - -

Surface.

Surface.
Surface.

Surface.

Surface,

I48-163

Surface.

Surface.
Surface.

Fathoms.
Surface.May I5

May I6

...do .....

25· 0" N., 1700 sO' 'V" be
tween Honoluluand Lay
san.

25° 21' Not 171008' V.'., be
tween Honolnlnand Lay
san.

Vicinity of Laysan .

Honolulu market.......... (?)

Vicinity of Modu Manu.... Aug. 5

. . : .. do do ..
34° 39' 18" N., 132004' W., Aug. 27.

between Honolulu and
San Francisco, Cal.

... .. do 1 do ..

Honolulu Reef. Oahu. (?)

393I

3930

3938

4001 do __ . _ Jnne I6
400' do do .

4009 Between Kauai and Oahu. June I7
4010 do do .

4 I 53
4190

4°11

--_._----------'----'----'----'--_..-'------------'-------------



EXPLANAnON OF PLATES.

Except where otherwise stated in the context, all the drawings were prepared by
Miss Lora Woodhead, of Stanford University. The photographs were made by J. H.
Paine.

The numbers in brackets have reference to the author's register of examined
specimens.

PLATg XLV.

Polypus marmoraius , dorsal view oflarge male from Honolulu, xYs; [174]. Drawn by R. 10(' Hudson.

PLATS XLVI.

Fig. 1. Polypus ornaius, dorsal view of a medium sized male from Honolulu, [179]. X~.

Fig. 2. Polypus ornatus, tip of hectoootylized arm of same specimen [179]; as yet not well
developed, ><12.

PLATS XLVII.

Fig.!. Polypus hoylei, ventral view of male, type, X~; [166]. Drawn by R. L. Hudson.
Fig. 2. Sceurqus patagiatus, dorso-lateral view of male (type), X1,U; [204]. Drawn byR. L. Hudson.
Fig. 3. Scceurqus patagiatus, tip of hectocotylized arm of same specimen, X2,U; [204]. Drawn by

R. L. Hudson.
PLATE XIo(VIII.

Fig.!. Sceurqus pataqiatus, hectocotylized portion of left third arm of male (type), X7; [204].
Fig. 2. Polypus hoylei, hectocotylized portion of right third arm of male (type), X4; [166].
Fig. 3. Polypus hoylei, region surrounding right eye of same specimen, showing the supraocular

cirri, considerably enlarged; [166].
Fig. 4. Polypus hoylei, funnel of male from the vicinity of Kauai, laid open along the media-ventra

line to show the funnel organ, X2;/,; [176].
Fig. 5. Argonauta bOttgeri, inner aspect of left second arm of female, X2U; [165].
Fig. 6. Polypus marmoraius, hectocotylized portion of right third arm of large male from Honolulu,

X7; [174].
Fig. 7. Polypus p, left dorsal arm of small specimen from off the south coast of Oahu, Xs; [194].
Fig. 8. Polypus p,dorsal view of specimen from off the south coast of Oahu, considerably enlarged;

[19SJ·

PLATE XLIX.

Fig. 1. Letmoteuthis luqubris, lateral view of mandibles of specimen from the Pailolo Channel, nearly
natural size; [212]. Drawn by J. H. Paine,

Fig. 2. Laitmoteuthis lugubris, apical view of same, same scale. Drawn by J. H. Paine.
Fig. 3. Tremoctopus uiolaceus, inner aspectof all arms of left side of female not quite adult, X3; [221].
Fig. 4. Tremoctopus uiolaceus, funnel of same specimen laid open along medio-ventral line, X4;

[221].
Fig. 5. Euprymna scolopes, left tentacle club of male (type), inner aspect, greatly enlarged; [320].
Fig. 6. Ellprymna scolopes,outer aspectof left dorsal arm of male (ootype) showing hectocotylization,

much enlarged; £323]. The suckers of the innermost row along the basal portion of the arm are con
siderably larger than they should be in the figure.
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PLATE LII.
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Fig. 7. Euprymna scolopes, inner aspect of middle portion of same arm of same specimen, showing
modified suckers, greatly enlarged; [323].

Fig. 8. Euprymna scolopes, right lateral arm of same specimen (several suckers missing from ventral
row and not supplied in drawing), X4; [323].

PLATE L.

Fig. 1. Stoloteuihis iris, dorsal view of type, X3; [j r], Drawn by H. V. Poor.
Fig. 2. Stoloteuihis iris, tentacle club of type, inner aspect, greatly enlarged; £31].
Fig. 3. Heteroteuthis haumiiensis, tentacle club of type (female), greatly enlarged; [30].
Fig. 4. Heteroteuihis hauaiiensis, large sucker from third arm of male from station 4088, greatly en-

larged; [333]. .
Fig. 5. Heteroteuihis hawaiiensis, inner aspect of second right arm of type (female), X4.%'; bo].
Fig. 6. Heteroteuthis hauaiiensis, photogenic organs of specimen from station 4089, X2~; [333]'

Drawn by J. H. Paine.
Fig. 7. Heteroteuthis hawaiiensis, lateral view of type (female), XI%;'; [30]' Drawn by H. V. Poor.
Fig. 8. Heteroteuthis htnuaiiensis, ventral view of type (female), with mantle partially laid open to

expose the locking cartilages and funnel, X2; bo].

PLATE LI.

Fig. I. Abralia astrosticia, ventral view of type (female), X2; [171]. Drawn by H. V. Poor.
Fig. 2. Abralia astrostlcta, inner aspect of right tentacle club of type, XIS; [171]. Drawn by

II; V. Poor.
Fig. 3. Abralia astrosticta, ventral view of right eye of type and surrounding region, X3; [171].

Drawn by H. V. Poor.
Fig. 4. Abralia astrosticta, dorsal view of type, XI~; [x7x]. The extremities of the fins are repre

sented as curved under, their true outline being more as indicated by the dotted line. Drawn by
H. V. Poor.

Fig. 5. Abralia astrosticta, ventral aspect of funnel, showing the distribution of the photogenic
organs, Xs; [x7 x].

Fig. 6. Abralia astrosticta, fixing apparatus of left tentacle club of type, much enlarged; [171].
Fig. 7. Abralia aslrosiicia, lateral aspect of head and funnel of type, showing locking cartilage of

left side of funnel, X4; [x7x].
Fig. 8. Abralia astrosticta, funnel of type laid open medio-ventrally to expose the funnel organ,

X4; [171].

Fig. I. Pteryqioieuihis microlampas, ventral aspect of right eye of type and surrounding region, X6;
[277].

Fig. 2. Pteryqioteuthis microlampas, funne1locking cartilage, much enlarged; [278].
Fig. 3. Pterygioteuthis microlom.pos, inner aspect of left tentacle club of type, much enlarged;

[227]. Drawn by J. H. Paine, from a mount in balsam.
Fig. 4. Toleoteuthis compacta, inner aspect of left tentacle club of type, Xx6; [238].
Fig. 5. Toleoteuthis compacta, inner aspect of right third arm of type, XI3; [238].
Fig. 6. Mastigoteuthis (?)famelica, ventral view of head of type, X5; [260].
Fig. 7. Mastigoteuthis (?)familica, ventral arm of type, inner aspect, X5; [26o]'
Fig. 8. Mastiqoteuthis (?)familica, dorsal view of type, X2.%'; [260]. Drawn by H. V. Poor.

PLATE LUI.

Fig. 1. Rhyncoteuthioti t:l', dorsal view of well advanced specimen with free tentacles, from station
3926, X2; [255].

Fig. 2. Liocranchia qlobulus, anterior (apical) portion of left latero-ventral seriesof tubercles, showing
the small flanking tubercles (type), much enlarged; [262].
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Fig. 3. Liocranchia globulus, tentacle of type, X8; [262].
Fig. 4. Liocranchia globulus, dorsal view of type, X2~; [262]. Drawn by H. V. Poor.
Fig. 5. Megalocranchia fisheri, inner aspect of right tentacle club of type, X4; [106].
Fig. 6. Megalocranchiafisheri, lateral aspect of same, X4; [106].

PUTE LIV.

Fig. I. Sepioteuthis arctipinnis, ventral viewof male from marketat Honolulu, XU; [42]. Photograph.
Fig. 2. Ommastrephes hauaiiensis, inner aspect of right third arm of type, XI%; [243]. Photograph.

PLATE LV.

Fig. I. Polypus hoylei, inner aspect of arms and umbrella of type (male); xU; [166]. Photograph.
Fig. 2. Meqalocranchia fisheri, ventral view of type, XI%; [106]. Photograph,
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